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Foreword

This publication is one of many collaborative efforts undertaken over the years by
the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Edaption and the Association of
Teacher Educators. Qur intent in publishing this document, in collaboration with leacher
Corps, U.S. Office of Education, is to provide ideas and information for those responsible

' for the preparation of education personnel. We believe that we can thus contribute to the
improyement of educational opportunities for'lhose who teach and learn in our schools.

Recent years have seen increasing 'ffOrts to meld the activities of the staffs of ele-
mentary- secondary schools with those of ,coileges and universities. This publication is
useful to such personnel, for all need to study the operation of educational organizations.
Pre- and in-service education.pertonnel should know about organizations and be compe-
tent to perform effectively within them. We think that this document contributes tdrini-
hal and Lontinuing ecluca' tion of education personnel. I n releasing this document. neither
association necessarily endorses its contents. The purpose of our serving as publishers IS
to stimulate study and impleMentation of ideas and inforination as appropriate for local,
state, and collegiate eduCation. agencies.

Creating a publication involves many individuals. We acknowledge with gratitude the
efforts of the following. Ronald G. Corwin and Roy A. Edelfelt conceptualized and
wrote much of tie document. Theodore E. Andrews and Brenda Bryant did much sub-
stantive editing and writing, to complete the manuscript. Jpel L. Burdin and Florence
Jones of AACTE Carried out discussions which culminated fn the final agreement frir a
cooperative publication venture. Technical editing was done by Annette MacKinnon of
AACTE and Mary Gorman. Cover design is by Studiofour:GraphicS-, None of the work
could have beers done without the encouragement and support of Teacher Corps i

rector William L. Smith, who over the years has done such an effective job in promoting
American education.

.Now, these efforts have reached their cuAination in the release of Perspectives on
Organizations: Viewpoints for Teachers. We Relieve that the usefulness of this docu-
ment will justify the efforts which have made it pOssible.

Edward C. POrneroy, Eficutive Director
American Associatio,a of Colleges for .

Teacher Educ tfon

RobertJ. Ste nson, Executive Director
Associatio of Teacher Educators

Au st 1976
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Preface

.

The Teacher Corps conducted its first national training institutrin the summer of
1975. New projegt interns and team leaders, called corps members, were participants in
four intense weeks at the Universit% of Richmond. In scope and content the institute was
a unique response. Needs gave it birth, and evaluationstudies, project directors, and re-N
search on the management of change 'gave jt focus. The experience is knownzas the
Corps MembersTraining rnstitute (CMTI).

The major impetus for ,the whole .idea must be credited to third party program
evaluations. More than one of these pointed up the great need for interns to understand
the organizational features of schools. The Corwin Study in 1973 particularly described
how crucial it was for our teaching teams, and particulsrly the interns, to understand the
implications of organizational characteristics'and realize that schools are social systems.
The Marsh Study, in 1974 reinforced this point.

Additionally, project directors were reporting that Teacher Corps internsAeeded an
"esprit 'de corps," a personal identification with the national program effort It also
seemed to directors that a common training session could be the most realistic and pro-
found cross-cultural learning and living experience ever provided by the Teacher Corps.

F,inally, the research literature on the management of change and theories on the pro-
cesses of change have ,important implications for teacher education."The Teacher Corps,
program, is designed to help schools and colleges effect change. In the early history of the,
Corps, a basic assumption existed that interns, acting as change agents, could reform the
,schodl merely with their commitment and presence. Thisprpved to be an unrealistic and
unprodutlive assumption. We have now been careful to insist that Teacher Corps interns
ace not, 'and should, not attempt to be, change agents. Our expectation is simply that they .

will be the best and most highly qualified teachers available to the profession, notin the
traditional sense as dispeosers of knowledge, taut as facilitators of the learning-process.
This new role reqUires More and different theory, and training than has been the case
typically in teacher education. It starts, with the. assumption that facilitating means.,
managing. Teachers most manage processes, products, and young people in rzed
Manner if they want and expect positive growth and change to occur in the teaming and
behasiior, of their "students. This,seems most accomplishable, when the school is viewed as a
forrnal organization, as a social system, and the classrooms in,that school as subsystems,
This systemic approach treats the claisroorn as an organization within an .organizatior:

.the school. -

icPrevious teacher prainin9 programs, which focused on the individUal teahe learner,,
tended to provide new knowledge Or skills to that teacher learner but did.rigt have kn.-
pact for change on the school to which the tether returned. In many cases the teacher's
new knowledge bei.am4 a threat to teachiVpeers\tiho had not themselvq benefited ft.om"
such training. Administrators were often.Oireatened when the teacher attempted to fin:
element this new knowledge and skill. We nbw know bow these problems can be
avoided. Many of us have' come to believe that foi: ;the institutionalized grOwth and de-, ;

0'velOornent of educational .personnel, and lot impact',oti the school, the school as an ,Or-
-, 6

, vt, . ,



NN
ganizatm is the smallest unit of change, Similarly then, for the institutionalized growth
and develoioment of children, the claSsroom is the smallest unit of change.

Systems'Theory and organizational behavior theory have an important place it the
conceptualization preservice and iQservi,e education Many good and talented teachers
feel unable to use,theiryalents effectively because they believe the hierarchial structure of
administrators, supervisors,,and the environmental field force known as "the Community"
have placed unwarranted constcamts upon them. This sense of alienation and powerless-

`A. ness in the finest teachers will obvtiusly prove contagious. Idealistic beginners will', there-
foie, hardly be immune. Teacher Cogs is persuaded that if schools, as social systems, are
to be changed for the better, everyone ;Frith a role or investment in the education and/or
schooling of children must :be collaboratively involved in the change process. If bothpew
and experienced teachers werJto have an oppor,tunity to study th0 nature of or6aniza-
Lions and the ways members interact, they might find that certain behavior chiracteris-,
tics manifested in schools ari, fOund in most organizations Even more importantly,
these behaviors can be understood and dealt' with,

We know, of course, that most of the scientific data on, organization are found in
studies of economic and industrial organizations Over the past few years, uno9ersities
have conducted numerousieducational organization studies in educational administration
for middle managers and school superintendents initially supported through the Kellogg
Foundation Program No one, it secrped, had begun 10 develop concepts, theoretical
formulations, and case studies for prospective and practising teachers to use in studying
the school as a forrnal organization With the except on of the'initial Work on organiza-
tion study done by Chris Argyris for employees, little else. had been developed tor' role
group below'that of administrators and managers. Someone somewhere had to begin.

The Corps Member Training institute wag seen as having three goals The first was to
develop an esprit de corps among our newest members. The seconcl.was toprovide them
with a rich multicultural experience. The third was todnvolve them and their experienced
teacher team leader in an academic experience designed to opekitheir eyes to theories of
o anization, both structure and behavior, and to the many sty es of learning and teach-'

g there are. The Institute was organized into the two separate graduate level strands,
`Organization Perspectives, and Teaching and Learni6g Style Analysto This volume is the

fir\of a series which deals with Perspectives on Organizations

would be impossible ,to name everyone who contributed to the Corps Member
Training, Institute, but some cannot go without mention We must acknowledge fhe
people w o hadi undue pressures on them to conceive, develop, and implement the en
tire,project sd short a,time, and who amazingly did it, Pion Corwin'and Roy,Edelfelt
were response for this organization strand, Dale Lake and Mau Miles served as design
consultants, Jaf_iy Gant, Emily Feistritzer, Elaine Witty. Theodore Andrews, and Larry
fannoccohe, as clusten leaders, brought reality and reasork out of the rhetoric

It will become obvioms to the reader that nothing of the Teaching and Learning ftyle
Analysis Strand is included in this volume. It was a separate unit with an darrnost entirely
different staff, different teaching philosophy, and differerit training Materials These

materials will be,available at a later date. Bruce Joyce and his associates, Marsha Wtql
anti Michael McKibben, were responsible for this teaching and learning strand

Dean Floyd Waterman and Asociaie Deans Bambi Cardenas, Roger W. yvi)tOn , and
Vergia Gan-thrill were responsible for the administrative and logistical details 6Uring"the

vii



four week CMTI. All of these people mentioned above have the gratitude of all who
were a part of the Richmond learning community adventure

Its outcome, as revealed so far by the Interim Report of the G Thomas Fox Evalua-
tion, has been truly impressive, That document leaves little doubt that the instructional
process used at Richmond did develop a sense of community The multicultural inter-
actions were rich, and a real esprit de corps emerged It is also apparent that many preci-
ous assumptions about teaching and internship were challenged. Changes in perspective
did take place Although th.4 follow -up study should tell us more about the impact of-
the four weeks, the results already reported have more than confirmed their value

The Teacher Corps is pleased to have the Amer4can Hssociation of Colleges for
Teacher Education and the Association of Teacher Educators serve as joint publishers =,
of this,. volume. Their constituencies are impoftant ones in any effort to, implement
Change in the preparation of education personnel. Their effurt is to provide practitioners,
decision makers, and researchers AO the Ideas and information which Lan become build-
ing steps to progress -

This volume offers those vvtio may Share fur Lvmerns some of the papers, other
materials, and proceqres that were Used to give corpsmembers a new perspective on
ordanizations MULh of the value of these matekials was the e",tent to which they gener-
ated debate and interaction, both of which were encouraged by a group of talented in-

_

structors
They are presented as beginnings, at least, of a response to a seridus need. The two

subsequent volurnts on Perspectives on _Organizations will focus on other aspects the
CMTI. Each'reinforces the single fact that systems and organization theory jreno luxury
items in arealist4c program pf teacherkitraining

William` L. 4tri1 th \
\irector

3eacher Corps

A bgust 1976



IntrodUction

Perspectives on Organizations- is a series of training publications designed to develop
among future and practicing teachers anawareness of what organizations are, how organi-
zations'gfect them, and how ther,,:.5m deal with organizations. The materials in this series
were developed when Teacher Corps decided tq include the Study of organizabons in its
1975 Corris Meryber Training Institute.for preservice and mservice teachers. At the invita-
tion of William L. SMith, director ,of Teacher Corps, we began to In and develop the
procedures and materials fo be used during the institute's component on the study of
organizations. With Teacher Corps' support we were responsible for planning the, instruc-
tional Mode, for selecting instructional materials, andlor in'itiatinelhe development of
new, materials which focus especially, on the unique concerns new and experienced
teachers encounter in their roles in thebrganizations.

So often, new areas of study are initiated independently, 11)9 an academician or by
practitioners. However, we worked cooperatively to create Oils newemphasislor teacher
training. This is not lust another case of "applied social science," where a scholar is called,
upon to apply technical skills to a problr defined by others, or to lead an investigation.
Nor is it'a case of a practitioner acquainting a ,rtilive social scientist with the facts of life.
From the beginning, this has beea ioint.venture between a teacher educator (Edelfelt)
and a sociologist (Corwin). We have learned from one another,,and we have learned to-.
gether. It is our hope, indeed our' conviction, that this type of collaborative effort can be
successful fOr other's as well. The concerns of teacher education and of sociology are too
intimately linked to remain divorced in separate traditions. ,

The materials and activities in this volume were desied and selected by us, and
'compiled, edited, and prepared for publication by Theodore E. Ahdrews and Brenda L.
Bryant, both of whom were instructors in the Corps Member TrOing Institute in 1975.
James P. Steffensen, Teacher Corps, reviewed the materials and wkked closely with the
publication's editors. , , .

Viewpoints for Teachers is the first volume in the series PersOctives on Organize-
Lions, The Preface, by William L. Sniith, underscores the signifidant gpritribution the
study of organizations can make to the field' of teacher education. Part I, "Teching and
Learning About Organizations,' contains an overview, ratidnaleNorte study, and in-
structional objectives. Part II, :'Life in Organizations," is an introduct on to organization

for Viewp 'fits for Teacher& The subjec art I tl, "Organizations n Action.' tells how.
theory an 'basic related concept's. DividetcAo two sections, Part II provides the content

the instructors and learners might go about exploring organization I concepts. Actiyities
explained in Part III can be used to enrich the examination of key concepts and to draw

.
on the experience of participants as a critical element of learning. The "Vignettes" in
Part III were contributed by Donald Cruickshank, picifessor of education 'at The Ohio
State, University. An annotated bi liography by Theodore C. Wagenaar, a sociologist at
Miami University, appears as App dix A. , / '

It is difficult to capture in/ pont the enthusiasm that user's of these materials have
expressed during their study of organizations.,However, a sense of their mood is reflected
in excerpts from participants' comments, quoted in Para I.'"The ultimate value that comes

1
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from a sharpened awareness of 9rganizations, of course, can be assessed better sat a later
time. Some of our own faith ir6.this range potential is expressed in the following entry
shorn a journal kept by a Teacher oriSs intern.

A sincere and relevant evaluation 'V the study of organizations can be made only ata later
date. Its impact will be evident only as I encounter school organizations face -to -face When I

_em actively part of the school system, when I enter an crganizationtf1 conflict and attempt
to effect some manner of change, I will look behind me then and Say, "That's where I was."
And by knowing where I was, I will kpow where I am. .

1

Helping readers better understand "where I arn'; and the options they have in deciding
''where I warn. to be" is a basic purpose of Perspectives on Organizations. . e

\",..,.

R?y Edelfelt
and
Ronald Corwin

`A



Part I. .

Teachirig and Learning
. about Organizations

RATIONALE .
The Purpose of Perspectives on Organizations is to help prospective and practicing

teachgrs become more aware of the major characteristics of organizations, and the prob- .

lems that result from or are aggravated by these characteristics.,A glance through the
"S/ellovv Pages of any telephone direct() i fiest that there are nearly as many organl.
zations as there are people. We all ith many organizations each day, grq-

oe,ry stores, fcaternities,corpo ps, chUrches, hospitals, and schools

Usually, organization specVied functions for society.
Their. purpose is to prove r areas than in-

divtduats alone can a ileve. HOwever, organizations vary greatly in effectiveness, goals,
for?rts of control, members, and in the beneficiaries of their services or products. Some ,:-

have become highly complex, others remain simple.
Out of necessity, all of us have adppted4oi-ne assumptions about organizations as we

try to understand, predict, control, or ottlerwise cope with the prokllems that we often
encounter in our organizational roles. However, we all could profit from an opportunity
to sharpen our awareness of how organizations operate and tg reexamine pur'aSsumptions

about 0-,tm. 'Such knowledge can help us understand our rolei in organizations, our in-

fluence on organizations, and _their,impact on us. Sometimes, it can help us avoid being
Mthe victims of organizations. oreover, if an individual aspires to change or improve an

organization, being able to analyze how it works can assist irnmeasurablyirr influencing '

its direction, purpose, and procedures. At the same time, some study and reflection*Will

make it clear that the process of organizational change is complex so complex that
normally agiven individual can, play only a relatively modest part in t.

brifortpna ly, teachers hive had almost no f6rmal training in the complexities of
organi3.a s. Arid yet, perhaps more than other., professionals, they must dearwith

, ous Organizations in the practice of their profession. In addition, they must funt-
effectively as members of 'Several key organizations the Schdol, the scnool system,

and the teacher organization. They play different roles,ig these organizatidns as profes-
.

slonai employees of the school -4Istrict, members pf, staff hierarchy, and membefs of
teacher organizations and the expectations associated Witt( each of these roles are often,'

in conflict, posing hard professional choices for teachers. Moreover, these roles typicall)i
have lowstatus in the respecfivehierarchies for example, although teachers are autono,
,mous in certain respects, they'are relatively powerless as individuals to control the key
decisions that aremade in a school. Collectively, h6wever, teachers are effecting changes

Teacher organizatioN, such as the National Education Association (NEA) and the Amer

- icon Federation of Teachers (AFT), have, exerted tonsidereble power in the last decade"
Multiple m nberships, status proplems,and,role conflicts are not unique icy teachers;,

aye, contact
ions, emplOyee gr

are established to erfor
e greafer efficiency and coordina

- ,
, 3
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y Gpmmon aspects of life in organizaqOns. Teachers can Otter understand these
aspects ifi relation to other organizational phenomena and charactOistics, by studying the
structure and various patterns4of behavior in organizations, that is,;discrepancies between
power and authority, boundary defenses, recruitment and evaluation, organizational
change, relations with outside wouPs, etc. For example, it should be useful for teachers
to reflect on what typically happens as organizations become larger employees becbme
mire specialized; their autonomy increases, and there is greate&likelihood of conflict.
Better understanding can also be achieved by a comparative study of organizations, for
example, by comparing human service organizations to o ations with more concrete
products, and by comparing school organizations to othe n service groups.

Belief that the study of organizations would benefit teachers was reaffirmed in a
major, thfee-year lonMtudinal study of the Teacher Corps.' One significant f ?fiding of
that study was that those teach :interns tent on reform to schools were "relatively inef-
fective" because they violated 'm ny norms of the existing school system. They fat ltd, not
because they couldn't teach students, but because, they violated established 'Customs and
rules of the organization. Corwin concludes that: .

Although doomed to frustration, they (interns provided a thrust for change. But these
questions arise. Is it po..!ble.to train people who re passionately committed to the need for
reform and who are calculating and patient eno h to work effectively within the system?
Can they become sophisticated about the system without losing their zest for change? Can
they learn to temper their romanticisfn without losing their compassion for and optimism
concerning the chilrenit

Withdrn Smith, director of Teacher Corps, recognized the s nificance and validity of
these questions, and through his efforts a training program for Teacher Corps interns°,
devoted to the study of organizatibns was developed. This effort, the .Corps Member

, Training, Institute held in the summer of 1975 at the University of Richmond, provided
the impetus for publication of this series of training materials Flevotec1 to the study of

organizations.
. Jhe content and procedures included in tfii.and subsequent vqlumes were developed

to assist persons in budding training programs that would sharpen awareness and develbp
,. skills in dealing with organizations. Many of the materials and proLedures included were

successfully used in the Teacher Corps Institute. .. .

Success ultimately depends on how teachers actually fundtion in schools and co "Mrrici-
1.. wit:5, and there Was nut been sufficient time to assess this. There is, however, evidence of

learning in the iournal, daily records of personal reactions, kept by interns and team
leaders (experienced,te Lhers) dui mg the Institute. The from journals illustrate

1 how the participantS f It during the two week, full tjme'lnstitute.Institute. Participants, all College
.. graduates, were prOsPe nye and experienced fteachers. i

Parlticipant Awal'e ess-of Goals
G als of the stu y of organizations are to devel

organ rations and d Understanding of how orga
teach s in the si..huol and cumniunity. Awareness wa
cipant ,Among them was recognition df realign.

R. G.'0orivIn, Reform and 0 anaati6natSutvival. The T
tional hange Nev(Yo k yInterscience, 1973), p. 37

p an awareness of ,characteristics of
izational phenomena impinge on
verbalized in various ways by parts -' .

'1

cher Corps Is an Inst. ment of Organize-
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cha
I came into the teaching field idealistic, hopeful, a' Lommitted to being a part 0/ the ,

. Now, I, too, ope to derive qr effe "reasonable expect;tions" and a hardn ed4

reall ic approachp problems. t 4'
Ai

ix of co f nplex ity: J f
.

I wasn't aware of all that is involv in an organNtion. So many things we' e talked
a ut in groups I've own but taken for ranted, never asked why , '

X"

4

or the importance of 1nalysis: i .--

.., .
TodayYfinall saw hoW studying rgartizations will help me when I return to the com-

munity where I will work. I think I can better analyke situations and see things from all per-
spectives. 1

One participant admits that organizations sound dull:
4

My initial feelings were "Oh, boy organizations. It sounds ;

All and all, these past two weeks have been anything but dull. Aboukone week into the A`7"
course my brain began to pull things together, end the papers, speakers, movies, and experi-
ences of others began to be integrated inte my own past, present, and future. At this point 1.

^ .I feel that I have enough knowledge about organizations to be confident in my future.

This showd an awareness that some things are inevitable. For another participant that
realization had a very praptical value:

Organizations are a fact of life! Since we' all must deal with many different types, we
should know how they are structured so we will have that information when we need it. If
we don't understand our own organization and our position in it, we may lose our Jobs be-

.
cause of things beyond our control.

Others, perhaps more optimistic, saw ossibilities for individual, choices bt t recog-
nized the importance of thoughtful and considered decisions:

We have read, heard, and spoken about many different options in deahng with organi-
zations. All offered us one basic notion. Options for dealing with organizations are there for
us to discover.

I have learned an awful lot, a great deal more than I now can appreciate, The most
prominent thing is that I have not recognized organizations and their characteristics in many
instances. '

Awareness.of organizations also generate'd some rejection and fear.
I

I have realized for the fifst time that I do not like organizations. I've never thought of
it in this way I've re ted against an oppressive high school, avoided large, rigid classes at
college, worked exclus' ely 'with small business (construction, farm work, informal restau-
rants) but I have r t ought of my beltavior as a reaction against organizationl in gen-
01, and now I feel tai that it is. The most frightening thing fqr me about getting in -,
vOlVed; in schools is th o01d becdtne the victim of the organization, or worse yet, that I
may become insensiti i to uman needs and perpetuate the system. .

ons 5t)out the power of knowlettge. ' .- ,

;I:
wlecHge corrudti especially knowledge like this which gives us so
nations, power, an authority, I have never taken courses that ljelt

.. l
'. -

,
5

And fear included ap

bell e .that
much insi ht into 0



would aid me in coercing people. I strongly believe inyletting people think their own
thoughts. I am,a little afraid of the potential of this new knowledge. I hope th at I will put
the new knowledge to good use. II

, ! Still another participant saw the prospect of changing the system and not becoming
t e victim of an organization

I have gained a clearer appreciation of the complexity Of organizations and realize that
effective change involves understanding the power structure and interactions within and out-
side the organization. I'm beginning to see how organizations shape the behavior of individ-

,

q
,uals and the seasons for such behavior. I'm not so quick to condemn the organization, nor
am I blindly accepting the status quo as being absolute. The potential f r the organization,
to absorb the individual is great, but an indviidual has the ability to m ntain freedom, and
integrity if he or she understands how organizations function Ttte iricl idual can codtinue
to be free and make needed changes within the sy steer% Through persistence and hard Work,
I still believe organizations can be made more humane and responsive toothe needs of the
people they are supposed to serve.

The study of organization s is also designed to uild an info mation base and profes-
sional sophistication. There were many Journal ntrie,s that illustrated that kind of
achievement. When students can verbalize the knowledge the have acquired, the first
step in behavioral change may have taken place, The following are a few of the un,solic-
ited recordings of ideas, information, and thus that participants thought significaht
enough to write down. <

I feel that it is extremely important that a teacher know his or her rights, because the
organization will not keep him informed of them for obvious reasons.

.1 i .7

I learned today that being a member of several organizations often causes a conflict in
roles between tile organizations.

"'r

It's OK to be a puppet in an organization for a period of time until one builds a dower
base from within and/or without so that one can promote whatever is necessary

,,ID

4
To effect change at a particular level within an organization, one must effect an in-

volvemeri from tfie level above that level neyd*ifig change.

41.".ik'

0iganizatio S do not have to have specific goals as some theorists believe. Instead, they
may have confli ing goals on seVeral levels of the organization, changing goals, or lost goals.

I,

Teachers are closest to ''Students in the school hierarchy
tion to understand their needs, desires, and problems. But dc
toughest positioq (besides students) to implement change.

1r

nd should be in the best posi-
spite this, teachers are In the

I

Obviously, . process and content were' highly integrated, and this blend is recom-
mended tot:any e using,these-materials. e

11



The content-process mix is illustrated in the use of selectedfeature films. Participants

reacted to this approach:

At first, I resented havirig to watch the movie, but when I saw it, I saw the relevance.

and was able to apply it to organization theory and what we had discussed about organize-

tioni that morning;

Mond:34 night we saw the movie "Bridge on t River Kwai." I enjoyed looking at it
from the organizational pejspective. After the movi a group of friends discussed the ques-

tions, and I got a lot from it.
iln the morning we went to our clutter meeti to discuss the movie. The conflict

between authority and technical skills brought out t e concept that diffelent cultures and

organizations have different rules and characteristics norms and sanctions. There, are dif-

ferent bases for authority, leadership, rank, and tech ical skills, and in order to have an ef-
fective pov4erful organization, there must be expertise n any of those. A

Case. studies were used in conjunction with films and other 'written materials to'

stimulate thought and discussion. The effect 'of tie multifaceted approach, is illustrated ,

by another participant, as follows.

In the afternoon we did a case study which macle me see how organizational norms and
;characteristics come in conflict and how organizati nal goals limit personal freedom. I tried

to relate thOse thoughts to the movie and once more was somehow uncomfortable with the

idea of having to sacrifice personal individual freedom in order to survive in an organization.

The instructional setting can also be analyzed and studied where possible, as one

example of an organization. Suggestionslfor a mode of instruction, which the authors and

editors of these materials have usvd and strongly endorse, are included in Part I I, Section

2,What Are Organizations Like?,
Participant reactions supported our initial ideas:

The last two weeks have been ningful. This is the first time that I have been with a

group of people of all races, colors, an creeds interactingtogether.

Before coming to this institute I didn't express myself verbally in groups, butt thank

Ibis experience for helping me to open u and express myself in groups. The uneasy feeling

is gone.

Meeting and talking with people of efferent backgrounds, both educationally and-cul-s

turally, is probably one of the beslearnin experiences.

I feel comfortable with my group, y cluster, with the whole organization. This is

unusual for me. I don't make friends easil

Witout a doubt the Most benefice. part of these first two weeks has been the oppor-

turlity to interact with people from man different gfhnic backgrounds. I'm surprised at the



number of informal discussions I've been in/in which the topic of virga
debated, argu , and thrashed'aboutc

An experienc eacher reacts:
ti

It is very impaitant to interact with other people and to really digcuss these concepts. I
can honestly say that I learned many characteristics, concepts, and definitions of organize-
tional theory. I have taken many administration and supen;isiOrr coyrses where organiza-
tional theory was dealt with, but I have never. grasped the concepts as weir as I have here. I
think that this is due mainly to the small group activities we have had. My experience has

1
always been a lecture kind of situation where we Weyer had rnuchopportunity to discuss and
interact with the people in the class. Some of the activities we had were very effective in
that )Nre'were actually experiencing processes pf organizational theory. For example, we'got
into triads to answer questions, and in an{ tier activity we had to put oyrselve& in a print
cipal's position and'becomeithe helpee. o

;
A final reaction epito izeS the conviction of many participants and all t e staff iri-

v in the Institute arid reiterates 3 continuing, nagging question of all to chers and
ltUdents. Will I apply what I hye lear-ned>

A sin e and relevant evaluation off the Study of organizations can be made o,ly at a
later date. ts impact will be evident only as I encounter school organizations face- o-face.

I
When I an actively part of the school system, when I enter 4n organizational conf ict and
attempt t effect some manner of change, I will look behind me then and say`, "Thai's
where I s." And by knowing where I Was,. I will know where I,am.

INSTRUCTIONAL MODE ."
The instructional mode used during the Corps Member Training Institute was impor-

tant in ensuring the effectiveness of the materials and the favorable responses of partici-
pants. Suggestions for the mode and .tdoe, of instruction fbIloW

1, Instruction should occur io small groups. Ideally pa'rticipants,shou Id be organized in
basic discussion groups of abOut 10 members.with one instructor for each group. Diver-
sity of background among group members and instructors is highly desirable. Instructors
should be flexible and vary the progr.arn to Meet the demands of an evolving instructional

,
process.

2 Instruction should give attention to the needs and interests of participants, The back-
grounds and levels 6f sophistication ot participants should be assessed prior to, or at the
first meeting, so that planning and grouping is responsive to the diversity and needs of
participants.

,

3. Instructional expectations'should be made.,public. Participants should receive state-
ments of training goals and objectives, how those goals and objectives will be achieved,
and indicators of how the participants will be evaluated.
4. Instruction should provide for intensive involvement of participants. Special effort

should be made to select Lase studies, papers, vignettes, readings, abstracts, and films th;at
are particularly suited to participants who are preseryice or inservice teachers. Srfiall
group discussion should be planned is give every participant an active part in establishing
a rationale, making choices and decisions, and testing principles and theories inherent in
different kinds of organizations.

5. Instruction should capitalize on the temporary society created by the .group itself.
Characteristics of the group, as illustrated in" its governance and its social and work
problems,' may be used for analysis and diagnosis, priding a real situation with which
indiVidult and'groups can deal;

8
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6 Instruction should deal with proCess problems and skills as part of instruCtik. How
and why people behave in certain ways in an organization is part of learning about or

,,,ganizatrons. As appropriate, participants should use illustrations of their own behavior
tonalyze why pailticular progress or achievement by a group has or has not been made.

7 Instruction shOuld engage participants directly with problems of analysis, diagnosis,
and c'floice. In part, this point reiterates numbers 4 and 5. In addition, participants should
have instructo5s and, speakers initemogate and discuss tield experiences, role playing sit-
uations, and other experiences, In all of these activities, the purpose,is to deal directly
and personally with how effectively one can work through a problem in a logical, rational
wpy.

8 Instruction should prow*, a variety of activities. Engaging the interest of people in
studying organization's is not easy. A.variety of activities enriches the training session, for
example, case. stuciies, film and vignette analysis, field based study of various organiza-
tions, independent study, re4dings, and films which are appropriate for use in groups of
various sizes. , . , ,

9. Instruction should include close guidance, monitoring, and evaluation 4 partici-
pants. , The instructor participant ratio should allow some one-to-one contact, providing
opportunities to discuss hoyv the goals of the program fit those of the individual and to
negotiate modifications when possible.,Suchrnodifications, of course, become a matter
of record and provide some data for program evaluation. The instructor's responsibility
for evaluation Is continuous and should be don cooperatively with participants.
10. Instruction should respect the status of a I participants. Although all participants,
(and instructors as well) are learners: each participant presumably has a different status
based un hisiur her competence, experience, an power position. This is especially true if
a group contains .both preservice apcl inservic teachers. Each person's place in the
hierarchy should be recognized and respected

We recognize that these 10 points are appr priate to study in any field and all to
often .are unattainable for one or more easons Yet, a large part of the success of the
Corps Member Training Institute ,was attri utable to a continuous effort to follow these
principles. Each person using this material or instfuctional purposes will need to decide
how best to present the concepts based om ever changing tradeoffs among the instructors'
skills the learners' needs, and the administrative support systems.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The instructional setting described above and the rrlaterials contained in Parts II and
III of this book work together, enabling participants WI achieve certain goals and objec-
tives. The goals and objective's are shared with paticipants so that everyone is aware of
the purposes for studying organizations.

The overall goal of Perspectives on Organizations is to

Develop an awareness of the characteristics and; functions of organizations, ,

and of how organ izationS and individuals influence each other.

The program designed to help participants reach this goal includes instruction to
Enable participants to identify problems that result from or are aggravated by
some characteristics of orgarazatIons.
Provide participants with skills, enabling th m to analyze organizations and
organizational problems.
Build participant interest in continUing independent study of organizations
in the futiire.



When they have completed the program, participants should be able to demonstrate
(through analysis and discussion of organizations) that they have

An understanding of why it is important to study organizations.
A knowledge of same of the complexities resulting from membership in

s , organizations.
The ability to define organizations, social systems, bureaucracy, organization
'theory.
An awareness of app.roaches used to study organizations. ,f

,. An awareness of some key features of organizations.

1
An understanding of how the various functions of organizations are coordinated.
An awareness of models that'are useful for analyzing organizations.
Therability`to classify organizations according to typology.
An understanding of how the social environment might affect the organization.
A knoWledge of strategies for coping in organizations.

1

0. .

These, and perhaps other objectives that participants will identify for themselYes,
should be achieved as study proceeds. Participants and Instructors will frequently want to
refer back to these objectives to assess progress. The Materials and activities desigtled to
help achieye tne objectives are contained in Parts II an II r.

19
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Part II

Life in Organizations

I
Life in Organizations was written by Ronald" G. Corwin and Roy A. Edelfelt. On-.

ented to prospective and practicing teachers, it provides a general overview for the study
c4 orgamlations The major concepts discussed in this part are listed in the chart at the
beginning of Part III.

This part is divided into two sections to aid participants and instructors in their
ading and discussion. The first section, "Why Study Organizations?",tontains a ration-

le for the studyof organizations by teachers and others, some definitions, and an intro-
uction to theories of and approaches to the study of organizations The second section,
'What Are Organizations Like?", provides further, more detailed information useful for
nalyzih organizations

PartiCipants and instruct r may find it helpful to read and reread this part of the
(book as they work through e activities contained in Part III. As terms and concepts
'appear in the various.activi s, the reader will fincaife in Organizations a helpful refer-
fence The paragraphs ar umbered and the concepts contained inq those paragraphs are
keyed to each of the instructional activities (See activities list on first page of part III.)
13articipants and instructors are encouraged to use these and other activitt6 they will
develop to examine thIcontents of Part II in depth.

' / ',

Section t: Wray Study Organizations? r

Roy A. Edelfelt Ronald G. Corwin

WH STUDIES ORGANIZATIONS?
uch has been written about organizations, but authors usually either take a de- 1*

tached view or address themselves to administrators or people in positions of authority
(Haas and Drabeck, 1973, Lane, Corwin, and Monahan, 1967). Consequently, scholars
have been preoccupied either with \ 6stract theories or with problems of management,
and supervisions They seldom have ritten for lower echelcepeople like factory work-
ers, clerks, teachers, or social work s. The reasons are understandable. consultant-
writers are usually hired by ,ad,ministra ors, and most college courses on this subject serve
administrative training programs, While the few remaining courses are offered in academic
departments with no special allegianc s. As a result, administrators icirobably have an
advantage over employees. We find thi situation ironit..For, as one of the first social

"Certain paragraphs ampumbered for use with the chart in Parti!I. p 47.

11
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4 scientists to call attention to the:Ovbrsight has
'
concluded (Argyps, 19571, mou human

problems In ordanizations 'inadvertently arise because of the way work roles have been
designed for people in subordinate positions In addition to this practical need to solve
some human problems, width Argyris has stressed, there has,beeh a trend toward the
democratic action of organizations, which also requires employees to bdcOme more
sophisticated about organizations/ We'sense that lower echelon professional are bebirt-
mg-to recognize that organization theory can be as useful to thern as to their employers,
Indeed, many "progressive administrators May prefer workers who are papable of making
more informed judgments about their organizations:. /

.
.

0,, '
2 In sum, we are convinced tfriat if.the stuOy of organizations is worthy and- useful .

.enough to be included in training'programs for administiators, of businesses, hospitals,' .
and school system's, it certainly also ought to be helpful to alr members of organizations.

3 Of course, each of us encounters many organizations as citizens as well as employ-,
,

ees We can all profit from learning to.dea more effectively with qrganizations such as
banks, \restaurants, department stores, nati nal food chains, churches, welfare agencies,
tennis clubs, funeral homes, and /ails, as well as our places of work. Much of our life-
style, including even our recreation, depends on how we are treated by members of.these
brpenizations and, In turn, hoys we deal withrthem. So, we shall raise some questions, not
with the primary intention of providing theanswers, but with the hole of building aware-

. "ness and arousing interest and the desire to deal rnoie deliberatety with organizations.
e

8 t first, let Us.confront a basic issue ',, .

. ,

W Y STURY ORGANIZATIONS?,7
. ,

Becau each of us belongs to many organizations, is it reasonabfe to assume that we
already k w enough 4out then/? What Can further study add to what ,wp have learned

',,, frOm exp riende.Do krowledge and theory of organizations haveranytt)ing to offer be-
yOnd tra leting what We know into Jargon? These are :fair questions, We awe all assaulted ,/
by kndw dge Hucksters -professors,,teachers, librar,ians, and' dvertiserstry to convince

i ,

us that nless we assimilate the subjeCt they are.disbing,,we. will deprive ourselves of last-/ ... . )1 I

irig beau y.; fun, wisdom, oi-',worse, iritome. So unless one is convincedkthat it is at least
as inipo taut to_understand organizations as 4 is to un erstand basebak-banktrig inves.t:
ment, growing roses, a foreign language, or our heritage, rt isn't worth probeeding,

L us think abeut it In the fo.11oWind discussion, We shall try.to identify at least ,

three M'ed reasons why studying organi2ations migh't e.O,f'sorne \use. . .
, , i

. ,
The AHArFeeling:The First Reason f.o,r Sard,ying Organizatior\

First, let us wart by assuming that organiz tions are a basic part of everyone's exist-
<6

ence. The roblems they frequently pose for ind viduals haitebeeh. in Modern
'novels, in, which the hero is often portrayed a an employee. The dilemma,poied in .

Fferrrian ouTt's The Caine ,Mutlny (18.51) is ly15 al the emplpyee ought to have the
iipht to ,s own integrity; .but, bureaucracy erode his respohsibilih and cornprorhise
hrs rhorat niegrity. -

7
But, ven if we did not have to Pe daily With cioiens dfprganizaiions, they would

jaa' ret a t to our tlives in the way Vhat the stars are Mevantas'part of our social uni- ,e
verse, t t y shape our perspealves W ether one is a teautipr, nurssa,saleidersOn, or factory
wiz/ricer, o be fully effective.oPe'm st interes ing persoii with a\brOad persppc-
dive and an awarpness 'of the'surrd0 tng world.

. (

. 12
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Perhaps because organizations are so fdirilliar to us, we are of ten.tempted to dismiss
:ail. but the most practical .infor ation about them as irrelevant We probably would not

dream of demanding quite the same degree of relevance or practicality when we study art,
erature, or mdrly other scientlific fields. For most "practical" purposes, what difference

it. make whether or not the earth is the center of the universe?. .whether the world

is flat, or round . whether there is a law of gravity, or not? For centuries7peopie were
.aPle to get along using faulty assumptions about these matters And yet in a larger; philo-

StrthIcat-iera, ..eal.t1,441.9,yeri of a new truth had been mind-shattering We have learned
., ,

that we, as uman beings, r not ,h, e center of the universe, and although this aware-
ness has crated an identity Isis, )1 nas also forced us to think differently of ourselves

?

. .
and our World. , < -.. - . /

We doubt that the stu y, of Organizatkons has yet pioduced so dramatic a break
through in perspective; bu we are tonvinceria,ihat if we,,wefe to view organizations
with tbe same...detachment as scientists have viewed astrunomybiology, or geography,
our perspectirces 'on, the w rld wquldbe enlarged and immensely enrichechaPerhaps we

can illustrate. Many people seem to"start With the assumption that organizations are no
more than groups 9f peopl , and, therefore, people ale the sources of the problems. for

'instance, when lower-cldss children are mistreated in schools, it is popular to placetAe
blame on the persunal bra s of "middle-class teachers " But th,at is rob simple People's
attitudes and actions dre a so shaped Iwkthe organizabong they belong ,pc), that.i, by the
demands dnd Lin.urhstanLes of tbeir.jobs Many otitte problems in ,loW-income schools
arise because of the fdct t at many 0 rgad ithrOnal aprms -suit as tiunctpatity, dppenda- -1

bility, respect4for peorile In authority, nonagressfoti, and the:like-conflict with thelife-
i.

styles of many low&tIva s'Lhildren (Corwirt)pqi. Replacing the teachers might help,

but it 'would no4 `c.)Iveip-ie,bsiL'problem. By-..tht sampiaktitl, teachers cannot take fuff .

credit, when people are treated fairly, because "practiCesxsu.ch as pent examinations,
riromot.ion on the basis of competence or seniority,-ott4ect)vity, arrl the like-,have i

evolved in the name of effiriency as vvelP as Elg.mocracy, The wa'yepeople behave is often,
determined by the criteria used ,to evaluate them. If prejadrced teachers are likely 'to 1-. '.
fir.ed for ex.pre4sing their beliets,they Will N less likely to exp?s thosb beltefS Similarly; -.
if a public NO schoOlpr.ogrdm is yudgV1 41 HowrindnrgraduatVs are4dritted to college,
teachers and diirrAisfrdtors will pr,bbatriy spend more time with chilciAnr in ttie,tollege -0

e r C

C U rrl culum than With th&e rn the vocaticsnal,pldg'rem
..% I

9

lions 1--leyde'brana, 197 There de' several reaons for"say14 this One is tt-iat each pf'cis
Tb kripw.ledge nte.ded many't ypes,of.org6niz44 1,0°

,belongs to many nrAtiri;oti.ons, and we.*ill Ictici stilt other organizations in aye
fu,ture Even 4f one is pil'eparrngfor` a specific vacation, suicti as social .worker, teacher,
nUr5e, eventually one ntlay leave thi's job to go. infoddrrpnistidtion private, PiC2etice, 0, 1

,snottier (.drEler It woad therefore bjihortsighted to concentrate too narnOWly On'aAs,t,

' poroculattyrie of fob of organization
We believe studwrig`d;variety' of orgarniabonS will'help Gs gain perspective and Pie

come aware of tie many ways in which tftey can be orgarlizedlometimes the
solutions that ire...been fuund in one type of ortioni4atidn can be aeldpted to others '11

I
j

15eopld whq, die reuLcupied with only one type'tif (wax-if/44,h n.qsi die breath of per,
spective,thari.opte4 from ompardtive aPPLuach "Vile tend to tdke 'tot granted the

teristics of the ofgamizatiun tha-t we ,dre.Ainrllar WA, we view them s giveRs tather jhtin

as variables that be altered to acliievestlifferea t%effejts.. Rxa ale, in Frpstieptililic'
. schools, teachert.cip not have multi choi;e-tip the Svo.rdents-assignedT them, ntittarystd

.
.22 . ....

^ ;
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dents chbose the teachers. to whom they are assigned. This system of arbitrary assign-
ments has, been largely taken for granted. (Sot' why is this practice so ,Comrnon? What
would happen, if the system were changed,. if students could openly nego\tiate for their
teachers, and teachers for 0-Jeff students? We seldom ask such qu stions (A few schools
are experimenting along these lines )

The Practical Value of Impractical Knowledge:
--PrSeeend-Reasca.fatu,,,alyslyrnapranizations. ,

12

, -
The study of organizations can also be useful in providing perspective, Baalc know!.

`,
edge, and understanding can be likened to financial capital, there to be drawn ,upon as
the need arises, even 4 we re not sure how it will be used Ba ic.knowledg4can be
ada d for a variety of un oreseen'circurnstanc';es, and for this r son., it is ultimately
m e useful to an adept erson than more immediately useful inforrnotiorv, such as
p criptions fa coping wit specific, very restricted types of problems-.

Each of us haS ideas out how'organizations operate, based,on the '''street'kricivvr13
e.'' of personal' experie ces We have tried to cash a chetk on on out-oftovyn. bank,

, or tried to register at a h el when the, clerk has no record df the reservatioCor triedlo
q lift' for a ;welfare .6ervi e, or,triecr to locate a medicalspecialist familiar With a unique
m decal problem When we confront these kinds of problems, we are forced to use sal- e
"t eory" about how the ,forganization operates in order to deal %mill it So'thc gueSt4
as not 'Whether theories :ofl organizations are useful, we use them every day. The bueti

. ks,whether we, improve ,ur theories by studying and thinking about organizations.s.
14

Sometimes 'Our conc10 ions turn out to, be very simple,4if not naive. For example, t
,* clerk is 'e fool Or worse, psych.opath, tie manager takes bribes, the organi/ation

Spotizdsonly to 'force (or shouting -, pr th ustorner has,no recourse, but to accept hiss r
I

her fate We have talked, with people who seem to have some rather shortsighted vie s

about how organizations operate For cexample,, One school teacher we talked with w
asked to identify the source of some of the, pri?,bleilis in,her school. t She said that was h
.iffigi91t, 311-Of them could be attril?uted to.the princial" He was enforcing some Golds to

Aidly, like the tiiines teachers should begin the buitding, restrictions concerning noise
e building, and students, in the hallways, during classes He refused to modify,decisib

,

ego'iding the assignment of aides .tb teachers and the assignrent of teachers to patro' or
'all duty As we talked, however, tit became eVidern thiat the prirkipal was responding, to
ensures from the superintendent's olftte arid from d group of citizens ever vvhOrrA he

ad IWlf ontrol Fur thermore, the, re were no formal Lhahnels thF;1)11igri Which the teaoher
liould communicat e. the seho,usnesa of hei individual ,concerns, andifor a variety of rea-

ons, she did not",try to use collective power. Even if lyre pincipai haliber replaced, it I.
robdbly would not have macrel,,,tch difference n this sit ation. Yet that wasessenttally-

this teacher's\ only 6ropusal Of c ure, some individuals, re already more sophtsticated
, about organizations than others, there, is no4simple st ting point' except to.asslime

that each of us probably earybenefi stliart6g'the w dory of others. "

He10,ful ntS to Almost Any ne-f , -
-1 A Tird easOn`for Studyin Organizations,

,

25 oealis
nor lOn

'art ar

Y.

ically,'of coarse, we know that for some peo neither, pholosophtcal ant
ge uglify, is enough to justify taking time to study ,organizationS. We al have

t for thoSe people Cmploy1 ees'bften lok,,,their44obs, or,gret passed ve at,
.,', \ 14 N - fr:t
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promotion time, because they do not fully understand their organization. School teach
ing is a good example. Teachers more frequently lose their jobs because they fail to con:

form to or deal with certain rules, such as being punctual, keeping accurate records, Main
taming discipline, or getting along, with the administration andj the patents, than because
they are incompetent as teachers of articular area of study I'

We do not mean to imply that e loyees should Merely ct'onform. An individual ha%

the right, sometimes the obligatiorf, to t ke issue, even to deliberately choose to sacrifice
-a job rather than give up his or her ow Npersonal values, Owever, Nye believe that in
many cases people make poor choices un?tecessarily, there are often, alternatives that
could have been chosen if the situation had been fully analy'ze, .

Most training programs ignore the development of orgpnizational" skills and stress
only the .limited technical skills related to the Job Because the full social context in
,which-trayries eventually,Will work is ignored, novices oftenexperienL a "reality shock"
oon after they take their first Job (Corwin, Taves, and Haa's, 196,1). They become disil-

lusioned with their training because it did not provide guidance in helping thin to cope
With, or even anticipate, inconsistent demands they encountered
1

We believe that new, and even experienced, teachers could use, th s kind of'help,
'But some of the tedctiers we have talked with are not so sure. Their primary satisfao-
t- ons come from working with s.hildren tn, the classroom or from their subject-matter
s ecialty. In the classroom with the door shut the rest of the school system, seems re-
mote, if not actually, irrelevant So why think abput the larger system? Only what goes
of in the classroom is important.,Or so it seems But this attitude is ultimately unrealis-

tic. Teachers must be different with different people. In fact,,to.oper'ate as a'fully, func-
tioning professional, the teacher must assume,several roles, teaching stuclentlis `lust one
4, them In addition to. being the teacher of students, the teacher- is also'a',Member of a
faculty, a member of a staff hierarchy, a liaison with parents and the conimifity, a mem
bier of a teacher organization, and a member of the teaching professidn.-

1 Legitimizing at least these roles seems essential if the teacher 'is to qualify as a pro- 19,

fessional worker. All these roles contribute in some way, directly or indirectly, to the.
central function Of tedching _helping students learn. But they also have professional and

Organizational dime one distinct from the role of teacher Of students For example,
a member of a staff hierarchy, there are relationships with Subordi
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in the teacher's role a
nates that ,must 17e 1

gaged smoothly arid effectively, the teacher is on the one,hand a
trianager'or leader of igacher aides clerics, and other support staff, but he or she is alto

' dependent ,on the diFelCtion and decisions of a principal and su rfintendent At the samer
time that the teacher dedlt with a hierarchical admi istrative re ationship, he or she must
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their teachers' organization to protect them. it
22 These claims may seem exaggerated , We are not, of course, promising that knowing

about organizations is a panacea, that it guar'antees doing a better fob, There is no guaran-
tee, and we are suspicious of such claims. But knowledge about organizations will not
hurt either. And it might help. 1

. ,
._ .

, .,

DOES A PERSON HAVE ANY ALTERNATIVE,
TO BECOMING PART OrORGANIZAtIONS?
The Robinson Crusbe Dream

,
,

In one sense everyohe must become pait,of ,organizations, and hence must "con-
22.

, form But,the answer is obviously more Lorriplicated than that. In thefirst place, there
aresorne Aternatives to being a member of a large L.alec organization, dnemight go into

i small business, farming, private consulting, tutoring arts and Lrafts, eta However, there
are'ralativettfew occupations like this, so mbst of s 0,111 end up as employees of large
organizations. Moreoever, even people in these Ind pendent occupations often affiliate
among themselves in trade associations, professional \Drganizations, Looperatives, and the
like, and in any. event, they must deal with large scale organizations which supply maten
els, buy their products, license them, handle adv'ertlsing,pr legal prbblems, and so on.

": :, .
, .(This.of course does not mean that the pkbJerns of c ing with an organization are the

,J
" sat, le for an outsider as for a member-, for the organize on has more sanctions over mem

.bets` who, tieing more 'committed to it, cannot Chang organizations as easily.) However,
even. the in*pendent entr.dpreneur 15 usually depen ent upon organizations for his Well

,-, .
ii-, hood _and'must conform in one sense to an theirAupport and sanction,

. ,.. ' -
The Oversoc,ializqd Vie'vvof People.

. ,

23
But let us focus oh the individual who is a -member tof4large rgarrization. Even he

or She does not, and in fact probably cannot, commit flly to it I the first place, the
.- indrviduat's all&gianLei will be split among the various Organization to which he or she

belongs, such as CIVIL clubs, churches, professional Organizations, p laical parties, )abor
tiunions, and neighbpthpod, groups As a result,,sometirnes he or sh will be trapp d by

, LonfliLting pressures frorn.d if Went brgani`iations. For example, the ertime dernanl s On
a factory worker alight force Garmellation of a 'plai.e orilthe bowl' g team, or a labor, /
union stril<e will force a choice between grossing the picket line or lo Mg inco e and the
good will of the management But it is recisely these,Lhoices that give the ndindual
some Lontrol over his..pr .her life The m re inLonsizenec, in the system, the m re disLre
Iron that we. ds indi 'duals will have in L. oosing among the afferent `e mand made oh
us, one set of norm Lan be used as a d fense against othe At the same ti e, incon
sistenLyprovidecth organization with i ady alternatives w Mn at mus adapt o new cirt.
cumstanLes it Lan s mply Lhenge,empi is ,The,net7,effect is"that, th "'over ocialized" ",
view of,P4ple,,whic portrays rnotlern i an and wOman as mare confo mists, ignores the/
variety of standards t Which individuals hoose tity conform.
4 ,.

. . 0 s

, Deviance as Confo I:nit ,

24
We are beginning tQ touch on the
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sistint, and sometimes there is disagreement ur ambiguity` among the members about
what the norms are. Often, the person is simultaneously involved in multiple roles as an
employee, citizen, parent, and the like, with no clear bruprint for vVhat action to take
,in a particular situation Finally, we. are all confronted with an overload because too
much time or energy or skill is being demanded of us. Given these iure-conflicts, we can-
not always "conform'. to every norm, and on the surface it m wseern.that a person is
eing,"cleviant" or "Obstinaie gn cl ser inspection, however, vv find that the person is
probably conforMing to some alterna norm. ---. ,,z1

, !Teachers are rgofessional empl yees and ,are, often confront'ed with conflicting
25

choices between their professibnal nd their employee, roles. Their tatus Is employees,
where influence is based on posit! n, is part of a strong tradition ba d on local control
over educators I t is reinforcedlni he more recent growth of complex s hioi;:illsystems that
employ a high degree of administrative control for the sake of f,00rdin h ni At the same I

time, aspiration to a- hieve professional statLs, where,,influence is based ton Itechnical ex-
pertise, points teach rs in 4i.ii e another direction. Professionals want to ga n rnore,con-
trol over their work (Corwin! 1967). For decades, teachers have subscn e to the idea
that they have professional, obligations, such as professional pieparation n reading en

'their own time, ahc, now Many teachers also want professional rights, su as the right
to select their own teaching strategy and materials Membership in a teache Organization
to proinoteor protect professionalism and rewards creates another conflict or teachers,
sometii-ne foreing choices among what a teacher does as an individual, as 3n employee of

,

aschoblsd is idt, anclites4MeMtler of-a-teacher organization 1 )

What then, is ,tlai 'be the fate of a teacher who is guilty of "Insubocchnation" for 26
attemp/ong to protect students froin, a textbook or curriculum guiclq that he or she be-,
h wouldould be ineffective or even detrimental to the students? Ho will an otherwise
competent teacher who leaves the building early be treated? The ans ers to these ques '

tions decide careers (Corwin11965).. . " , ,
t

n this connection,,one Study compared school employees, odic officers, aiwerf,
fare ;wurkers 'on the degree to which each group stressed its'professio al and it -employ
ee rl)les1Peabocly: 1964), The elernrtary school teachers attached mle i)-nPortancelto,
the professional basis Of their authority pan the other two groups 41 e the teachers'
typicbl reaction to`confliet was to acquiesce to the demands df their em loyee oles. That
reactiun was particularly Charaetei istic of the less experienced members n the mple. i

(
t

i

?WHAT IS,TH1S THING CM.LED ORGANIZATIONS- / , i
We have been talking blithely about organizations as though we; all know what ttry ;

are,IWe.probably do, in general terms But/it wupld help to agree on a precise tlefinitiem
se that we ate clear about vil`leT our discussion applies and where it does not.'There are

li414ny gray areas For instance, how does an orgarlizatiodiffer ft-6m a group? Are neigh. ,

borhoikpci pfay gr8ups or work groups organizations? Is a farnily an organization? ts';
T

bureaucracy an organIzation7 A
1

, , .
..

-, \ s' \,,,

1 1

..,*,

A ,5iniple Definition . - ,

Let 4.4 begin viith this simple definition , A oVganizatio i a relatively permanent
29

lid L;omplex social 'ystem Ittiaas and Drabeck, 1,73). A for rganization is pn that

form organliations.,Now,Considei' an example.
.. ,

I .1

I

has been deliberately estaOshed (Eillau,,1968). Ve w II be coriceroed here primarily with

141 lI. I . ,
. t
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TH PLAYGROUND COMMITTEE. Suppose for a\,,moment t 'at some neigh-

eet at party and the'discussion tUrns to the lack of local recreatio ,facilities, The
next ay a nei hbor calls you to a meeting to consider the prospect of esta I shing a Play-,
groun and y are delegated to find out how to do it. You ask for a com ttee to help,

. ,and th committee eventually drafts a pr osal, submits it to tAe coy cou ,iI, and even
lobbies ome of the council members. The council refers the proposal to the city park
commis on which rn turn requests assistance from the school system. The school system
appoint eral members from your group to one of its own committees concerned With,
such mat rs: In the meantime, an internal squabble develops and most of the original
members of the neighborhood group resign. But you ands few members persevere, re-

,.
crust new members, assess dues, anctinitiate a fund raising drive. Officers are elected who ,
in turn appoint four subcommittees (one of which begins.to look into the possibility of
establishing a new swimming pool). The new members of the committee, however, ob-
ject that they 4re not being adequately repr.sented,

31 The. stbr(i,goiA VI, of course, but we are less interested in the outcome than in the
procpssi Is the playground committee an organization?' If so, when did it become one?
There gliitiptecise moment. The organization evolved, and so its status at any. one mo-

, ment is a matter of degree. 'But we can agree that it became an organization when it was
:able to exist even` after particular members left and when a division of labor had evolved.
In this case, the decition to reappoint new members after the resignations, and the estab-
lishment of sub-committees, were crucial turning pointi.

:
A More Detailed Definitipn

But there are many features about the committee that are not explicitly reflected in
32 this simple definition conflict, authority relations, a sequence of activity, and the like. ,

It might be useful then to include ;hese features in our` definition because.Aliey are shared
insome degree by all complex, formal organizations. Here is a refinement and extension
bf the simple definition yve started with An organization is a relatively permanent a
complex social syttem that (a) consists- of subgroups (or coalitions) and that has (b¢ a
name and a location ,(that is, an unequivocal collective identity), (c) an exact.roster of
members, (d) an authority structure, (e) a divislbn of labor, (f) a program of activity, and

4

o (g) procedures for replacing members (Caplow, 1964, Corwin, 1967). As mentioned, this ,
'. last criterion in itseltmakes a good simple test of the degree to which.a.group is organ-

lied. Also note that organizations consist of coalitions among groups, a fact that is impor
tint for understanding informal organizations, that Is work groups, and the proc,esses -01
conflict and change inharent'm organizations.

Isn't so ething still missing' We-have not said anything yet about the purposes of33 7
organization To some pepple, the purposefulness cif organizattons,,is the key to under,
standing the . These people define organizations as hUman,groupings deliberately con-,
strticted an modi fed to seek specific goals (cf. Etzioni, 19,64). Wh,phave not plaCed"
more stress

we ag t hifitohcally., most organization "'were inginalty est blished for a ce
'Coa

34
tam urp e, and often this purpose remains clear many years later. owever, purpo
ofte cha e, pr the organ' at,,on's members and t e peopla,if ser+Simply,lose sight
the purp s ;or survival nd/or grOwth superse e all other pro e d goals (Corw)
19, 3) the 'stated Vats are merely ,thetorsc anti have little ffecronttovvithe
grizati notions, Mo eover,;'the goals are often a matter of pe Spective. For the cus-.
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tbrriers, \he gioalNsfo G reral M\Mors is'to produce cars, for the woricerV it is to provide
jot(s, and income, for e stockholders; it is-to make a profit,,,,for the managers, it ,is per-
h ps to expand. The engineers and' salespeople Pfer among themselves on theemphasis

be placed on secondary goals such as styling, speed, safety., fuel consumption, pollu-
on, and the like. So the truth is, It is Open rni.,5h harder to asertaio the goals than the

,

structureof an Organization.,Ultimately,Lclear goals may not bean essential characteristic,.
f organizations! So it_makes some sense to,defin'e orgaMzations indeberidently, of their.

g alts and then consider the extent to which a given organization has goals that can be
id ntified through its tasks, itetvarq system, and other actuiities.

t.

Organizatio'ns Compared` -to Other Social Systems
So far vje have .focused on formal organizations. It might help us to understand, 5

organizations a little better by viewing them ina larger context, that is, by comparing
"them with other social systeras. A social system can be defined as tcset of lawfully re-

lated, highly: stable, but complex relationships THernott and 1-IdEigkins, 197). An
organization is a social system, but there are several types of social systems m addition
to organizations. .

It should be recognized that all social systems use and process materials, personnel,
information, and other inputs which are discharged as manufactured p'roducts, services,
graduates, and the like. Systems depend on communication back from the environment,
tend to _evolve into,complex structural forms, and use'various procedures to ensure sta-
bility in the face of a persistent tendency toward disintegration.

Social systems differ. from one another in three important respects. their degree of
permanence, their complexity, and the deliberateness with which they were established.
for the sake of simplicity, let us first consider only the dimensions of complexity and
permanence. A social gathering, such as a cocktail party or a beer group, is both a rela-
tively simple and transitory or shortlived, social system. A gathering, can evolve into a
group, however, if the.people meet together repeatedly, that is, if the dathering persists.
Both gathefings and groups are relatively simple, differing in their degree of permanence.

Now consider other combinations of permanence and complexity. SoCieties and
social movements, for example, are both quitecompolex but they differ in their per-
manence. Social movements are much more transit fy than societies. In comparison,

'communities and social organizations range somewhe e between these extremes, that is,
they are relatively perrnanen nd relatively complex aas and'Orabeck, 1973).

Somebody Wanted I t
Now we can add another con-s eraqpn e deliberateness with ich the 'soc01

system was established. Some grpups\ such as e)), ended families, have ev lved Or emerged
over time with very little deliberate p annirig or. formal rules except. for a legal (although
vague) marriage contract. Many frien ship groups, bn
evolved, in much the same way. By cont ast these "em
deliberately established, sucb as a neighborho cf 'Elub req.

Social systems, teen, are characterzed y their de
.

plexity, and the deliberateness with whieh,t ey were est
is one type Of social sy,st'em.
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WHAT, THEN}:IS A BUREAUCIACY.?

41 it here Allthouph the term b,ureaucracy is sometimes used in a pejorative sense, it refers

to a particular type of organization Bureaucracies are organizatio but not all organize-

, ttons are bureaucracies. Bureaucracy is a method of organizing ministration -in which
/

experts rule under law It consists of special jurisdictions of activit that are governed by
rules and regulations, a system of gradep lerls of authority based o strict compliance of
subordinates to the directions of their superiors, appointment to fice on the basis of
expert competence for a lifetime tenure, and a separation between he bureaucrat's per-
sonal life and his or her official vocation (berth and Mills, 1946).

,

42
Some sociologists believe that bureaucracy represents the ultimate form of rational

,

efficiency But many people see it as inefficient, cumbersome, unresponsive to change,
and stifling,to creativity They argue that bureaucracies often concentrate power in the

, hands of a few self-appointed, often despotic, leaders.

43
Several critics have depicted the public schools as creaking bureaucracies in the most

peidrative sense In the satiric best seller, Up the Down Staircase, Kaufman.j.1966) sympa-
thetically portraYed the anguish of teacher Sylvia Barret as she valiantly struggles through
the bureaucratic hurdles of the New Yuri( City school system in a vain effort to reach a
few of her students. She is overcome by her inept colleaguesthe "desk despots," "black-
board barons," "classroom Caesars," and "lords of the looseleaf"and is overwhelmed
by seating plans, attendance sheets, requisitions, and the library blacklist Depicted is a
world of time clocks and mandatory meetings called for superficial discussions of
democracy amidst a sea of tyranny. It is all run by the J.J. Mti-labes,,bnd Sadie Finches
the administrators and Clericswho, at every opportunity, spew out' new memos bearing
old directives "Tekhers who line up in front of the time crocks waiting to punch out
in the afternoon create a crowded condition in the doorway" (p. 208) and "No written
passes are to be issued to lavatotres, since they are easily duplicated by the students.
Only wooden lavatory passes are to be honored" (p 12). °

44 110 Vingston Street 4Ro9ers, 1968) is another trenchant criticism of the inept
backwardne -of the New York tity school administration and its paraO'Sis in the face

of serious iss s confrorging large -city school. Despite a lohg list of policy statements
adopted by the chool board endorsing various plans to dpsegregate the New York City

schools, action i blocked by a number of paralyzing bureaucratic pathologies,. The
schoolboard is cri ,piled by ,vested interests within the system and in the community, an
inbred professional ottff, and, overcentralizationb Decisions are made by people far re-
moved from classrp Ms. power is diffused, and responsibility is fragmented. The system
is insulated from cli rilele, run by serf-centei-ed groups, isc51,bted from city government.

'Beyond tiur6ucrav
However, these critiCisms are oversimplified in several ways, First, even in the worst

45 situations there is not done, but many types of organizations Some authors believe thal

there is. a trend aw from bureaikracy to more complex types of organizations (Bennis

Since most people are familiar withthe term bureaucracy, it iCimportant to consider
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Teachers have been portrayed as mindless employees blindly enforcing t les, loyal to

inept administrators, and so overspecialized that they cannot see stude human be-

irigriTioreferring instead to Spend their time on trivia such as collecting I nch money,
taking attendance, and .keeping up with the daily lessor) plan. But/th fundamental
problems usually stern from structural weaknesseS, not alone fforn Ihe yrartny or in-
competence of the peOple involved. Even if there were no tyrants or competents in

teaOlng, many of the problems would persist. '

Third, some problems arise when organizations are,444ot bureauc tic enough. For 41
example, although one Of the criticisms of schools is that they are vercentralized, qn

fact, the superintehdent of schools in New York ty lacks even the rnatst essential power

of a strong executiv the power to appoint or r move key atstants Who are protected
by tenure.

. Finally, even many t ditional, "old line" bureaucracies are undergoing significant 48
transformations. Through systems of "participatory democracy," for example; even low-
ranking employees can have some voice in decisions that affect them. Similarly, simple
authority hierarchies do not reflect the influence that IabOr unions'and professional
associations have on management decisions The growing influence of specialists is
another complication. Purchasing officers, budget analysts, architects, engineers, lawyers,
researchers, management and personnel consultants, logistics experts, and other special
ists typically do not have "line" authority over most of the employees, but through their
adv,ice to top management, they shape policy more than their formal position suggests,
Military rank, for example, has been literally transformed because of the influence of
specialists on the decisions of command officers. And then, too, the formerly simple act
of delegation has become quite complicated by the growing reliance on subcpptracts
through which. one organization pays another to perform some of its tasks. For example,

,school districts may contract for food service, police protection, or even the teaching of
certain subjects Administrators have very different types of relationships ini4h the teach-
ers employed oh a subcontract than with their own employees. .`

Of course, these changes apply to some organizations more than to otherS, but there 49
pre enough complications to suggest that one should be cautious about applying, the label .

'bureaucracy" to modern organizations.

IS THEREA RELIABLE "THEORY"-OFORGANIZATIONS?
. .

The .term theory May seem a' little presumptUous because, as we have just seen, 5G,

l,c\nowledge.in this field is at best fragmentary. But it is a little like the guestion, "Flow is

y ur hu,bantl or your wife?" Ctimpared td What? None of the behavioral science theories
(in luding those in psychology and economics) matches the:sophistication and predictive
po er of many theories developed in thePhisical sciences; but that does not meartthat
social science has made no progressover corkentidnal wisrforti.

The y: Something for U/eryone
Th ory means ,many different things (Merton,'1957(a)). It often implies codified 51

knowle 60. For example, mete ere known ,arid systematic relationships in the site of an
organizat on, the level at which, decisions are made, and patterns of supervisiorl Blau,

.19701, T ese relationships have been codified as theorems: major propositions; corol
lanes, an the like. This kind of codified knowledge is 'rather rare, however. More
typically, t eory.in this field refers to the testing of isolatedhypotheses or ad hoc inter
pretations o events that have already-occurred. /

,'



52 One of the most ontroversial uses of the term theory concerns the development and
application of conce ts. To the lay person, this ()lien see s like substituting jargon for
common language. owever, as the term theory itself illu trates, commonly used terms
are not clear because they are packed with diierse meanings and values. A new concept
can brihg to conscio s awareness knowledge that Might havh only been implicit before.

The terrnthevii is. used here to refer-to general orientations or approaChes, a set of53'assumpubns
about h vv an organization operates, some of which have beertested, some

of which have not There has been a disputetover general approaches to the study of
organizations. People who study them seem to have two fundamentally different models
in mind, each of which leads to very different advice (GouIdner, 1'959).

Will the "Real'?,Organization 'Theorist Please Stand Up?
The diversity of points of view about o'rganIzations provides richness in perspective

54 but also creates considerable confuon, Psychologists approach the topic by trying to
Understand how individuals learn to cope with organizations. Social psychologists ap-
proach it from the view of small work groups within larger organizations. Sociologists
are concerned with larger unitsand have attempted to isolate organizationsfor example,
to determine how busihess corporations differ from those in human services or how large,
and small organizations differ from one another. For the sociologist, a single organiza-
tion is only one in a large population of organizations operating on distinctive principles
based *structural, not individual, relationships.

Are Organizations' Re I?

55
Like the blind men wi h the plepharit, each theorist finds a different reality because

he or she starts with different Inds of ques ions or problems. Psychologists ask about
the psychological attributes of individZials, uch as their attitudes toward people in .
authority. Social psycholog,is s want to knoyv how a person's behavior is affected by
membership in'broups or or nizations. For xaMple, is one more likely to quit one's
job if one has few friendships at, work? Does one's work history depend on'age, sex,
marital status, and the like? SOoologists wo k mith several different kinds of variables,
including (a) distributions of individuals, su as the proportion of men to 'Women, (b)
stable relationships betvVeen people in differ nt positions, such as the average frequency
of contact between teachers and principals, and (c) the integral attributes of organiza-
tions, such as the number of departments or the number of authority levels (Lazarsfeld
and Menzel, 1969). Most of these characteristics cannot be derived from information
about individuals, and even information based on individuals says more,about the or-

-.

ganization than about an individual or-group. .

56 Jt can be seen from these last illustrations that organizations consist of. more than
-

people, Understanding people helps, of course, but it is not enough, This is not to deny'
the .importance of individuals Rather, it is to recognize that many important features
of organizations derive from their structures and functionshierarchies, diyiSfons of
labor, decision making Systems, and so on. To the extent that individuals are considered,
the focus must be on individuals viewed collectively Because most of us have been condi-
tioned to think of organizations primarily as collections cif individuals, we often assume
that We can understand organizations on the basis of our perional experiences. But per-
sonal experiences, are-simply not sufficient, there are emergent qualities that transcend.
the individuals involved. Only by subjecting a. large sample of organizations to sophisti-,
coated methods of analysis can we observe, for example, what happens to the leyel at
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which(Jecisions are made or to the ratio of employees to supervisors as organi2ations be

\a

comb I iger., -

DO THEORISTS APPROACH
THE STUDY OF ORGANIZATIONS/

There are at least four differt general orientations to organizations teased on differ-
e t persuasions in psychology, social psychology, sociology, and other behavioral sci
e ces. Each discipline approaches the subject from its own frame of reference, its own '

irlditions, and its own motivations. or reasons. ..
The management approach emphasizes the study of organizatiOns as a means to de-

velop a body of, techniques for impersonally Lontrolling workers from the top, especially
by manipulating aspects of\the structure such as rules, pi ocedures, arid the optimum ratio

'ilof ,supervisors to employees ecause productivity is a major goal, importance is attached
to time-and-motion studiA. a d the science of aptitude testing. This approach is best
suited to organizations characterized by uniform end recurrent (that is, unambiguo4
events that can be handled through r les or standard techniques. The argument is that
any other approach would beiless effic ent Because of the emphasis on impersonal con,:
trot, advocates of this approach shitiw I tle regard for the values and de ires of the work,
ers. Accordingly, this, has been r erre to as the "organizationswit out people" ap-
proach (Peabody, 1964). ' '

i
',

pproach might be called the 'people 'without
59

elements of work groups and the job satisfac-
ncerns. This approach is liiest suited to human- :\,

h events are not unifortri ari,d there are any '

cial skills, such as the abil4 to 'communicate
roups. The theory.is that it Would pot be affect-

ive to use any other approach Bit ag in,_productivity is often an ulterior objective, a
ihappy worker is assumed to be 6n efficient worker, and partoipating in decisl ns is

assumed to increase commitment to the organization The app Bach also leans heavilyavily
on changing the employees through training, although the sources of problems often lie
in the market situa(ion, history, tradition, the Incentive system, the size and complexity
of the organization, its technology, and other such factors. This larger picture can easily
become obscured by -a preoCcupation with human relations,

'Both approaches were designed to increase Productivity and efficiency and, to a ,.66
lesser extent in the case of human relations in service organizations, to "humanize" as-
pects of the organizations. Advocates of these approaches are preoccupied With varia-
bles that can be manipulated by management. Neither approach was designed primarily
for the purpose -of understanding or explaining organizations. The 'organization is used
only as a setting for improving supervision of work groups,

.. , The, personality-organization approach is a variant of these two. Emphasis is placed
On the conflict between (a) the personality needs of individuals for independegce, variety,

.and challenge, and (b) the preference that organizations give to placid, dependent, and
. submissive employees (Argyris, 1951)'. Again, the focus is on hoyv individuals cope with

orgartizatibris rather than on organization's per se, organizations are treated primarili as
a setting for the'study of personality pmblems: . .

Sociological' appra'aches are concerned with structural characteristics 'inherent in 62
organizationsfor exbrriple, their size, complexity, number of levels` of authority,degree

By contrast, the human rela forts'
organizations" approach. Thai pe onal
tion and morale of workers are ce tral
;Service organizations and those i twhi
unique problems. Stress is placed dri sc
with and influence individuals or small
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64

of specializgtion, formalization, standardization, functional autonomy, and technology.
These characteristics establish boundaries within which people must live, conditions of
life, and(. options available.

Max Weber, an early observer of bureaucracies, was concerned with wh t the re-,

tionalization of modern organizations would dorm the value of individualism (He erson

and Parsons, 194h. This approach has been criticized for being dehumanizing and fa 4S-

tic because it ignores the feelings of individual members and presumes that behavior is
predetermined by social norms. Actually Weber's work highlighted what happens to
individuals within organizations.

A, compromise was proposed by Litwak (1961). In his view, most organizations
deal with both uniform and nonuniform situations and therefore develop characteris-
tics of both the ihuman-relations and structural approaches. Litwak calls this the "pro-
fessional model. In. this model, the different procedures used are segregated through
various mechanisms including separation of roles, physical distance, differences among
occupational groups in the organization, and evaluation procedures.

WHERE DOES THE INDIVIDUAL STAND IN'ALL THIS?
To answer that question adequately would take at least as many addjtio al pages

65 as you have already read. But in summary, most individuals are in the middle/ f
'a

com-

plex, interdependent c011ection of organizations. Most of us have primary affiliation
with and merhbelship in just e few. We ha,Ye considerable choice, on the one hand, in
deciding w.hi Organizations we will belong to but we exercise that choice at sortie cost,
either in the isks of becoming independent enough to select and move among organiza-

tions, or, in e price we must pay in conformity ikwe choose belong to a more limite91
selection/of ,organizationsfor example, those that are more asily accessible by virtue
of ourtraining, experience, ability, locale, and social class. However, within the organize-

. bons that most of us join, there is consiplerable latitude for movement without being
completely coopted,, there is the possib ity of exerting influence for change and im-
provement, and there is the possibility; of gaining the wisdom to know what can be

changed and the wisdom to live with wha is inevitable.

66
'There is also the possibility of deve oping commitment to the ba is goals of an or-

f

;,;
ganizationbecoming part of an 'Organization and having it become p rt of you (some-

) times a very satisfyingrintermesh of individual and organization). There is also the possi-

bility of overcommitmentreaching a point where self-gbals and organization goals be-
come indistinguishablea situation pot to be recommended if personal identity is an im-
portant value. The goal of many thoughful people who prize individuality ,and personal
dignity is to find a middle ground between extremes of personal commitment to and
identification with an organization. They take care to relate to more than the organize-
tion, so that life has variety and richness and so that several options are open in the event
of aisis'or impOssible situational developments.

67
The major*point is that being aware of and understanding the phenomena of or-I

ganizptions provides a kind of insurance that choices can be more rational, and that
, intelligence and personal preference can be employed in coping with or attempting toff

influence change in the organizations in which we live.
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Section 2: What Are Organizations Like?

Ronald G. Corwin Roy A. Edelfelt .

HO. ARE ORGANIZATION ORGANIEIY?
i./e have said that to cope eff ctively with ganizatiohs, a person must first under-

stand them. Social scientists coo of fully under tend organizations, but more is known
than we can deal with here. Let us confine our ttention to some of their key features.
Organizations are obviously ';organized," but the question is: How?'

ley Features of Organizations

f, We shall begin with some fundamental character tics of organizations and then re-
fine and build on them as the chapter wogresrs. W will not presume to be inclusive
'here, but the concepts discussed below are important nd will help to illustrate the kinds
of informatiOn that one Would need to begin an a alysis of an organization.

In thinking about organization, rt is often helpful to distinguish btween (a) the
formal characteristics whicti are an integral part of the organization's structure, such as
the numberumber of depprtmepts, levels in the hierarch , size, etc, and (b) its operational char-
acteristics, such the prestige system, friendship cliques, and the like. It is also possible
to visualize both the structural and operational aspects of organizations along two other
dimensions. ,p vertical, or hierarchical, dimension and a horizontal dimension, which
applies t o p eers. After describing how organizations are divided up on the vertical and
horizontal dirnensiont, we shall discuss some of the, ways they are reintegrated.

Up (and Rown) the Organization
.,

The vertical dimension of structure can be seen in the official rant of people holding
different positions of authority. However, as the organization actually operates, people
may have more or less prestige, influence, responsibility, or income than,their formal rank3 warrants. That is, as members of an organization, all are ranked on one and often several
different hierarchies based on power, authorit9', responsibility, prestige, esteem, compe-
tence, income, and the like. ..

TherefOre, each of these dimensions must be considered if one is fully to understand
an organization. Power refers to the ability of one party to impose its will on another,
even if the effort is resisted. Whpn there is a high probability that power can be appljed, it
is often referred to as control, when the probability is lower, it is called influence. Power
increases with the number of sanctions available to the person exercising it, and it dimin-
ishes as those sanctions are actually applied. That is, an employer has more power when
threatening to fire an employee than after the employee has been fired. People often have
more, or less, pQWer than they are authdrized to use. ,

,
Authority refers to the legitimate right to exercise power..However, there are several

sources of authority, and they do not-always agree. This places authOrity in jeopardy. For
example, legally an employer may be required to prohibit smoking among employees on
the job, but the employees may dispute that right. Teacher strikes are seldom authorized
by law, but they are usually suppOrted by the majority of members and by rriany citizens.

1
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74 Responsibility refers to work obligations assigned to peopl, groups,or organizations.

Sornetirrfes,people involved do not have the necessary power or tectinkal ability ta carry
out their responsibilities. Teachers, for eXarritil, are held accountable for \teaching good'
citizenship, reducing delinquency, and motivating pupils, in add,ition to t ching subject

se tasks tang,
outs to Mold

'. matter. The necessary technical skills are atter developed for some of th,
for others. Similarly, many school boards' believe that it 15 unfair for the
them FespcInsrble 1 r desegregating the 4,hools since-segregation is,also tied to housing

75
,Prestige refer S to tlieway a pbsrtkOn is appraised and valued by general opinionAn-

/ t., - < ,,patterns and pUbri opinion about busing ,

divrdaals .an a0, prestige, but.it derives. from the position they hold, For example,
teachers of E gush literature in comprehensive high schoolk generpHy have rrtOre prestige

/ than teacher/of vocational ,objects even thod5ft the latter/ might have more influence on
certain aspetts df school policy. . .

76 Esteeql is theAvvay an individuals performance is appraised and felued. TeachersYiave,
.... more prestige than janitoN, but a particular 'janitor may 6e 'held in higher testeern than

many tepc rs Esteem is after) based on the person's technical ktompeter4ce7but Itis not
tonfined to that It may be based on the rndiVidual's values or experience.

r

Competence- le s to an ob}ect4ve measure of the ability cif an individual or-gr to77 , 1 . . .

perform resronsibil des. It may be related to a grou(4's training or expertegce, but c pe-.
tence is also detenived by how far the technology of an occ.upatiSn 4ds adv'hnc . A'n.'
entire Occ patron, may be judged incompetent So carry out certain responsiN litres it is

tryang to ,hieve .
..

i . t .
78 Sta s inconsigtency describes the fact that vi.resmay find ourselyes in different Places.,.

on ,diffe ent hieyarc.tkies, and we cad easily bsCortie tappedon inconsistenfaxpectations.
4

For ex mole, we may have high prestige in the 9rgarazation, but make less Money than
1 people with lower prestipeor the, opposite. Hoti, much deference, then, are we supposed ,..,

to show other people and they us? 4' ,ii.: :," v
, .

'This kind of irlconsistency,can.have important effects on an organization. For es--9
. dinple, inconsistencies between the. power .iind authority of employeei;eorn pared to the .-

restraints on them, seem. to promote rnifitent collective actiOns among "mployeeS (Cor-
win, 1975) There rs some evidence that when feachers,have,opportunmei to partidpate .-.
in decisions in school Systems, Ittey tend tlYbecgrne militant .(Corwin, 1970, 197,5), If
they are already iarticipatrng in decis19rfs,/why do they rebel.) One reason may be that
then are more rules and regulations in qlecentralized that; in centralized systems. Their
dLithurity is restrained by bureaucranciprotedures. Similarly, their actual,collectiva pbwer
often IS not acknowledged in the aitiount.of4 authority, th,at is, the right to xercfse

, power, that they are granted by the school board, so they use collectiiie actions to
demonstrate their power, .

i-t
80 ,Consider some examples of discrepancies in power and authority in positions,

in a public school system A sr huol prfnupril is technically andofteri legally responSible' .

for many events and activities in the school, even though he or she may not know that-,
they are taking place or could nut controtitflem in riN,/. event. Plowerets usually diffusdcf -

throughout,w,garwational hieraichies. Principals do ,not haye control Over many events
ithat Jffect teachers every day,,SUch as the fact that the central wayehouse was supposed`
to kiiiliver the books over three weeks ago. For exarh'pli,it is difficult for a prinCipal to be
familiar with all uf the supplementary reading materials",that teachers in the sithool might t
be assigning to.students. And even if the principal were familiar with them an61:3 group of
parerQsobjectecl to dydrtit,uldr book,thie ur she might try tocensiir thd600,k oril;,Afit the.,
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risk of 'a ccinfroidation_withtrte teachers union:determtned to proteEt theiteachers' . i !authdi,ity Om such matters, Vt, pi merriters of an organization,,we ag4ofterlinclined to,. - ..,
,,,,141indiy,,hold administrative superior's aLountabile, without considerirrg dIscrep.ancies.
beyeen their apparent auth6rity and. their actu61,power.'. ,' i' . , !t ... . I

,

,r. t

/Similarly adminiitratots often hold Aheir subordinates re.,,spkonsible, f9r,,event*. ttlat tu.

ih y cannot control very well. Teal.hers kequently complain that it is-unfair to hold them e
-..

. r ongible fof the performance of students wiz°, do not want tote in school in the first ..

ppige. (bne proposal th3t teachens have made to alleviate this partcular problem is tP.,,
andan legal compulsory. attendante.) Given these discrepancies among ppwer,

* authority; and-responsibility, it is noi*,.11;v4ris entsrely clear who hag the actual power ,Ig ,'
,

., resolydaproblem when it arises, . . ...

,,,.
. ,

Emulation refers to the ways in which subOtdihates copy superiors. Most people *at: ,

'',same time find.thernselves in the 'middle of ,a hierarchy where they must cope With incon-

. sisttat expectationsfrom.people,above,a9d ihose below, The classroom teacher is such a
'person in the middlebetween tkq.larincipal, who 'expects the teacher to promote aca-
bemio achievement and maintain dikipline, and students wht prefer to make%their own
oftCioceg and to have

at the.top
rnov:i ment. One of the intriguing things about hierarchies

is
..

115e way people at the 'top of the herarch,y act'towaal subordinhtes often is reflected
,..
in the action's of people, in tie lower echelons. Fot example; if a factory foreman is being
pushed by his tupet-visor fpr more prOduciiOn or 4,thels being watched closely, teen he is
illseli'm W, behave inAtie same way toAFird the' men and .zv6riten whom he is siiPervising:

4' You might,.richice hoyv thei'e preitires affect your owh behavicir when you rbovefr*Orp
,-; one organization to another. For example,,suppose yoij,are a teacher who ls,used to being

open and 'Yeiaxed with yOur students and you then transfer to a schocil where the prin.:
,..

cipal "run.,a tight ship:: You may very Well find yourself becbmilig Tore strict about
classroom 'discipline than you prefer or even the? you'realize. Cir,c'ornpare'your response
to a college fraternal organization you belong to irf which the rules are irtforrtlal and per-

,. mi4ive, With your behavior in a formal college classfoom or in church., ,
4...

This tendenCy for subordinates to copy the sopervisory style of their supervisort is Si
so pervasive that subordinates often go to greater exgemes than superiors really expect.,

Delegation Is handing of responsibility to subWirdipates by pepple at the.top. Prob-
lems may arise in thi's process. Often, superiors do pbt delegate th power and authority
necessary to i,arry out the responsibilities. For example, a school nursed is delegated the ,
responsibility for providing health servicesto students. in a school but does nOf have the
authority to administer some drugs, perhaps even aspirin, in treating minor nialadies III
addition, subordinates frequently find that they must carry out policies they did notfor
mulate and ,often do not understand or support. Policies are formulated in genera( terms
and must be reinterpreted at each level of the hierarchy in order to apply the ilotic.ps to
the concrete realities. This leaves a ;lot of latitude for persohal views, including fears, to.
shape the way one interPrets and apPlies the general policy. , .
. .

Slippage describes the changes'that occur as policy is passed down theehier'archy, 85
There is'a7great deal of slippage between the intent of a poky as forMulated at the top of .

a' 'hieracchy and the way I't is finally carried out by subordinates (Corwin, 1974), f his slip-
paw also occurs in thee other direction, frothtbe bottom to theiOp, that is, thwinforma- '
tion ,commurkipted to supvrvisurs becomes distorted at each level as it isseinterpreted
aria filtered. For dAmple, a teacher who cannot maintain discipline.in the classroom
might be reluctant to admit this fact, to his other supervisor. The-amount of slippage jn
creases with the number ,.of levelt in the hierarchy. ContrCary to some poPular stereotypes,

-- . . , . .
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employees, often have more latitude ig big4organizations than in rall ones because /there

ig more slippage (Blau, 1970, Corwin:0'75 (b)

, 86* This same type of slippage, by the Way, is inherent in t e lon'g chain o decision
,points betyveen'tVe federal government and rocd1 schqol btar s. Although it is conceiv-,
table that fecteviyageneles might influence local schooli,,th'at nfluence is seldom as great

. as either con atives fear or liberals hope because of the slippage factor,.;

across the 0rgattization

87
In. addition to these vertical tlferalchies, organizations have.a horizontal' dimension.

This 4s reflected in the fol-maistrtcture by the separate departmerltS, programs, special-.
ties, buildings,and so on. For example, this division of 'labor can be observed in high
schools which are organized by grade levels, departMents, program's: tr,acksand the like.

But, ofcourse, people are not cionfinedto a forgral niche. Friendships, lines.of communi-

cation and patterns of assistance usually, Cut across forrna( divisions. And, within 'a given

division, employees wit the' same job may be split by differencei ,in 'experience, phi-.
losophy, sex, or.distau s about their responsibilities-. e" "

/
Zones of auton thy are work assigpMents which the eh-91*e' performs indepen-

-- wIently of other's, Some Jobs either require or permit more 4utonprIny than others, These
zones off.atilipnurny create coordination problems, in that they provides great deal of
discretion ty some employees. - Specialist often compete;vvit ihspecialsts in other areas.
For example,r1valries often arise betweeln teachers of academic 'subiects and those in,
athletics, or between teachers of the funda'rnentals a..?:1 those in the more practical fields.

, In, many Communities, coaches connected with the athletic program manage to achieve a

great deal of autonomy because the program is independently financed by public admis-

sions orcorru,nunity booster clubs (Corwin, 1970) This autonomy helps to protect thek
athletie*.program from other teachers on the staff who May hot think it is asimportSnt

some members of community do. .
111

a9
When zones of autonomy are coupled with "structural lobseness," employees have a

wide..degree Of latitude, tf they choose to,lise it. Pedple in lower echelons otten,haNie

- -much more power than is 'i)ublicly acknowledged or ,eyen than they'lhemselves fully,

Lrecognize,. Inipartiku1.4, any- employee vxho must dearwith nonroutine ratters is in a,
position- to :trifluent,e the organi>ation. And any ,employee can influence the work
schedule through the-amount of effort he or-she is willing to expend, the employee can

. also screen, out mforrrfation and enter into 'coali.tions of employeeS,'such as associations or
urriont With such factors, in mind, Lort (1969) concluded that school teachers have far

, more autonomy than generally is acknowledged and that, far from feeling fritstrated by
cp. nfOi,ng rules and regulations, teachers are often satisfied with their status in schogils.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN 'TO. HAVE AUTONOMY?, How.ever, we should be dear

' allroiet that this autonomy actually means to' einFloyees. First, employees often do not
take', advantage of the discretion that is available to them. It is easier to follow routine

;than fo.exercise choice. lVioreovermany. employees are,riot fully aware'of the range of
chori e avail4ble to Them which is amator reason, why' they can benefit if they have
more140owlerige,abOut and skill in analyzing organizations. Second, we do no want to
examerAte thksignifictance of autonomy. For us, autonomy is nothing more than thed4s-
oedtiOn,that a person .11-as to ch&ose among'already fixed alternatives. It is not' the same as

bo pavver, which is the al2rIrty4'to estabR67Me terniyes. Teachers may be "permitted"
va.rnake same ifroices, byt, by ass nature::,):/erMissi an be withdrawn. Nor is discretion

ti
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the Same thing as being irlsulated.or:hotclo ly watch Often our feellpg Of free orn is ,

heightened 'when we are not.being closely Served, be t'illi does not:mee'n Tat e have

mare freedom of choice. Close s'upervisi tafter all, only one waY'r'n Whichem oyees
dare controlled.. .

I.

41, b.
ti

.4'

4

4 ...' i r ,,,, I.. "
Power is the abiliq to produce rest s. AutoriO y,,in the sense lo- either csc io ,r

. i,.
s9.

or'insulation, ikfar loss' onsequential th n power, w ich'terqs tope centralized rt
, . 4

systems. How inuch p wer do teaches aCtually eve td cleter.nljne wh'Veler or. t a 0

111111

1.. _, _
course will, be require how subject matter will be secigenc.ed, what ,textbo ks.W Ike. :'x

,
used, which studerits,w II be admitted and ptoToled, how childien will be.cli 01,in o/' ,

even which methods WI I ,be used in the clpssFoom? The-little discretiort thaj-techers Kaye '.,,,'
in these matters is relatively circumscribed and often trivial. 'They ara-cpnstOined by cur- , ...
nculum 'guides, textbooks, standardized tests, and traditi R. Lortie (1969), stated the
relationsh4) between power and'autonomy succinctly. '5u c*eding layers,ofadfninistre
ton nartow the range of goal lecnons possible at the,,te cher Wei. Putpersons !it that

L ,..*
lei.iel may .be free to Choose a ogg the goals that remain":(pp. 12 1,3). it almdst-appears 1-. ;

that at the lower. levels of e hierarchy, thediscretion available is inversely correlated\ , ,.,.

.,- with power, that is, employees purchase their autonomy by giving up theirlIfiporturtities \
to influence the fundamental cohditionsbf theii'work. Mostofts could benefit by think
ing about hog"' much dist.retion is available, where the limits of this dikretIon lie. and
ho we might go about influencing these lirilits.- This could lead to 'autonomy that is n

legi imized in the organization rather lhan'perrti7ted at the'price pf confotmity. ' '
;

PuttinEctt AR-Together , '. /
.

9 . w ..0 r.
I Most of the charecteristics)y me_heveentioned have the effect of splintering organize-

lions into separate parts. echelon's, ,departoiecits, cliques, etc. BLit we hasten to mention
again that the, features being described,dre actually variablek they differ from one Organi
zation to another. ThelefOre, coordination:will pov,a greater problem in some orgahiza

lions than in other?, But genetfilly speaking, all olganizations would disintegrate under /
, the forces Just described w,ithbut some mean, of coorcphation. As emplciyees, we are all

expected to comply with- Stbme,,,prpcedures, whether or-not we personally agree with
. them, in order. to ,maintain some .c6osistency, iri tricr;ystem as a Whole:Hcivekier, varioos

organizations attempt to achieve coordiogition'in aitfereritw6j/s. - .

. , , . ,

/ Standardizatioo is a systeinatic set of proctedures, tt is one way toachieviCoordina-
,. 93

tion.,eStandardiiation can ipLiudeoniform rules,,curriculum,.guideS, rex tboolcs, andlesson
plans for courses taught throughout the school system, Mass educationWouid probably
IA impossible without some assurances of Uniformity. Rules established as deneralyoliqi
have protected eduption from.the_patronage of a)rrupt city government and--haVe pro-
tected teai,h9rs from the jarbitriaty decisions of administrators. Also, general policy rules
areAess personally threatening to individuals than, for ex ample;elici,i indiyidual beitig told

,
, what to do by a supervisor, . . .

But standardization also hakuninteno'ed effects. First, in apruralistic society such as 94'
ours, many People do not ,fit the standards. For example,^curaqula that seem adequate
'for some middle-class youngsters have been, grossly inefiective for large numbers of low.

czorne children, and yet ,teachers cannot readily, adep to different types occhildren
hen they ,are Judged only on standarq tests of student perfOrmance''and a middle-class

-...expeGtation of student behavior. As another e0mple, Ibbeling,lower class study nts as
"drop:outs" or "underachievers" on the basis'of, intelligence tests places the blame on the

,- .

studentS-Ostead of on the organiiation. ' - , ' .1 ..

I
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le, seYyice onganizations that are established to
0lerence to the clients whodre most likely

deal With stiecial
be visibly helped

awl therefore are oillxmarginallyafflicied with those problems. T y select,chents for
,

; wli;3rn it is easy to. dernunstrate that rheasurabie improverner)t hos 6een accomplished in ,,,

order to achieve their q' u8tas. Foi'exar iple, agencies established to deal with the blind
.. "

. 'p"efer tg.deal w,ithi indivicruals:with p rtial sight,,and physical rehabilitation agencies
Prefer.people who'hav:e only one physical hancik,ap rather thani hose who have m, arly dif
feregt i*(indsliofihand,ica0. ,-- 4" - , ,.- - .

..... -,Althigh not intended, rules usually establish only the minimal behavior that is re-
quired tAr.qhe organizaticin (couldner .1954). It isdif/icult for organizations.offi 'sally toN .. .

;the
xert ,ex aordintry effort, and yet if all employed foil wed the .

I that he organization could function One way, to ruin nn organ- -

tojfollSw every rale to the letter and to crO nothing more. so each
ore, not, less, direct supervision. 4, ',,,

,,
a rules be enforced selectively bu4theyusublIrafe:Fiules can be
in 'b personal bargaining situation.i hat 1S/supervisors use rules to

se's loyalty. For example, they 4illipe. lenient towar Tardiness,
the-use of first names only as long s, the employ s otherwise

enforce the 'rules strictly itnres t to individuals who are not,
s. Rule are often use to justify a decision that already has
unds. F6r example, if there are two employees anntre-gerrooe----,
supervisor while the other does not, and if both ployees are/

k, the latter one i&mora likely to be reprimanded being late
./,, \

rtes tly seem to blo4 chang and inhibit interactiondf member&
197,6 (a), :Corwin' and Wagenaar, 1975) It is often difficult to
you are being bresiur d to do something new or to work closely
t have to live up to t e rules. Potential cofifl lets of this.sort can
tsider&and persons Whd Want to change the rules. As\a recut(,,,

hen people do
evances to "red
its aimed at this,
on, they divert
timately have a

require employees to
JP.teral riiievlit is doubt

tidn iP'forleveryone
ems to encou rag

.

Nor is,,vntendect,t
9 seen aSihe poker Chip

bargain for the empl
thes,no-smoking ,rules,
perlorrn.riroDefty, The
comnlitted to th
been: Wade on

o,f the way to
torisistently tat
too dg ten,

98 rules inadv
with outsiders (Corwin,
comply with rules when
with outsiders who do n
be averted by avoiding o

r god
her gr

tease th
for wo

hOwever., the organizatio, may be less responsive to its clier?tele. Also,
choose to take action agains/t an organization, they often confine theirgr

.tape,- that Ts, rules enforced by low echelon eMplovees. Because 'Cornplai
level do not challenge .the basic structu or. policies of the organizat
attention from the fundaiiiental problems. He attacks on,red tape u
conservative effe6t, according to p ouldner:(1952). . t,

u99 Direct stiimfyision is the overseeing ol qn.e employee by another. It allows f6r sur-
veillance,and two -way communication, os ways of facilitating coordination. It can be
productik.4ovided there is mutual commitment to desired outcomes and that.there are.

- provisions to insure ernge4ebs will-batreated fairly.
. .

. ..

lot? Mutual Adjustment qra foim of coordination based on informal communications or
p.shared, ideologies. rOF'ex-omplu, ne teacher. may. learn over lunch that another teacher is,.

. f

pjanning; a field .trip the next week and so may. postpone his or her own field trip, or
pdr,haps they May arrange a joint field trip so they can share the same bus.

lot- ,, Schedulin, the organizing of emPloyeei,work patterns intospecific, recluired time.-

frames, is4still another altermitive. For example, having all employees on the iob..1$ 8,30. - ..,

&in. coordinates all oter-adtivities; Consider the lems of coordination if each
1 employee signed up 'for' 20, S), or 40 hocirs a week, hedqled.any time between .8.30

- , i. 4.,
.

a.rfl, and midnight. m '

w. ".-
. /

so -
o

,
./.3 <
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RePoqing, -the systematic copectiOn an Nation of various types ,o 'linforma- `102
don, also, occurs very often. Most aa ions gather and repott data in a 6rletynt

. lorrns.Tiypical_examples wou tiriiiclutg-e-m loyee, evaluations, tirne sheets, ap riodi '

, audits: This t:iThis list !s- probably endless to pef e in Very large arganizations. Of to
_On rin'ilicate 7that something is happerling ut tell litde -about the :t is h

peningj Assessingthe life success of agraduating class is all loot impossible. eptting hOiv-
many, ristude is graduated, hqw many_went to' caliege, how many wen into th serivce,

etc.,isi'ela u ly easy, , ..- , . . , , / '..., ./4

- .. SLI s different forms of coordination are not entire onlistent mployeescica
f

may '
wn value,

graphs .138 '''r
e trap by, conflicting rulessupervisory expectations, and their
s. How ndividuals cope with such circums nces isciictliSed in par

gh 145 . ,

WHAT KINDg
o far, we hay

,ing degrees, Bat
enciis Within any one of them.

. these differences as we encounter them. The problem is t at There is nocompletgly satis-

factory way to classify' diem. But let us sere what has been Proposed.
_

Two Basic Models .

4 .*
, There has been tiisrlute' c.(er,generat apptoacties study of organizliti
People who study them seem to,have two fundpmentally cliff rent, mocilels in mind, h on

of which' s to, very different advice (Gouldnert, 195p). In the "rational Moder:pet-1
authokity also possess the _necessary' .expertise. In' the "organic

formal authotity, as reflected licrank or title, Is not neces-
e boss lietause'ot posi

tQg assu ptions

/ 4 \T
_ ---,t

ORQAN,IZATIONSARE HERE? 4.

en talking about features that ail organizotio' n's' sba. , but in vaty,!' 104
are different kinds of organ on and there ma be vast difiet-

,iza ns, we all need to be aware of

son§ in -15ositio
rpodel,',on.the Other
sarily indicative of expertisq and sutord mates owe cle.ferente,t6.

ji regardless pf that person %expertise. e

There are some othei. differences which, re important. The folio
nderlie the rational model':

-\

,r
Organizations have clear-cut goalS ttli
members, i , ,

Activities are well planned, .. '.
Activities are closely coordinated.- ' -

.
e ,-.t

The necessary itiformation is available for making the informed decisions
necessary to achieve the goals. .

t are understqad and sub/scribed'

' . ,

i %, 't
Coned is centralized, and officials have suffiient conttol over the organization
?censure compliance with Jong range plans. \ _

Formal authority (TO is supported by a corresponding level pf expertise'.
.,,.ele

- i
In short, "rationality" results from a well Ategrated system produced by firm con- _'

trql frohrenlightened administrators. The structure kppear§ to be entirely manipulable .

and 'designed solely for purposes of, efficiency. SigniNant /changes" are due to planned
ef,thrts to increase efficiency, and any departures from rationality can be attributed to, .
rational mistakes, ignorance, or miscalculation.,The keys to this model, then, are adminis- .\'

't
tiatiVe contrdl, expertise, and integration of the various components of the organizatidn. -,.
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108
G The following assumptionwiderlie the organic model.

sx
- Members in different parts of an organization, math teachers, coaches, or

janitors, often place the interests and objectives of their own unit above those
prescribed for the overall organization. A.f One's status and activitiesdn an organization take on value as ends in t emselves
independent of demonstrated contributions to explicit pall., . .f
The official goals Lend to Change pr4are neglected as the organization Strains to
survive or eXpand, the survival needstake precedence over other goals.
Decisions are the outcomes of bar&ning and compromise among competing .

subgroups. ..
No ohe group has sufficient information or power to comp& a high Idegrpe of
coordination among the subgroups,

,Foirnai authority (rank) is not necessarily derived from expertise, no two bases
. . st t

of authority.are independent. 5
k /

^ tr.'

1 n the organic Model, organization "policy" accumulates increasingly and in an un-
planned manner Members inadVicrtently commit the organization to certain 'goals" in
the process of bargaining with each other and with outsiders. i

These two models rational sand organiclead to very different conclusions about
109 , the relative importance of (a) consensus on goals and (b) power and conflict in organize-

tions.tlf consensus is assume be the primary feature, then organizations will be seen as

stable' and harmonious and ernplo s will be 'Wiling to comply with requests, or at least
4

they can be persuaded to 0;3 so. If wer is ass med to be the primary feature, then
organizations vvill be characterized by change, con lict, and disintegration, and employees
will obey only if coerced, they can be expected to rebel against the hierarchy when the
opportunity arises (Dahrericlort, 1959).

110
As mentioned, the models also seem to lead to different types of bdvice about how

to solve problems. Following the rational model, one would expect that problems can be
solved by stressing clarification of goals, better long-range planning, more effective com-
munication, and better information. But the organic model seems to point to quite dif-
ferent types of strategies. reorganization, alteration of the power structure, more fre-
quent bargaining, and the use of conflict regulating devices like 'arbitration.

al

On the Other Hand

it A middle ground is_represented by writers who see organizations as tension- manage-
ment systems. Conflict is present but ionstrainad by agreement on the basic objectives
and by norms about propriety. Differences of opinion and interest are resolved 'through
collective bargaining and individual negotiation. Organizations are then portrayed as
systems of "negotiated order" (cf. Corwin, 1973, pp. 3§:)-53).

112
Probably each Of these views is more aj5plicable to some organizations than others.

That is, value consensus, conflict, or negotiation may be more prevalent in some organiza-
tions than in others. Even the same organization will vary from one time to the next.

113
The structure of the organization lies something to do with this variation (Coser,

1956). If the organization has a, relatively loose structure, conflict can erupt easily but
because personal*allegiance shifts from one conflict to andther, major divisions do not
form. Confli& es a tension- management, mechanism in,such structures. But in a rigidly'
structured organization, there are fewer outlets for the expression of disagreements and
when conflict breaks out, major divisions form among the groups involved.
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These two basic models help to Loose the main aferences in,
tions that we can make about organliations..Organizations quite po

ee to which they conform to each model. Furl
y be more like the rational model, while others
ese differences also might change over time or

be some effective compromise betWeen the t
comP3ii+se.4eral hoofs in a given city,

a\sclioot, or for describing historical changes.

themselves in the
given organization
the organic model. T
environment. There m
models can be useful f
tgiiels, or echelons within

nderlying assump-
ibly differ among

er, some parts of a
function more like
ish changes in the
o models. So, t e

epartments, grad

'Typologies
But for, some purposes,' it may be useful to focus on only one>wd features of

these models when comparing organizations. The am differences between twO'organiza-
tiAEta might lie in iheir"goals, in thert'systegis of Idination, in their authority structure,
or in their products. So, let us consider sorAe of th se more specific classification systems,
r.e., "typologies." . ,

.
.

WHO BENEFITS? One way of classifying organizatIons is based on their gdals, or the
primary, beneficiary of the organization's pttivities (Blau and Scott, 1962). (a) in mtgual
benefit'associationsfor example labor unicAls or teacher organizationsthe rank-and file
participants are the primary beneficiariesz.. in business concems, beneficiaries bre the

4.47owners or managers, (c) in service organs ..ebns, such as schbols and hospitals, they are
the clients, and (d) in commonweal organtiations, such as police departmentS,-, public
at large benefits. Each type of organizatI9 poses unique problems for its membec or
example, employees eneounter the most conflict between professional and administrate
norms in service organizations where organizational principles often impair the profes-
sional's ability to render service to clients;

Ic

MEANS OF CONTROL. hn ther,typologi has two dirnensions (Etzioni, 1961)

1. The kinds of san tions the-Organization employs- coercive (force), remunerative
(giving members rey to participate), or normative (moral chastisement), and

2. The degree of membership iwolvementalienative (negatA toward the orgahiza-
tion), calculative (a neural, contractual relationship), and moral (positive commit-
ment to the values and activities of the organization).

AI

The '`congruent" cells of these two dimensions produce three types df organizations,

1..*Orider-qe (coercive] otgbnizations, which consist of an alienated membership'and
which use coercive forms of control, as exemplified by prisons or forced, labor
camps,

2 Economic-type (utiltanan) organizations, which rely on money to secure the efforts
. of essentially neutral members, as exemplified b/ factories, and

3. Culture-type (normative) organizations, the members of which are morally, involved,
with the norms and committed to the goals, as exemplified by universities, schools,
clubs, fraternities, general hospitals, political organizations, labor unions, voluntary
associations, and so forth. I'

In several respects schools are more similar to otherpercive organlzations than they
arelto churches or moral organizations. For example, oxen if we acknowledge wide varia-
tions in the nature of both schools and prisons, there are same apparent similarities
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-.4:ecruitment: At ndahce is compulsory for both students aria Ofi-soners, and the
orgAlzatiorts hav few options in selecting their membership,
Goals: The custOdIal goals (namely, to keep members off the streets) frequently'
take precedence o4er the therapeutic, educational, or socialization goals.
Supervision: Conti\ol is extended over the total life of both students and in-
mates, including re tractions on their freedom to move about thebuilding, to
obtain a drink of ,,;i ter, to use restrooms, to dress as they wist., misbehavior is

t
entered in offiLial,tecords, ishment is not administered through the local
system, and the individual is not esnted by a'third Reny

isAuthority: There is little opportunity foi- either students or Inmates to influence\
major policy decisibris.

,

Power: Both innial i and students are discouraged from.organizing collectively
for activities other Plan those sponthred by the organization, and their leaders
often are coopted y the administration as a condition for obtaining official
recognition and sup ort for their group activities (such as the newspaper).

ns and se ilools is highly routinized, with schedules
s and/or class4 of individUals.

.

tingent on having served a specified length of time,

Rules: .Life in bothlpri
standardized for incIividu
careers: Promoticirili are co
good behavior, andevidencd of having achieved minimal skills necessary to
obtain woe,,k upon leaving the 'organization. ,

. . .

i Boundary maintenapce: Relatives or other interested third parties cannot dbtain
entree into the orga ization without permission and then only for speifically
stated purpose's or eats,

ti

120- "HOW DID THE Pf-EMBRS GET THERE? Still another.typology is based on the
way members are recruited: (a) whether the organization can select its own members; and

. (b),whether the members can refuse to participate These two dimensions togeiher form

four types of organize ions (Carlson, 1964). In type I, the organiiation selects members,
ate on a voluntary basis. Private

Many of the publicoyelfare
and the potential client

zation, typell, does
is illustrated by

o wish to
ed to

either by formal or info
universities, hospitals, and
service units apply stringent
cannot be compelled to pt th
not select its members, and part

ose state universities legally q
Type III, which is reldtively

This is characteristic of a citize
ization nor its members have much choice

at means, and they parti
o s' offices are good.exam

in the selection of clien
ce. The second type of org

s not mandatory. This ty
t all 1;10 school graduate

embers and they are com
n a draft. Finally, in type

are a number of Aorgari-
rm schools, and

te, and

se

ipatio
fired to ac

selects itenro
p5rticipa
neither the or
izations of this tyrie-including puplic schools, state mental hospitals,

prisons. By law or traditionklients of these organizations are reqUired to pa
the organizations have little chiace :about which clients they will serve. Such organ'

usually have been guaranteed surVival they seldom have to compete for members,, and
their kinds are not usually tied to the quality performance because the processes of

teaching and learning are complex, intangible, and difficult to assess,

The typecol orgahizAtiori would rryiqe a difference to, the members, For example,

u would probably be1east mo,k1 to pa.**17Date in types III and IVratatts4 y'ou
and other members did not necessarily choose to be there. This lack of motivation, in
turn, would influence the attitudes of staff and members toward each other, their person-
ality make-up, prestige of the work, and the way in which resources are used Bureau-

cratic regulations are likely to be a major problem in types II and IV. Because such Organ-

izations do not control admission, they probably will not rely on thevoluntary compli-
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ante of members (who may not share objectives). One response is to segregate ess

motivated members in ,"dumping grounds" (as illustrated by some vocational programs in
high schools).

TECHNIQUE. Organizations alsO can be classified according to the reliability of the
technology used and, the diversity of the raw materials and problems dealt with (Perrow,
1970). For example, a craft is an industry that relies on rather uncertain techniques to

:,handle routine problems. Engineering firms, on the other hand, apply reliable tech-
niques to a variety of problems. The typology can be applied to both product tpanu-,
facturing firms aodpeople7changing (service) organizations. ,

In people-changing organizations, "reliability of the technology" means the degree to
which the _problems of cltents gre underSstood and therefore can be dealt with. Using this
apprdach, we can identify fourgtypes of people-changing organizations.

.

1. Those with uniform clientele whose problems are not well understood (fo1 example,
ghetto schools)

2. Those with uniform clientele whose problems are well understood (for example,
' '1-custodial institutions, vocational training)

3. Those"with nonuniform clientele whose problems are not well understood (for
example, schools in changing neighborhoods, psychiatric agencies)

4. Those with nonuniform clientele whose problems are well understood (for example,
a programmed learning school).

tletrly boredom will be more of a problem for employees in type II organizations. Em-
ployees will probably be highly frustrated in types I and III. Type IV should pose tech-
-meal challenges:

TANGIBILITY 0E PRODUCT. Another approach to viewing, studying, or cate-
govizing organizations is to clasify them in terms of the degree t6 which the purpose of
the organization is profit/product, and the degree to which it is human servides. This
could be stated as the degree to hich goals are tangible, precise, and easily measurable,
or less tangible, imprecise, and mor, difficult to measure Here are three examples

Auto, TV, washindlmachine
manufacturers '

Hospital, opera society

it '4)

School, university, museum,
ageroy- `r

44,
35

c;

Precise goals, tangible product;
profit motive; easy to measure
exactly the extent to which goals
are being achieved.

Fairly precise goals; not-too-tangible
product; must keep accounts in the
black; not go easy to measure how
adequatelygoals are achieved or
relationship of goals to fiscal
accounting.
Rather general goals, largely
behavioraki,nature;.product is not
very tangible ancinot easy to quantify;
more emphasis on quality, but that
remains,intangible and difficult to
measure, isolate, attribute cause and
effect.
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125
, IS THAT ALL THERE IS? Such typologies can illuminate certain features of organi-

zations and alert us to possible implications and problems. However, they oversimplify
and presume too much. Organizations are too coroi:Ilex to be adequately described with a
few concepts. For example, in what respets does the public benefit more from police
departments than police officers do? Do students benefit more from school than adminis-
trators or teachers? Are employees the only onls who benefit from labor Unions? Is it
accurate to assume that parents of public school students have nothing to say about
where their children will attend school when we know that they often move, pay tuition
to another district, or send children to private school? Also, schools do have some con-
trol, for example, they expel some students, "push out" others, send some to special
agencies, and use informal influence to recruit particularly favored students:,.

Moreover, it is misleading to place schools, hospitals, churches, and the like in any126
Moreover,

category. Wide variations exist within each of these types of organizations, For
example, the level of moral involvement within even a single factory is likely to be higher
for professionals in the research department than for assembly-line workers. Or c nsider
how the many differences between a one-room schoolhouse and a public school n New
York City would affect how ischools" are categorized. Moreover, although n some
schools the students might be morally committed to the goals (such a% in s me elite
suburban schools), other schools are far more utilitarian. They try to barge' .r the
student's attention by offering a sports program, Flo homework, easy grades, or in
local industries. Also the teachers in thilitarian-type schools are less highly committ- to--

, their teaching careersDiscipline, as well as other problems, and dropout rates among
students in utilitarian type high schools reflect a high degree of alienation or, at best,
calculative involvement.

127 This criticism does not mean that the typologies are not useful. They help explain.
. arid provide insights info the variations among hogpitals, schools, churches. etc. For ex-

in one study.it was found that there is variability in compliance patterns among
different levels of schools #TIodgkins and Herriott, 1970). A normative relationship,
indicated in Etzioni's typology, was found between teachers and principals at the lower
grades of elementary schools, where teachers participated more in staff decisions and

.,.were_more closely supervised. At the upper grades, the schools were utilitarian.

1,28 course, that is not so. Organizations are shaped by, and in turn affect, their environments.
In fact the way an orgaoization is organized can make a big difference to each of us 6g--
citizens and as members. We have noted that excessive standardization might reduce our
ability to gain access to the organization or might reduce its responsiveness to our wishes
as citizens. Low-income people, in particular, often have difficulty with large service
organizations (Sjoberg. Brymer, and Farris, 1966). They generally lack knowledge about
how to manipulate bureaucratic rules and procedures to their advantage and they usually
deal with people at the lower levels of the organization who are most constrained by the
rules. Some authors believe lower class clients have special difficulties in dealing with
rfeopt? ora.the rrnfaer-scpal chdracteristicjpf bureaucratic service organizations.

.All of these characteristics reinforce feelin4s of ald)fafion arriong'IoWer-class- people.,

WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES THE SOC(AL ENVIRONMENT MAKE?
Perhaps we have given the impression that organizations exist in a vacuum, and, of

129 Conversely, the social environment shapes organizations. For example, service organi
zations that serve luw-income people often have less qualified staffs than those that serve
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wealthier clientele. One study suggesteciNthat junior high schools serving lowpr-class
students make greater use of rules governing teher behavior-than schools in middle-class
neighborhoods. This illustrates how organizatio adapt to their local communities
(Anderson, 1968).

--,
The Problem of Balance

Organizations must balance a delicate relationship with the local community. If they
become too autonomous, they run the risk of losing touch with their constituencies
which pay the cost of their services or products. pn the other hand, organizations need
some autonomy. For example, schools need some autonomy from parents in order to
maintain standar.cs-of objectivity in dealing with students, determining,curriculum and
instructional procedures, setting learning expectations, evaluating, and ading students.

How is this balence maintained? Various "linkage mechanisms- are which,, in
schools, include visiting teachers, neighborhood centers, Parent Teacher sszciation,
voluntary workers from the lbcal community, and the like. One study indicated that
where citizens are already closely involved .with a school (as is the case in some middle-
class neighborhoods), the school tries to increase the social distance (Litwak and Meyer,
1974). A teacher In such a school would not i-Je expected to work closely with parents.
On the other hand, where social distance is pri'sumabry already high, as in some lower-
class neighborhoods, the schools use more ii1itiative to reduce the social distance. A
teacher might be expected to visit homes, fOr example.

However, it seems unrealistic to expect/ that an organization/will voluntarily seek
=ore -tentati with citizens unless it does noy have to give up'control. When organizations
voluntarily reach out, they are not necessarily extending opportunities to citizens to in-
fluence their policies. More likely, they are attempting to c opt the citizens or other-
wise extend their own control.

Beyond the Local Community
Sometimes the local commuhity, is not ;the mairyforce acting on organizations.

Organizationt are alsb affected by regional variations and national influences. One study
1showed that schools in thug:tore modernized regions of the country had higher propor-

tions of teacklars with master's degres, and higher academic achievement by students
:,(Flarriott,and Hodgkins, 1973), Alsoi schools in the less modernized parts of the country,
for example in the rural south, cl4rige more slowly than schools in other parts of the
country (Corwin, 1973). There is a strong sense of fundamentalism or tradition in the less
moderpzed regions. However, while fundamentalist values do help to protect the less
modernized schools from unplanned change /these schools seem to be more vulnerable
to change deliberately introduced by new feacher interns in the Teacher Corps than
schools in the modernized areas (Edelfelt, 1974). The latter schools had more effective
stfuctural defenses against the inters, such as a centralized administration, strong teacher
organizations, and better trained teachers.

,What determines whether emfployees are more influenced by`local, regional, or na-
tional influences? It depends part11/ on the other organizationswith whet) employees are
associated. A junior high school is associated with other schobls in the systema variety
of "feeder plementary schools frdm which it recruits studentstga .e'or more high schools
to which it promotes students, a d the like. In addition, it must deal with communitj,
admisiary, grciups, ta?t,oroups inter d in school bond issues, firms that employ its grad
uates, courts, social work agentie& aol and many otherprgabizations in a community.
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135
Many of these organizations are locally based, but others are based outside the com-

munityaccrediting and testing agencies, textbook. publishers, government agencies,
teacher training institutions( professional organizations, and more. The fact that a school
is tied into such nationwide networks often acts as a conservative force on education. For
example, if teachers in a school want to make a major change, they may run into prob-
lems with the accrediting agency, or the proper textbooks may be unavailable, or the
teacher may be untrained for this particular innovation (Wayland, 1964). On the other
hand, these national networks sometimes have deliberately promoted change. One such
network, consisting of the National Science Foundation, committees of university pro-
fessors, textbook publishers, diid private agencies, induced a significant chahge by intro-
ducing modern mathematics into most schools in this country (Clark, 1965). The Teacher
Corps is another example of a loose network of organizations affiliated for the purpose of
improving teacher training (Corwin, 1973). In sum, the ability of members of a local
organization to respond to locat community influences will depend partly on the number
an, uence of organization's in its network that are based outside the community.

The co an background of the members is another factor that will influence
136

an organization's re 41 orisici?SiTegs-to the local community. Organizations staffed primarily
by people from the local community probably will be more responsive to community
pressures than if the staff comes predominantly from outside the region. One study indi-
cated that superintendents who were promoted from inside devoted most of their activi-
ties to enforcing existing rules dnd did not attempt to modify or redefine the commit -ew

of the school system (Carlson, 1962). Those who were hired from the outside, on
the other hand, attempted to make major changes, such as introducing kindergartens or
school social workers. This does not mean that the outsider is the cause of these changes,
because often a school board hires outsiders only when it is ready for a change

137
Finally, some organizations ak fess vulnerable to pressures than others because they

have developed effective strategies to resist local influence. For example, s( hools often
have been able to coopt community groups, such as the PTA, which can serve as a
"front" to support proposals that d principal alone ,could not get the school board to
approve (Corwin, 1967). Superintendents sometirrips are able to coopt their school boards
because (a) board members often do not have identifiable constituencies that watch the
board members and make their desires known, and (b) the superintendent has more time,
information, and experience to deal with matters, causing boards to defer to superin
tendents (Kerr, 1964).

HOW CAN. A PERSON DEAL WITH ORGANIZATIONS?

138
\ Until now we have been concentrating on how different types of organizations func-
Ulan, Understanding this helps us to explain and perhaps even to predict events and prob

let s thdt would otherwise seem pualing. However, there are times when simply under

star ing is nut enough. We feel compelled to tdke action. What options are opentJ US as

indOduals and as members of the organization?

Personal Coping Strategies
Each individual has d huice uNtrcitegies in dealing with an organization. Depending

139 on whether te individual subscribes to the goals of the organization and/or its proce-
dures, he erShe may choose as follows (Merton, 1957)

To conform, that is, to subscribe to both goals and procedures
To innovate, that is, to subscribe to the goals lalt reject the procedUres/, ri -738
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To conform ritualistically, that is, to reject the goals but conform to the pro-
cedures
To retreat, that is, to feject bot4'! the goals and the procedures
To rebel, that is, to reject both goals and procedures and attempt to sub-
Mute a new set of goals and procedures.

The strategyttat one chooses for a particular situation depends upon a variety of 140
considerations in aclaition,t9 one's personality,' including social pressures, status within
the organization, options to leave the organization, and sophistication about how organ'
nations operate.

Social pressures are the feelings that a person has 1-Jsed on the actions, attitudes,
and expectations of one's friends or fellow workers. The importance of social pressure

141

was illustrated in a study of a teachers' strike in New York City (Cole, 1969). Whether or
not a teacher went out on strike depended largely on whether the teacher's friends sup-
ported the strike. Even individuals who were not personally predisposed to support the
strike did \strike if most of their friends supported

Status is the deference and respect granted to a person-by his fellow workers based 147
not solely on one's actual position but often On a person's willingness to take risks.
People at the bottOm of theterarchy have little to lose and much to gain from taking
risks involved in innovation or rebellion. Alto, people at fhe very top of the organization
can afford to take some risks, not only are,' they expected to,exert leadership, but also,
because of their high status, they can afford to be wrong occasionally without loss Of
face'. The person ir.1 the middle of the hierarchy is in a more tenuous position with a great
dealt() lose. He or she is likely tqconform (Blau, 1964):

potions are the choices a person feels are open. Some people have become very 143
dependent on the organizations that employ them perhaps because they are too old or
their skills are too obsolete to secure a comparable job elsewhere, or perhaps they are,
reluctant to leave them friends, peighbors, or colleagues. But other people have a variety
of job options and are willing to move if necessary. Such options provide a margin for
taking some risks (Corwin, 1976). _

Tg summarize, a person with very few options, who occupies a middle-level position 144
within his or her organization and who is under pressure from friends and colleagues to
conform, is likely to conform. The person with more options, who is in a position at the
top or near the bottom ofl the organization and whose friends and colleagues support non-
conformitA is in a position to innovate or rebel. People with som of these cliracteris-
tics, but not pthers,probably will retreat.

SOPHISTIpiTION ABOUT ORGANIZATIONS. Aside from an individual being iq a
position to take,risks, there is still a question about the strategy that will be most effec-
tive. It is,on the question of strategy that individuals often misjudge the situation. In a,
study of early cycles of, the Teacher orps, it was found that the more rebellious the.,
in terns were, the less the schools change (Corwin, 1973). The rebellious interns probably
would have been more effective in imp ementing change if they had analyzed the situa-
tion, including their own position in it, nd if they had a clearer.understanding\about how
organizatioos do change.- Let.us conside innovation strategies in more detail.

HOW DO ORGANIZATIONS C ANGE?
Probably most people would age that no matter how well their organization is

now operating, it could be improved. Some individuals or groups are more intent on

.411.11
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changinZinetr---organization than others. Some reformists advocate wholesale change,
others prefer a stco by-step-,---paecemeal planSorne -feforrnrits are patient and adopt an
evolutionary perspective, others are impatiegt and advocate radical methods. In effect,
each of these groups operates with different thfibries about organizations and with dif-
ferent theories about how they change. The fact is that most reform today must be put
into effect by and through organized groups and, therefore, any reform effort will be sub
ject to the forces and constraints that govern complex social systems. Befdre any of us
tries reform, we should first become students of organizational change, which ultimately
means students of organzatibn.

)s'Thjs the Moment?
Reform is an idea whose time has come, That is, change takes place as part of a larger

147
process and cannot be implemented until the situation is ripeuntil certain conditions are
present. In one model of change, those conditions can be seen in stages.

Stage 1 The abillity of an organization as presently structured lags behind new demands,,
made of it, that is, behind public expectations.

Stage,2. A crisis develops from this strain between the public demand and the organi-
zation's ability to deliver, and leaders, who in normal times are under conservative
pressures, are expected to innovate:

Stage 3. Groups outside the organization provide incentives for ,and pressure on the
o'lganization to change. Eventually they form coalitions with progressive members of
the organization who oppose the conservative leadersftip. This outside support gives
the inside challengersextra leverage against conservative opposition.

Stage 4 Resistance takes the form of superficial change, disinterest, sabotage, piecemeal
acceptance,or rejection of larger plans and adding to existing programs rather than
transforming them.

Stage 5. Various forms of the innovation evolve, most become extinct or indistinguish
able from existing forms, but thrbugh natural selection, an optimal match occurs
between some hybrids and local conditions.

Stage 6. Once established', the innovation becomes routinized end subject to the same
forces that created the need for it. Most of today's practices are yesterday's innova-
tions.

I

HOw to Do I t

148 Wiiters have advocated a variety of approaches to changing organiAtions (Corwin,
1973, pp. 248 -56). For example, it has been postulated that an organization can be more
easily changed:

if it isinvaded-, by liberal, creative, and unconventional outsiders with fresh
perspectives ...
if those outsiders are exposed to creative, competent, flexible socialization
agents ...
if it is staffed by young, flexible, supportive, and competent boundary per-.
sonnel or "gatekeepers"
if it is structurally complex and decentralized (i.e., employees participate in
decisions) ...

yr
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if it has outside funds to provide the organizational slack necessary, to lessen the
cost of innOvation
if its members hate positions that are sufficiently 'secure and protected from
the status risks involved In cltange. if it Is located in a changing, modern, urbanized setting where it is in close Co-
operation with a coalition of other cosmopolitan organizations that can supple-
ment its skills and resources ... 4p. 255).

It should be clear that organizational reform is a' complicated`process that should not
be undertaken without serious study and reflection. A combination of approaches is re-
quired in most cases. We should be wary of strategists who promise simple solutions to
complicated problems. Poorly planned strategies can easily backfire. For example, the
attempt, to use Teacher Corps interns as "change agents" (via the replacement strategy) in
the early cycles did not work.

The ,attempt to unite the change-agent roles wit> The apprenticeship system placed the
interns in a precarious position between two powerful organizatibns. They were representa-
tives of the outside organization in the schools but could count on little direct support from
remote university professors, also they were directly Supervised by defensive teachers.
Sensing this resistance to them, and often finding the schools conservative toward change, in
most programs a vocal minority of interns resorted to confrontation tactics. However, the
conflict theory of change presumes a balance of power which did' not exist in this case.,,,As
inexperienced newcomers to the profession, still in training and temporarily assigned to ,
schools under`direct supervision of experienced teachers, the interns could not gain leverage
within the schoolseven though, ironically, these very characteristics enabled them to Ivin.
tam the autonomy which encouraged them to take risks involved in promoting change. Sor
did the interns constitute a sufficiently criti6I miss in any of the schools to provide power
from numbers or to promote the development of a strong peer group. They wiare so out-
numbered and overwhelmed by the structural defenses available to the school adminis-
tratoii Rd teachers that, the schools were able to neutralize their efforts. Indeed, the
interns' militancy gave the teachers little latitude to compromise without Jeopardizing their
authority, which created a win -lose situation. Teachers retaliated by completely withdraw-
ing their support for interns' proposals. Thus, while some change accompanied conflict, the
fact that interns had little leverage with which to wage a successful conflict helps explain
the negative correlation between technological change and the proportion of liberal arts
interns in the program (Corwin, 1973, p. 278).

WHERE DOES THIS LEAVE US?
In these pages, we have been able to provide only a brief overview of perspectives on

'organizations. We have tried to gear our discussion to the typical person who has_siealt
'with many types of organizations during the course of his or her life, but who has not had
an oppOrtunity to think systematiCally about the assumptions used in coping with them,
The concepts and principles introduc.ed Nre represent only a modest beginning, but we
hope that the reader's curiosity has been aroused and that he or she appreciates the
potential of such study for life and career. Most of all,,,weehope that the reader will ioin
us in extending and applying this knowledge to everyday life.'

Ideally, a student of organizations vir. ill be able to make more deliberate, informed,
and constructive decisions, This first volume is designed to ,ossist such students in be
ginning that process. Toward this end, we have added some references, abstracts, and a
bibliography to facilitatil exploration and, if the reader would like to try writing a case
study, we have provide some suggestions. This is the first, an overview volume, of a
series of volumes that ex lore in great depth many of the issues raised here.
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Organizations ,in atctdn .

. - Pert I of'this,hook described the assi., tions, ratidnle; and objergives,behineffie in-

, structional procgs ,suggested, for prese ing the materials releyarfi zia studying organize:

-tions..In Part II, Rdnald Corwin and gy Exlelfelf defihed' and discussed some key con- '
cepts necesSary f.pr understanding org nizations. The purpose of this section is to desgThe

some possible aotiv4ties that might help familiarize particjp.a.nts'with"the,corfceeits ire art 4.

Ill and entourage- inern-to.testand apply their knoWledge. A' summary of the sug6ested

activttles is followed ay suggested procedures and oTherin/ormation needed to carry out -

each/exercise. .
..

. , . --
,-

, /`.. .

_ .
The instructor should select,activities in ,the order, that suits participantlevel Ot i

_ _ awareness. and .the instructional puipose, Generally the intention is to present activities" .1*

So that the-particippnt begins withmhat he or shealready knows, then tveets .nav- con= '
cepts and explores some of those concepts in depth. The ihstructor or the participant

. 4,' will probably want tertnodify or add to the list of activ4ies offered.
), ' ,

. ' ,'04

,'SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES \ .. . ,

1. Draw an Organization An introductory exercise.
,

2. Life. in Organizations. Reading about and discussing organizations,

, 3. Terry Trevors. Applying what has been learned about sirganiziiions.to allase,studY-

. 4.r Bridge on the River Kwai: Applying what has been leailed to a feature-length film'..

5. Vignettes. -Exploring, some concepts in gredter detail. ..
.

6. Up Against the Organization. Relating learning about -orgAizations to personal.

,ekperience. - ' ' ..
7.' Research Studying independently Some references to be used for 'independent

-
study appear, in Appenclix A, Bibliography, and,,at the end of Part I.

liwthlity 1
,

Draw an Organization

Ttie -purpose of this activity is tO ,assist parriCiOnts as' they begin. to develop an. -.

understanding of organizations. It, is asS'umeddiat everyonekaSSarne kpowledge of organ=

izatiocis from direct experiences, whether those experiences were positive-or negative: .

F?articipants are directed first to recall some of the organizations ko which they have

belonged and to consider what they did as members, hat the organization did, how it

got glarted, and-,how it operated. They should begin imagine how they %iglu graph-

ically represent the organization they have Selectedi C nsideratiati of the 'following steps
. ,

may be helpful: 1 1
,.

Draw an organization you have been considering. (The instructor should pro--4- '
vide chart paper and marking pens.) Use pictures, word's, or symbols if yOu" '`

.\
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cirawai) organsz4ition,chart. Qo try to' include what you feel are
z. i impor.tani-bleipeEt.ts of the.o4anization, (10;minutes)

' '.6fiow.y.our d'raaing to others in,the group: Explain what the dralving depicts.
G roilpi-nembecs may'aelk"questiorts to help yp'il further define the organization, .

. tiicrAlaye deleribed. (.5 minutes fdr -each participant)
40

Helfiew-ttie chawineof eacPtgroup members, formulate a definition of organi-
T 41,` r a oh, antr.?iteitsoftmon ch'auicteristicsof organizations that the participants

(20 rain, 4

'''''& 41
.1-

tvs-

,,

wn. Eact:group orklete the chart below to summarize its findings.

.$) t t
S).

Post the dpw.ings and the chart so that other groups may.see them. -,

^ "Participnts will pioceednexi to the reading of Part I I. They will match their defini-0,:
-stion and the,Ilst of common charactertstik:s with those ProYided in Part I I. After reading,..,, 6 ",
grvp members May'keviae. their original definiticiri a rid May add to the lik of charac-.

teriskicS. ,
-- . . '

. .- , . ,,... .

- - - ;
. -,

". Activity
Life in:QrgsriiiatiOns I 4

Oboe patti6panti' interest in stmlying orgadizatiuns has been stimulcited and they
have developed their.Ovtin definitions and list"dth,aracteristic.,s, tfiey will be ready, to read
Tart-14; a Jfe in Organizations:" Op ,the 'first-reading they, -should-locate the authors'
definition of organization and compare, it to their own. They should-see how many char-

--aCteristics they identified as' common to all organizations are also described by Corwin
and Edelfelt On .the basis io'f. the reading, itudentssfioulCi be-encouraged to reyiew
revise,`1nd add to the charts they:deyeloped during the first activity, "Draw an Organiza-.

" Aftdr/r eliding "Life in-OrOnizations, participants7will be engaging in various acttyi%
- ties described. in this sec"iiOn.FolloNng each at:tiy0.partkipants should be encouragedv 4

tb' revow "the appropriate sections of Part If, The following chart on concepts will help ,, .,
both participants and 'instructors 'relate 'their reading ill Part 11 to the activities they

- undertake. .
. . .

.. . . .
.. .
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LIFE IN ORGANIZATIONS

MAJOR CONCEPTS
(WHERE THEY ARE LOCATED IN PART I,WHERE THEY ARE EXPLORED IN' PART Ill)

..,

. en
C

. . . 0

4
. 7 1C t! . I, .114X '0C ir ...l t' I r -`11 - . Z7; 2 ° et

retii4... 1 . %.,:a ****.-I . ' -a- , . - , i s ; r..,..,

"- el- ''' i' I- a i'
V

: .7 E .3 L'' -i3 `i ' c - < " ....; lit .. ._ , do cn ...... - 01 "oi .2 ..,

Concepts . O. e. Z cli 6 if al E 5 DO Q(7)
. . .

I, Reasons for studyin4 organizations 1.21 x

2. Complexities of belonging to
organizations 22-27 x x x

3. Professional employees, work 18.19 .
group organizations 25.27 x x x. x

4, Oefinition of organization,
formal; informal 28.32 ' x x x x x

i

5. Organizition goils 33 sir x

6. Social systems 36.40 x. ,
7. Bureaucracy 41-49 x, x x x

8. Organization theory 50.56 t" x

9. ,, 'Approaches to studying I o

'organizations 57.64 - x

10, kndiyidual and the organrzation 65.67 x x x

11. Key features of organizations 68.70 x x x

Vertical dimensions 71 x x x

- Power 72 x x

- Authority 73 x x

- Responsibility 74 ,x x

.-1 Prestige 75 x -

-, Esteem 76 ° X x

- Conipetence 77 , ,, or x y
-. .

- Status inconsistency 78-81 t x x '

- Emulation 82,83 ::, x x x

- Delegation , 84 x ,
- Slippage 85-86 x

Horizontal dimensions 87 x

. - Zones of autonomy 88.90 x
..- - Power 91 , x ..7

Integrating dimensions ' 92, 103 x i

- Standardization l. 93.98 . x x

. Direct superVision 99 x x

- Wilittial adjustment:, 100

-I Scheduling , 101

- Reporting - 102 x

12. Kinds of organizations 104

.,,,. Models . 105, 109,
110, 1 1 2-14

,- Rational model 106-1 0 7 I .
- Organic model --- i08
- Middle ground model --, 111 ., # 9

- .I
, .. 1

Typologies 115, 125.27 x

- Beneficiary 116 x .
.

-. Mearvf control 117.19, x

- Membership 120.21 x '
- Techniques 122.23 tic

- ,Tangibility of product ' 124
...i

13. Socialienyironment 128-37 x

14. Conformity ° 137 x

15. - Coping strategies 138.45 x , x

16. Organization change .
.

146.49 x ' x x
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Activity 3=-;
.Titt A Sitiderital ase Study

Concepts and ideas often can be ffectively illustrated and illuminated through ca
stu les. Portraying_ some concrete c ccumstances grounding a problem serves as a
comfmon ground for discussiiiii, and bcyuse partici ants are not directly affected by e

case, they can learn from it in n nthreatening ways, They also can gain some perspective
on their own problems as they t, their hand at wr ting an account of cases with which
they are familiar. NJ!

6 The3se setected for discuss ion here has been in luded for illustrative purposes. It is

`other
necewily the best case for'

I

the purpose, and th reader may wish to find or write
others-that are more appropriater.l)lor would we sugge!kt that our analysis is the only one/
possible. Each analyst will bring a personal perspective.,What is important/ is that in the
process of reflectiVg out a case, atract concepts and ideas take.on additional dimensions
of meaning and signifiCance.

t - . ,
i,

, !

SUGGESTIONS FOR USE OF THE CASE
,

"Terry Trevors" is a case study that gives the participant an e)fcellent opportunity
to identify characteristics of organizations and organizational norms and to examine role
conflict and coping strategies. The case is sequential and contains three parts (A, B, and
C) which are distributed and discussed individually. Because participants review one part,
of the case at a time, they are able to discuss the problem and suggest alternative solu-
tions and the ompare their responses to those of the c.hafacters in the case. The sequen-
tialal approach al ows participants to consider only small amounts of material at a time.
Somp suggeStions for ways in, which the case may be used are described below. The sug-
gestions are followed by a review and analysis of the case and a copy of the case study.

The instructor might begin by reviewing the case study and the analysis in
order to plan its introduction to participants and to plan the discussions that
wilt follow each part of the case.,If possible, we suggest that discussions.be in

o small groups of 8-12 people. Participants should knOw that the case represents
one technique f r applying the knowledge they have been acquiring. They
should be enco aged to examine Terry's problem from an organizational as
well as'a persona oint of view.

/

The following.brocedure is one possible way to work through the case.
1. Distribute Part A. Read, discuss and identify the problems illustrated.
2 Distribute Part B. (It may be more appropriate to distribute and read parts

A and B before, any discuSsion.) Read and discuss parts A and B, using
the following questions:

How would you'describe,the problem (s) in this case? What organi-
zational charatteristics are contributing to the problem(s)?
What additional questions would you raise to obtain the information
necessary to understand this situation?
In what ways oould this problem best be dealt with?
What strategies could Terry use to cope with the problem? What
would you do in this situation? Why?
What are the sources of pressure acting on the individuals and groups
in the case?

48
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What are the key characteristics of the organizations involved?
What organizational norms_ar6 in play?

3.J. Distribute part C Read and discuss part C, using the followihg questions as
a guide.

Does Our analysis of the situation change with the additional informa-
tion? How?
How would you describe the problems now? What organizational

a ',4,0 "'0"

characteristics are contributing to the problems?
What strategies could Terry use to cope witrthe problem? What would
you do now?

What additional information would you need to completely analyze
the problem? ,

Do you perceive Terry to be a male or a female? How does your percep-
tion affect youi analysis?

4. Summarize the case.

The instructor may choose to follow this procedure with some variations. Parts A
might be distributed before the group meets to discuss the case, and each member

y repare an initial analysis. When the group meets, the discussion might be started
bYs Several participants, each presenting his or her initial analysis. The, other group
members may then join the discussion.

If appropriate to the flow of instruction, participants may sirpply deceive the case
one part at a time in class. After discussing parts A and B, they might enjoy'preparirig a
written projection of what is likely to occur in part C. Upon receipt of part C they would
compare their responses to the Feal case, and then proceed to a discussion of the ques-
tions prOvided.

To achieve some measure of closure, it will be important to generalize about the
analysi4of the case. The group may refer to the list of major concepts as an aid. Either
the instructor, the participants, or both may choose to offer the concluding statements
which may include,,drawing comparisons with the analyses of other case studies, films, or
simulations. References to concepts dev loped in Part If should also be encouraged. (The
group may be informed that this case stub s true and is still pending in the courts in
Washington State.)

Terry TrevorsPart A

by Dale Troxel

Terry Trevors was a social studies teacher, widely reputed to bsthe most liberal of
the more than 300 teachers in the community senior high. For five y7.0sTerry had been if

teaching in the school, whose administration and faculty, like the community itself, were
notably conservative. However, throughout this period, Terry's liberal views were gen-
erally considered harmless and were tolerated in degrees ranging from good-natured to
grudging. In fact, Terry was twice elected by colleagues to the board of directors of the
local education association. Before emotions in the community became heated, Terry
could have remained known as merely another "warmed over New Dealer" and retired
uneventfully in the year 2000.

In November 196, however, Terry wad elected vice chairperson bf the county
chapte( of the American Civil Liberties Onion (ACLU), and from November 1966:t0'
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November 1969 served as chairperson. As an ACLU official, Terry becamegivolved in a
number of controversial issues that were common to America's general unrest at that
period, and gradually became a figure on whom local reaction to societakanrest focused.

The following issues were among th'ose in which Terry as an ACL official became
involved with the school system from an adversary position

Can students be required to salute the American flag? (The U ited States
Supreme Court had ruled in 1943 that students could not be r uired to do
so.)

Can a school dress code be imposed other than for reasons of health or safety?
,(As a result of an opinion rendered by the state attorney general, the school
district abandoned this practice.)
Can a public school direct a student to remove a peace medallion? (This issue
arose a few weeks after the Supreme Court had ruled that only in situations
where a button would substantially disrupt classes could a student be required
to remove it.)
Can a public school expel a pregnant student who has been married for 1,0
months?.
Can a public school confiscate a school petition that is causing no disruption?
Can a public school prohibit distribution of underground newspapers?
Sh5uld the principal of a public high school pressure a teacher to withdraw an
invitation't"he ACLU chairperson to speak about the organization
to an after-scho extracurricular group?

Terry handled severa of these matters confidentially so that only a few of them
became known to the general public. Some were not even known to the school board.
However, although they were minor issues, each of them generated hostility from at least
certain members of the school system and the community.

Two other ACLU issues that Terry became involved in generated publicly intense
controversies that focused a great deal of attention on Terry personally. The first instance
was when Terry publicly defended the contention of the ACLU that adult sale and use of
marijuana should be legal. The second instance centered around the general question of
religious practice in the public, schools and involved such conventions of the local school
system as the following

sponsoring and conducting baccalaureate exercises of a religious nature in
violation of a 1962 opinion of the state attorney general;
maintaining a student chaplain in contradiction of the opinion of another
attorney general that su\h chaplains violate tie federal constitution,
continuing religious standards for recipients of two honorary student \awards
and inquiring into the religious beliefs of students before determining eligibility
for those awards.

Terry raised these religious issues in the spring of 1966 and again in the summer of
1967, causing intensely emotional arguments among the men and women of the high
schogi faculty, When the ACLU*threatened to bring suit in June 1968, the opposition to
Terr7s ACLU activities reached its height. Within a single week, Terry was denounced
by the local Chamber ol Commerce, the mayor, and the president of the ministerial
association. The local newspaper, which was generally'hostile to the national, state, and
local purposes of the ACLU, carried about 70 articles and letters regarding this contro-
versy. DT school district continued to enjoy the support of the majority of the articulate
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public, althOugh the means by which it had handled the situation had been referred to as
"devious" by several respected leaders. when confronted by the ACLU, the school aban-
doned the practices in question rather than face a lawsuit. From that point forward, how-
ever, Terry was unpopular. The principal made veiled threats concerning Terry's teaching
contract and appeared to have strong backing from the superintendent of schools

When questioned by colleagues at the high school concerning the ACLU activities
and the possibility that they conflicted with the continuation of a successful career in
teaching, Terry replied, "My political viewssare my own affair, and I have a right guaran-
teed under the Constitution of the United States to continue expressing them,"

Terry Treyors=Part B

Terry Trevors was a high school social studies teacher who became well known in the
community as a result of a number of controversies centering around the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU), of which Terry was a local officer. Terry's personal relationships
with both male and female 4tudents in the high school were generally friendly, and it was
not uncommon for studehts to vise; Terry's house. The Winter 1969 issue of the Canadian
Education Quarterly, a magazine about schools, carried an underground article by Jerry
Farber, which was entitled The Student as Nigger." I t denounced American education in
very coarse and radical language. After receving,copies from a local college student in
1969, Terry permitted any high school student who asked for it to have a copy. In con-
versation with a colleague, Terry expressed the opinion that there was no reason for con-
cern about distributing the essay because it was merely giving students reading material
that they had requtsted, a perfectly defensible activity from either an individual or an
educational point of view. Terry also expressed the opinion that having distributed copies
of the article was "no big deal." The Community disagreed.

The pressure on Terry personally was less intense than during a previous controversy
that had occurred as a result of Terry's position regarding religion in the public schools,
although more than 1;40 letters and articles concerning Terry and The Student as
Nigger" did appear in the local press. Some the newspaper coverage led readers to
conclude incorrectly that thp Farber essay was part of Terry's classrbom curriculum and/
or that Terry was actually the author of the essay_ The essay was commonly believed to
reflect the views of both Terry and the ACLU. Terry was incensed at local opinion,
having good reason to believe that at least four other teachers really did use "The Student
as Nigger" as part of their curriculum without receiving such notoriety or criticism.

The majority of Terry's critics were neither fundamentalists nor. members of the
John Birch Society However, the latter group, some of whose members had engaged in a
local campaign the previous spring to publicize their idea that the ACLU was a commu-
nist organization, initiated and coordinated a movement to have Terry dismissed from the
high school. An ad hoc group called the Civic Education Committee was formed. Its
spokesman described it as conservative. Two of its 13 members were officers of the local
chapter of the John Birch Society. The Civic Education Committee composed and. cir-
culated a petition urging that Terry be fired. It was signed by 500 members of the corn-\
munity, including a number of prominent local leaders,

Simultaneopsly, Terry was warned by a friend that the superintendent of schools
had beard that ,large numbers of students were visiting Terry's home. The superintendezit.,
had made it apparent to colle'agues that this practice was considered Unethical.

As Terry's sixth year of teaching it the high school ended in June, the principal and
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the superintendent took the opportunity of a routine evaluation meeting to call attention
to what were referred to as flaws in Terry's teaching: At least two-thirds of the confer-
ence pertained to Terry's outside ractivities, and the superintendent even stated that
Terry's teaching would be considered much ir>rproved if Terry no longer took such an
active part in public affairs. The principal asked 041 was true that Terry was a communist
and an officer Of the ACLU, a local subversive organization.

In October 1969, Terry was banned from speaking at a neighboring high school, the
principal of that school angrily explained the barl by saying, "My son in the Marine Corps

,does not approve of the ACLU, and I do not approve of the ACLU either." What Terry
described as the "obvious absurdity of these comments and accusations" generally left
Terry angry, but momentarily speechless. It seemed politically unwise to engage in an
open argument with any of these people, and Terry could think of no other means of
handling the situation.

"My relationships with my students mean a great deal to me," Terry explained to a
friend in the education association. "If I back down now, NI be violating everything I've
ben trying to teach them."

Terry TrevorsPart C

Terry Trevors was a high school social studies teacher who was investigated by the
state education association for unethical conduct after distributing a controversial article
called The Student as Nigger" to all students who hbd asked for it. Terry had previously
outraged some segments of the community by various activities as an officer of thel8cal
chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), and much of the community
hoped that the investigation of unethical conduct would lead to Terry's dismissal

The professional rights and responsibilities commission of the state education associa-
tion conducted two days of hearings, interviewing 19 witntosses, only one of whom was
called by Terry. At the conclusion of the investigation, the state report riot only cleared
Terry of the charge of unethical conduct, but also strongly criticized .e administration
of the school district for abridging Terry's academic freedom. Having-beert led to believe,
by articles in the local newspaper, that the state investigation would put an end to the
controversy over Terry's activates, much of the community reacted with intense anger
when Terry was cleared of all charges. The school district needdl little more to decide to
terminate Terry's relationship with the school

At the beginning ,of the following school year, a new principal was appointed to
Terry's high school and arrived with instructions to "handle Terry firmly." These instruc-
tions soon became common knowledge among the teachers. Earlier, when the "nonissue"
(in Terry's words) of "The Student as Nigger" had arisen, Terry had been instructed to
no longer give anything to students that could be considered controversial and to submit
weekly lesson plans, which were not required of other teachers.

Terry was treated differently from the rest of the teachers in a variaty of other ways
at well. It was common practice for teachers to be granted permission to speak to the
Kiwanis Club during school hours. Terry had previously spoken with considerable effect,
on the subject of academic freedom as it applied to Terry's own situation, to two busi
ness groups that met in the evening. When the Kiwanis requested that Terry address them
in the afternoon, however, the principal would not grant Terry permission toJeave.

Rumors began to circulate that Terry was a homosexual and, simultaneously, that
Terry had been engaging in illicit activities with students of the opposite sex. Without
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TERRY TREVORS

MAJOR CONCEPTS

Formal organization
Informal organization
Role conflict
Social environment
Bureaucracy
Vertical Dimension of Organizations (Hierarchy)

Power
Authority
Competence
Esteem

Integration of the Hierarchy
Emulation
Standardization
Supervision
Reporting

Typologies
Service organization
Coersion
Membership
Technique

' Tangibility of product

MAJOR CHARACTER

Terry TrevorsA high school social studies teacher
and ACLU officer

ORGANIZATIONS AND GROUPS

School faculty
School system
Local education association
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) -,
Community
Chamber of Commefce
Ministerial association

. John Birch Society
, Civic Education Committee

State education association
Kiwanis Club
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any apparent foundation, Terry was also accused of accepting bribes from students to
postpone tests. In February the voters of the community turned down a special school

levy, and the chairman of the school board cited Terry a's one of the three reasons why
this, had occurred. A few months later it was announced that Terry's teaching contract
would not be renewed for the following year. The school board cited 29 reasons, begin-
ning with incompetence and ending with violation of an old state law requiring teachers
to instruct their students in patriotism.

THE CASE IN BRIEF
Terry Trevors, a hi2h school social studies teacher and an officer in the local chapter

of the ACLU, was genially confdered by school staff and student's to be a good teacher.
During six years as a teacher Terry became increasingly involved in a number of contro-
versial issues ranging from the legalization of marijuana to aca emit freedom and indi-

vidual student rights. As the community became more aware of Terry's activities and
opinions, ,groups and individuals began to denounce Terry nd to demand dismissal.
Although the state education agency cleared Terry of the c rge of unethical conduct,
the public continued to be outraged and finally rejected a sp cial school levy. The school
system responded by blaming Terry in part, by treating ry differently from other
teachers, and by limiting opportunities available to Terry. ventually unfounded rumors
were circulatefi and it was announced that Terry'S contract would not be renewed.

TERRY Tf EVORS-A CASE ANALYSIS*
What feature organizations are in play here? Since this case revolves around a

,

central person, we begin by considering Terry's position.
She* is an emp ogee of the school district, and as a subordinate, she is subject to

the directives and evaluations of the'administration This position places her at a power
disadvantage in several, respects. We saw how administrators were able to selectively
enforce rules about the use of a controversial book to Terry's disadvantage, stop her
public appearance, and ultimately, terminate her contract.

Nevertheless, her position within the formal hiertrchy (reinforced with five years of
experience) also affords her discretion over reading assignments, and she is sufficiently
insulated and isolated from her supervisors that they were able to tolerate her until the
publicity forced them to take action. She was not closely supervised, officials often
defeming their actions until she Lame up for periodic review. And even when it had been
decided to release her, she was not fired until the contract expired. But, of course, she
was not entirely autonomous, her actions reflected upon the school.

For all their,-power, the-administratigh_t_nave_hadiess discretion in this situation
than Terry As agents of the school board, the central administration for'mulated, and
then interpreted, policies to anticipate and reflect the views of influential, vocal segments
of the community. The administration's instructions to the new principal made it clear
that he was being watched and, in turn, was expectec to emulate them by supervising
Terry more closely. But even such deliberate control wP- not enough to counteract

The name, Terry, is used by both men and women in our society. Was Terry a man or woman? We
have found that many people assume that Terry is a Male, hich perhaps reflects a general stereo
type about the passivity of women We have chosen to believ that Terry is p woman, There may be
value in discussing the case again on the assumption that T is a man, to see if the analysis changes.

. .
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immediately the natural organizational slack, Terry's actions had been tolerated for years
because of this slack, and became contrOversial precisely .because she chose to place her

o n interpretations on tile policies. This was possible not n,ly because she resisted the

po cies, but also because they were sufficiently ambiguous allow for some interpreta-
tion. If we are to accept the report of the case writer as a complete picture, Terry seemed

to be the only teacher at the school who was actually taking advantage of this slack

But there is more to understanding Terry's positiorthati her 'place in the formal
hierarchy. What other positions does she hold, and how much protection and influence

'do they yield? First, she is highly esteemed by colleagues, and thus may have more sup-
port than is implied by the case writer. How do we know she is esteemed? Re all that she

was twice elected by colleagues to an office in the local organization. She is m than an

employee. She is a professional employee, and her professional status provide some
leverage with the administration. While, unfortunately, we are not told how r col-
leagues felt about the administration's tactics (and the implication is that they are all
conformists), isn't it likely that at least a few of these 300 teachers would be supportive
.of Terry? We can be sure that because they could be threatened the administration had to

consider hgr colleagues' possible reactions as it dealt with Terry.
Tern, Also holds another position of esteem and influence as an officer in a civic

organization, the ACLU. This outside organization provided her with support (the
threatened ACLU law suit against the district) and was a source of her problems (ACLU's

adversaries, such as the newspaper, turned on herY.
So, Terry holds at least three types of positionsher.position in the formai hierarchy

of the school, which provides little power but some autonomy, her esteemed profes-

sional status in the teacher's organization, and her leadership position in a liberal civic

organization. The fact that these positions are inconsistent in status left her with incom-
patible guides to appropriate actions. This exacerbated the role conflict.

So far, we have not said much about authority, Orb the right to use power. Where does

authority reside in,,this situation? The whole problem arose because Terry challenged the

formal authority structure. The administration, in turn, challenged the authority of the
state education-association by ignoring its report. Of course, each side claimed to have

authority by appealing to public opinion, professional autonomy, the law, etc. It seems

that authority is operative only while it is accepted by those subject to it, after which the
outcome 'is decided by poweruntil appeals are made to a higher authority, such as the

courts, that all parties do accept.
The administration took Terry's challenge as a sign of her alienation from the organi-

zation's values. While this was probably an accurate assessment as far as it goes, it is more

accurate to say that she wa committed to' a competing outside value system. Conse-

quently, normative appeals b the administration were not effective; nor is it likely that

she could have been s need with salary increases, a promotion, or other utilitarian
rewards. There were ly two options apparently open to the administration- to compete

for her loyalty by m king a place for someone like her, or to use crcive measures as it

chose to do. But bec se coercion is ultimately incOmpatible with the normative style

which schools try to u the administration was forced to release Terry, thus acknowl-

edging it did not have'the means of controlling her.
This is probably why the administration tried td discredit Terry's personal morals.

Terry was relying on the bureaucratic prirpple that one's career should be governed by

technical competence and not by personal life style. Terry is probably an able teacher,
and so the administration hoped to shift the issue to the explosive moral arena where she
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seemed more vulnerable in this co-ge rvaft, a' coromk u n it. (a nd where her c,olleagus may

have been more reluctant to become involved).
.,
y

"--,i.
. -----, l

This case dramatizes the fact that problems which seem to
1 ',

e internai 4I1Thrschool,;

district'are often actually fueled by organized groups in the outside environment. It is

often not enough to understand only the internal workings of the organization. If the
admipistration had ignored public opinion, it would have risked jeopardizing the district's

budget and perhaps adversely have affected Terry's colleagues. In this politica1 envirort-

ment, compromising Terry's academic freedom may have seemed a necessary price to pay

for protecting these other interests. At the same time, the administration might have been

overreacting. Perhaps it could have protected Terry more. Individuals sometimes are sacri-

ficed for "organizational Justice," i.e., for the larger goals of the organization.

The state education association is another part of this external environmentThis
association transcended the local community and competed with the local school board

Jbr teachers' loyalties. But, although it put the weight of its professional author,ity behind

Terry to help legitimate her position, the education association wa not very effective.

Why? We cannot be sure, but this was, afterall, a conflict of power The prestige of this

state organization was no match for the political forces at work in this local community,
especially since its right to intervene in a local issue could be challenged. The education

association might have been more effective had it chosen to use collective sanctions

against the district, and conceivably that might have happened under ,certail circum-

stances. We leave it to the reader's own speculations as to what those conditionsMight be.
What options are now open to Terry, and could shethave prevented this impasse with-

out compromising her integrity? Again, we can only speculate. In challenging the school
district's authority structure, Terry chose a rebellious strategy. This clashed with the
administration's demand for conformity more typical of her colleagues. But rebellion

works only if the individual has an effective power base both outside arid within the

organization. While the ACLU provided some support, there was no indication that Terry

was trying to mobilize the suppo'rt of her colleagges (perhaps by filing a grievance
through the teacher organization, or through informal channels). r

But other courses of action are also open to her. She could leave and go to a less

conservative community where perhaps she would be more appreciated and ultimately"

more effective. As another alternative, before she was fired she could have chosen to

"lay low" for awhile, appearing to go along, i.e., conform ritualistically, until the-climate

of opinion had changed. Meanwhile sherinight have Worked quietly trying to build a base

of support in the community, by working ombehalf of influential groups hoping to gain

their support. Perhaps she could try waiting to reinstate her actions until the administra-

tion became embroiled in another issue, and hence in a weaker position.

As still another alternative, she might have Pied to innovate, that is, find a way to
implement her principles without the bad publicity that had upset the administration.

She might have somehow turned her liberal zeal to causes that are supported by the

school district. Or, she could have suggested? !Tilting with representatives of the admin-

istration, parents and other community groups. Each side could presenrits views, explain

the benefits and costs of Terry's actions from its oven point of view, and prepare each

other for ways of coping with problems and suggesting compromisei In such a meeting,

Terry might suggest to parents ways in which they could constructively prepare their

children for the, controversial bait, ancl,the administration could be sure Terry under-
stood how possible. re,9ercussions on the budget could affect her colleagues or other

programs. We leave otheroossibilities to the.reader's imagination.
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In drawing conclusions, we must remember that. this is a, publicly controlled service
organization subject to local political and legislative processes. The issue raised here might
have developed in very different directions-in a military organization, a business, or a
church, whereglifferent controls and values are operating.

Activity
.Bridge -Wg Miler kwa0

Bridge on the River Kwai is one feature length film that is likely to stimulate en
thusiastic discussion. Participants view the film (or read the Nivel) arid examine the or-
ganizational characteristics and behavior4 of three arFniesBritish, Japanese, and Ameri-
caneach of which is involved in the building of a bridge across the Kwai River ,

Some proposals for the use of the film and a set of disCussion questions are suggested
below. They are followed by a film review and analysis.

The filni review and analysis might help prepare the instructor for introducing the
film and for facilitating discussion at its conclusion.

It is suggested that the discussion questions be distributed to participants before they
view the film. Some questions are suggested below.

What are the main characteristics of each military organization?
Which organizational characteristics contribute to the effective operation of the
British army?
What contrasts ,do you see in the organization of the British, Japanese, and
American armies?
What is the significance of the bridge building to the British and Japanese armies
(as organizations)?
How did technical competence influence the balanceiof power and authority?

411454At the ,conclusion of the film, participants may choose to discuss the film, write an
anal s, or both. Everyone will have insights into the film, and perhaps the analysis
should gin with a description of the military organization and its basic characteristics.
Once bas concepts are understood, participants may choose their questions or address
the questio provided.

- M JOR C CEPTS

system
erateness

perman e
complexity

Formal organization
Bureaucracy

Filrn can be rented through av Columbia Pictures dis or for approximately $50 per day. The
novel by Pierre Boulle is published by Time, Inc. and Vanguard Press. There are many films, televi-
sion programS, and novels depicting organizational problems which can be profitably analyzed as a
way 9f enriching and testing one's knowledge. (See the suggested film list in Appendix 8.)

t a
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Delegation
Slippage
Standardization
Supervision -

Powerand authority
Individual vs. organization needs
Intraorganiiational goal conflict
Rational model for studying organizations

MAJOR FILM CHARACTERS

Colonel Nicholsoncommander of the British troops
Colbnel Saito Japanese prison damp commander ,

Maj r CliptonBritish army medical officer
Maj Hughesj3ritish officer and former alining company director

Capt 'n ReevesBritish officer and former public works engineer -

Colo 'el GreenBritish officer in Calcutta in charge of clandestine services

Maio Shears (book only) British officer in charge of blowing up the bridge

- Shear (film only)American soldier and Japanese prisoner-of-war, member

of.th team assigned to blow'up the bridge,
Captain WardenBritish officer and language speCialist assigned to blow up the

bridge
Lieutenant Joycedemolition specialist and youngest member of the team as-

-, signed to blow up the bridge

1

THE FILM IN BRIEF
The film opens as the British Colonel Nicholson and the battered remainder of his

batallion march in formation into a Japanese prison camp in Malaya during World War II.

From the outset Colonel Nicholson and Colonel Saito, the prison camp commander, are

locked in a confrontation based 00 personal and national pride, rank and authority.

Colonel Saito has been charged with the task of building a bridge across the Kwai

River which will be the major tink in the Burma-Siam railway. To carry out the task he

needs the manpoWer of the British prisoners-of-war, but Colonel Nicholson refuses to

permit his troops to take orders from the Japanese. He cites the Hague Convention and

will not allow the Japanese to employ British officers as laborers. In the contest of wills

that ensues, Colonel Nichonson is brutally tortured. He endures the savage treatment

and proves to the Japanese that only by permitting British officers to plan and execute

the construction project will the almost impossible job' be completed on time. Colonel

Saito must swallow his pride and sacrifice his authority to Nichtlson. To Shears, the'

only American 5;j1die_r_in ttle camp, the two colonels are absurd.

As the brftlge begihs to rise, it becomes a symbol to Colonel Nicholson of his own

professional ptide and of the pride of the British Empire. While he drives his men relent-

lessly to prove iitheir. superiority to the Japanese, a British army unit in Calcutta is plan-

ning to destroy the bridge. Shears, having escaped from prison camp, becomes part of the

demolition team. Their pia* to wreck tht bridge are finalized just as the bridge nears '

completion.
One evening as Colonel Nicholson proudly surveys his achievement, Colonel Saito ob-
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serves the scene beaten and humiliated. Having lost in the ludicrous conflict of wills, he
knOvizs he has nachoice but to take his own life. . .

'Shortly thereafter the demolition team proceeds under.cover to the edge of the Kwai
a,A, rigs tie bridge with explosives. Colonel Nicholson, watching his troops march.ove
thelbridge and out of sight, spots the explosive cables exposed in the sand and tries
perately to save the bridge from destruction. Shears, observing from nearbyrscramblet too.
rescue the detonator from Colonel Nicholson. Both are killed as the bridge collapses ihtc)
the Kwai. .,,

BRIDE-ON THE RIVER KWAIA FILM ANALYSIS
The Bridge'on the River Kwai provides an opportunity for sharpening the partici-

pant's understanding of organization theory. It contains clear ex aMples Of some charac-
teristics of an organization and of the behavior of people operating within the organiza-
tion's structure. Any number of. uestions may be raised or conclusions drawn.while view-
ing this film. The discussion that fellows will highlight some of the concepts a student is
likely to identify as significant. , "

Toting Basic Concepts C,

, Before,proceeding to an analysis and debate, it is important to identify the basic
elements of organization illustrated in the,film. '

First, the prison camp is a social system. It usesAnd processes materials, personnel,
and information in order to turn out produttive prisoners of war. The pciEn camp has
been deliberately established by the Japanese, it has some degree of permarie-nie and will
last at least as long as the war, it IS a complex set of interrelationships amorg people711
rules, and the structure of the system.

Second, the prison camp is a formal organization made up of subgroups and mem-
bers sharing a collective identity and performing certain activities. Within the prison camp
three other formal organizations are also represented the Japanese army, the British
army, and the American army as seen through Shears. Each of these armies is a deliber-
ately, created, permanent, and complex social system. Each consists of subgroups (offi-
cers, combat units, medical unit, etc.) and has an authority structure, a collective
identity, a division of labor, a roster of members, a program of activity, and procedures
for-replacing members. ..

Th rd, each of the military organizations is a particular type of formal organization
termed reaucracy. In the film, the bureaucratic characteristics of the British and Japan-
ese armee are especially evident The bureaucracy is based on a system of graded levels of\
authority arid on strict compliance of subordinates with the commands of their superiors.
Colonels Saito and Nicholson have been appointed to their positions on the basis of their
expertise, have life term tenures, and administer their organizations according to strict
rules and regulations Under their commands, the labor is divided into special Jurisdic-
tions of activity to carry out the tasks they assign.

However, some principles of bureaucracy ar
personality and personal needs of the ample
and demands of theiripositions. It woul
on the River Kwai without kn
Nicholson, and others. Thr
more sense.

elated. For example, the individual-
s inter with their professional roles

mpossible to and rstand the events in Bridge
fie of the personal characteristics of Saito, Shears,

understanding them as individuals, their actions make
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Moreover, there ''are some important differences int the way the three bureaucracies

operate. Brills soldiers seem anxious ta give their unquestioning obeaterace to their corn-
rriander, accep mg both his goals and h's means as their own. They are.less willing than
the U.S. soldier to use their own discretion. Nicholson then cements th6ir loyalty by re-
fusintpublicly to relinquish command to the Japanese. Their loyaltiertto.nim, and to
each other; are reinforced by their mutual hatred of the enemy as he4endures torture tor 4.

protect the organization's autonomy.

. Ceotial Themes
Several themes run through this case. Inpthe first instance, Colonel Nicholson and

Colonel Saito are pitted against. one another in a struggle for power and authdrity. Colo
net Saito, in his position as commander of the prison camp, assumes he has absolute au-
thority to direct the actions of his men and the prisoners. He is challenged by Colbnel
Nicholson, who, in citing the Hague Convention and in demonstrating his ability tOton-
trol his men, proves he has not only the authdrity but the power, to command his troops...
Although tortured, he persists in the struggle to wrest power from Colonel Saito and
eventually the Japanese Colonel must yield to Nicholson if the objective of building the
bridge is to be met. When the British demonstrate their techrfical expertise to be far su-
perior to the Japanese, Colonel Nicholson gains the power and authority necessary to
command both British and Japanese troops. Colonel Saito is humiliated as an individual
even though his military objectives have been advanced

At stake here is a fundamental conflict between two bases of authority. The Japanese
commander's power and authority rest On his rank as the camp commander. But be-
cause he needs the British manpower and technical skills, he is forced to bargain with

the British officer Nicholson's technical expertise and the loyalty,of his soldiers is`his
basis of power and authority, which he uses to gain the upper hand

The second theme concerns tension between the individual and the organization to
which he belongs. While Colonel Saito knows he must complete the bridge to meet the
demands of the Japanese army-, he also.has a need to save face and to preserve his own
integrity When he must sacrifice his personal needs for the organization, he is destroyed
and can be redeemed only by taking his own life. - 4*

rr Colonel Nicholson's objectives are also in opposition to those of the British army.
Tia the British the bridge is a key to the strategic strength of the enemy'and must be
destroyed To Nicholson it is a symbol of his prowess as a leader and of the superior
status of the British army. It must be preserved as a monument to both In his attempt
to preserve that monument and to subvert the military objective of hiAown,army, he is
destroyed..

Another theme builds throughout the film as one group of British soldiers under
Nicholson executes the building of the bridge, while a second unit, based in India, simul
taneoUsly is planning the destruction of the bridge. Obviously only one of the goals,
can be reached. The two British units confrunt one another on the Kwai River Colonel
Nicholson is killed and the bridge is destroyed

Note that Nicholson seems to use two coping strategieS at different stages of .the
drama. His first response is to rebel against the Japanese command. The Japanese respond
by assimilating him into a leadership position, thus coopting him. He is now exerting
his leadership on behalf of the Japanese interests. His second strategy comes under The

heading of innovation. He accepts the enemies' goals while rejecting the means they
oraginally proposed to relinquish his command. Instead, he is satisfied when he obtains
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control of the situation. The result can be c led gbal displacement, which is a term
sometimes used when the originat objective, in is case, victory, i$ replaced by what was
formerly seen as means to the end, i.e., the. ap Ircation of technical expertise to an en-
gineering problem.

Models of OrganizaSion
The film also can be used to illustrate dif. rent models of organization, and to

demonstrate the hazards sometimes involved in try g to apply models blindly to compli-
cated situations.:

In several respects the British and Japanese a les resemble ration ' organizations.
Authority is based on expertise, control is centralrz the necessary infor't ation is availa-
tile for making informed decisions, goals are clear-c t, and activities are well planned and
Closely coordinated. Saito's decision to defer to N holson's technical expertisewas ra-
tional from the point of-view of the organizatioQal g Is.

In most other respects the situation tan be bet r understood by, starting from the
premises of the organic model. Neither Saito nor N olson Was in full control, because
one had wit< in the camp but4the Other had the e pertise. Consequently, power was
split. Santo was forced tocomprbmise,with Nichols° who, in turn, achieved his position
through a bargain with the Japanese. Colonel Nichols° 's behaviormakes ncyense within
the rational model, but it is an excellent ,illustration how the s6ecializecf interests of a
subgroup (his unit) can take Precedence over theov all milita goals of Vie British
army. The status and achievemerlts of Iris unit assumed rioritylT im out of all, propor-
tiom tohis organizational mission. How did this happe The far that the unit was in-
sulated and isolated from the rest of the British army v%as an ir'n' rtant factor But the,
situation is; not unique. Authority had been delegated to Nich !son by British cbm-
manders There it always some tendency for slippage to kccur as rders are passed down
the hierarchy. The top officials were therefore forCed to "kelje on icholson's discretion.
They pttobably would not have been. able to Maintain crit-nplete ontrol over him even
under the best of circumstances, "r

,

Activity 5 .. -
Vignettes ,

...,
.$

,-,,

'II M by Donald R. Cruickshank
Z N R, r e

Vignettes are shor descriptions of situations that usually depict a single probiem.. '''
. , f

But single problems, ar often inflilenced 6y a host of organizational rules, norms, and
1.charauteEistics., The, vignettes that follow were selected acause they represent `problems .

with whOtMost teachers can identify. They also illustrate the kinds of prol5iqms partici
pants can draw from their own experierce Therefore the instructor may usegatv or all
of the.vigr ttes and/or' have partiLipani,s Write their own. Using a hypothetical*O-
jem initially. may foster a measure of objectivity because participant are removed from
the situation. However, t is even more instructive if participants rep rt aid discuss..v1
gnettes that they themselves have experienced td provide realapplic ton of awarene
and knoWledge .6f organization theory. From real situations participants can a'nalyt* t e

. . r
- eflec/iveness of differtnt approaches and share outcomes, inalysis, and evaluiV

.
tion. , .

4' . - i
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When participants have completed Part II, he group may wish to focus discussion
on some of the'specific concepts intriRduced in t at section. The vignettes are concerned
with schools and some organizational problem} which emerge in the school setting.
Each vignette deals primarily with one of the fdllowing concepts

Informal organization r .
Organization'models
Teacher-colleague roles
Status inconsistency

One or more of the vignettes may be used, in any order, during a discussion period.
Participants should be provided with copies of the vignette and. related discussion pues-
tons. \ Before the questions are considered it will be helpful to begrn the discussion by de-.
fining and describing the problem as accurately as possible The group may also identify
the characteristics of the organization which may cause the problems to emerge.

TO TYPE OR NOTTO TYPE? THAT IS THE QUESTION
Concept: Informal Organization

Frequely other teachers ask students to do typingfor them in typing class. Today,
for example, one of my students brought in work from a teacher who is a good friend
of mine. I hesitattd, but finally agreed to let him do the typing, mainly on the basis of
friendship. Before .1\ knew- it, the boy had distribuled.thelhaferial to be typed to three of
his friends. When I intervened, the kids were very angry because they like the teacher too,
My questions are: k

. - .

How can I maintain good relationships with students and fellow faculty mem-
bers in this kindpf situation'? ° , . .

Are -my class and my values about how it should be rurirnor_e_important than..,
,-student and faculty rapport? r -------.:_,_

Do I exclude office Work too? The principal often sends in work whi/Y.the
school secretary is overloaded or absent.
I am the PTA representative, and the PTA asks my students to do its work be;

:\
cause it has no real secretary or office. What is a typing teacher to do?

OUR FACTORY (SCHOOL)
Concept: -Organization Models

I'm qot working era a factory, but all I hear lately from my principal is talk about the
product (he means the students), accountability (he means whether the student is learn-
ing), and the instructional subsystem (he mans the way I teach l. The superintendent is
on an efficiency kick and has mentally converted our school system .into an industrial
complex We think we know what he is after, but w not use 'educational language?
Some teachers are really turned off by this,jargon. We all e that kids are in school to
learn and that we are there to help them. We all want to do that to the best of our ability.
But that basic goal gets obscured and preatened When we are forced to Write'behavioral
objectiv0;criterion-referenced tests,,and so forth. These things just make tachers Mad
pr at least annoyed. My questions are..

*), '

Do superintendents and principals really' believe that teachers don't want stu
dents to learn?
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' Why do they have to use factory terminology when referring ,to our work in
schools?
How can we make them know that thelp, purposes and goals do not come
through clearly, and that the things tk'y have us, do seem to detract from the
time we have to teeth?
Is there any evidence tl:at wrong behavioral objectives or crittrion:referenced
tests makes a teacher better? Better at what? ,

"MY BR OTHER'S KEEPER?"
Concept: Teacher-Colleague Roles

Talley I tried with great effortto memtaTn a professional attitude toward a fellow
teacher who is old& than I, whose discipline is,-terrible, whose tales should not be re-
peated, who drinks, and who is general a very pOor example for the students in her
classes. For their sakes I wish that she would' be a better person. She was very trying
today with her talk apout students and other teachers. My questions are

t

Should f ignore the tactics of a fellow teacher who is a harmful influienct in
the school?
What is my role? And i responsible to myself? The school staff?,The coFrimonity,?
My colleague?

RANK HAS ITS PRIVILEGE? 3

Concept: Status Inconsistency
Older teachers in our school have special privileges that I think are highly questiona-

ble. Many of them are certainly not the best teachers. They enjb; 'these privileges because
of seniority. For example, they have first choice on parking spots, have the largeit and
best classrooms, have th-4 most and newel' equipment, influence the principal wheRstu-
dents are assigned to teachers, receive more money, and sb forth. I believe that teachers
should get privileges and rank according to rneTit..Let the best teacher, not the oldest,
have rewards, This way there ,t.1kd be incentives for doing the job. My questioris are ,

e

How can teachers who are working g hardest "and contributing most
..
get the re-.

wards? .. , ,

, ,.

How can 'teachers whom many of us consider .almost senile be re moved or at,
.0

least not be rewarded?' .. .

How can the* school and community fairly determine who are the best teaoh-.
'ers so that they can be rewarded?

i-,

Activity 6
Up Against-the Organization

D
.

Everyonit.has encountered a pr, lem either caused or aggraJated by an organization
.. When-the individual attempts to resol the problem throUgh efforts to get the organiza-

., tion ter change or totake.action, the in idual is often frustrated. However, if persistent,
the 'person who uncterstandt organizations an often get the organization tp move. One
unfamiliar with Orgarlizatiorf behavior. will oft, learn a great deal in the encounter....
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The task for the participant during this activity is to select a past or current encoun-
ter he or she has experienced with an organization. Then, orally or in writing-

Describe *thieprobi,em
Describe the steps taken to resolve the 4bblem

r
'Describe how the organization responded
Describe the outcome

When the'descrtptioh is completp, the participant will analyze what happened from an
organization perspective.This may be done in writing or orally with the group's assistance.

Participants might select problems such as:

Getting an incorrect bill acknowledged aril altered by the company issuing
the bill-
Getting a reserved packing place where - ''faculty only" or "officers only" or
"car pools only" rules apply

(, Attending a closed session of a meeting which you Kaye a right to attend

During the analysis, they will consideequ.estions such as.

What characteristics of the organizatton may have created or aggravated the
problpm?
What characteristics make it difficult for the organization to be responsive?
What causes an organization to feel threatened?
What causes an organization to respond to threats?
What is necessary if the balanceof power is to be shifted from the organiza-
tion to the individual?
What Weapons does-the organization se agaii-ist the individual?
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Postscript 4

In this volume, the first of a series, we have introdliced rich and potentially use-
ful literature on organizations. We have not tried to cover the topic t'h roughly. Instead,
we have sought to illustrate how a blend of materialsconcepts,. d riptions, case stu-

dies, films, and related exercisescan be used, in conjunction, to uminate perspectives

on organizations. We have proceeded on the assumption that some basic knowledge about
organization, together with some experience with analysis, will help people influence
or cope with the circumstances in Which they find themselves The approach used here
compliments the so-called organizational development (OD) approach But it is not the
same thing. Our approach relies less on developing a person's interpersonal skilfs and plan-

ning and administrative abilities, and relies more on enlarging one's understanding of
social settings in which the person must function.

The target audience of this volume is also different. We have concentrated, de-

velopin9 the awareness and understanding of teachers, whereas such materials usually
have been.deSigrted for administrators and other lead rs. This new emphasis seems par-

ticularly ;relevant at a time mben ther, is so uch t 11g about participatory democracy 1-
and decentralizing decision making. Many obs&vers who lonti for a more humane society

*pin their hopes on orgapizational reform. To some, this suggests a return to simpler ways,
to 'Smaller cOntexts, to former ways of doing things, even to less complex organiza-
tions. We doubt that this is possible. Qur society is now too dependent on large, com-
plex organizations. But people can learn to deal with 12,ig organizations in new ways that
will give them more control over their destiny. The hope, then, is not in the past. It lies

in cultivating the knowledge, attitudes, and tikiils which will enable people at all levels
of complex organizations ;to deal more effectively with their problems. Such a goal is

particularly appfropriate.for teachers. For although teachers work independently in iso-

lated, classrooms, they are part of one of the world's largess organizational networks

'the American school system.
This volume will be followed by two others which will provide additional case mate- .

rials and more detailed analytes of the school, community, and the state, all,organizations

about which teachers must become more knowledgeable. .%.

0
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Appendix A

Abstracts of Selected ,Read,ings
, by Theodore.C. Wagenaar

Becker, H. "Social Class Variations in the Teaoher-Pupil Relationship." Journalof Educa:
\ Hanoi Sociology 25. ( 1 952) : 45 1 -65.

CONCEPTS. Lower-class studentsand their teachers
, SUMMARY Major problems of-workers in service ocalpatiOns are likely to arise from theicrela-
honship to their clients. Such workers often have some image of the ideal client Teachers react dif-

ferently to students of various social classes in terms of the problems of teaching, discipline, and moral

acceptance.
Concerning the problem of teaching, teachers like to see progress, lower-class students seem to

teachers to make progress more difficult, Many teachert include different teaching techniques for

lower-class students, and principals have lower levels of expectations of these teachers Discipline is a

continual battle for teachers, teachers generally feel that lower-class students are more aggressive, less
respectful, and more of a discipline problem. Asa result, teachers of these students are more stern and

employ physical punishment more often. Lower-class students are also less morally acceptable to
teacher& Teachers view lower-class students as violating middle-class standards of cleanliness and

health, sex and aggression, ambition and work. In short, teachers, who are generally middle class, view
lower-class students as less morally acceptable and as posing more protflems for tfaching, and disci-

pline. '

ABSTRACTOR'S NOTE. The author contends that as important socializers, teachers serve to
reinforce the middle-class bias of schools. Lower-class Students are repeatedly told they are inferior,
and triey begin to believe it (the Pygmalion effect More teachers are needed who are less bound up
in a,definition of the ideal client. Compere this article to that of Sjoberg, Brymer, and Farris, which
illustrates why lower-class clients have difficulty in 'dealing with service organizations

. This article is based on intetviews with 60 teachers in Chicago in 1950.

Becker, H. 9The Teacher, in the Authority System of the Public School." Journal of
Educational Sociology 27 (1953): 12841.

CPNCEPTS. Role of parents, teacher authority
SUMMARY The role of the teacher in the school is considered vis -a -vis parent, principal, and

colleagues. The teacher generally regards parental intrusion as a threat to his or her authority over stu-
dents and over what is taught: The teacher is the professional, and sees the parent as someone who
knows little about educational matters. Teachers particularly try to avoid confrontatiOns with' high-
status parents. They use various coping mechanisms to deal with parents, such as referring parents
to fhe priricipal. .

The principal is accepted as the supreme authority in the school. Teachers generally expect the
principal, to back them up in disputeswith parents. Principals'are also expected to support teachers in
qeating With students and to recognize the professional independence Of teachers!

With regard to colleagues, teachers feel they should cooperate to defend themselves against at-,
tacks on their authority from parents and printipals, and that they should refrain,from directly en-

,
dangering the authbrity of another teacher.

ABSTRACTOR'S NOTE The author contends that outside tt/e classroom, the authgrity posi-
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tion of teachers is somewhat limited, thus, other teachers and the principal are expected to support
what authority teachers do have Parents, who are external to the systeAl of institutional control:-ere
seen- by teachers as a particular threat to their authority. "

This article is based on interviews with 60 teachers in Chicago in 1950.

Bidwell, C. The School as a Formal Organization." In J.G. March, ed., The Handbook of
,Organizations. Chicago: ftnd McNally, 1965, pp. 9721022.

,CONCEPTS School as burealracy, structural looseness
SUMMARY Schoils can be viewed as bureaucratic organizations

1 They have a division'of labor? that is, people do specific tasks for which they are trained

2 These roles are orga'nized into specific positions
3 These positions are arranged hierarchically so that each person in a position is responsible to-

someone in a higher position. .

4 Rules and specific procedures determine how Schools are run.

School activities must be arranged in this organized fashion because sch, ols are responsible for a

uniform product of a certain quality and because socializing children fora it roles is a massive and

complex task But the problem of variability in student abilities dema a great deal of professional

autoncriy for teachers, teachers must be able to make situation-specific decisions in day-to-day teach-

ing. Schools are not completely bureaucratic Autonomy of teachers in the classroom and independ-

ence of schools from one another within a system result in structural looseless. Several characteris-

tics of schools promote this structural looseness

1 Teachers need prbfessional autonomy to deal with individual student needs . e,

2 Because all students are compelled to attend school, the school must be flexible to deal with vari-

ous student needs and interests
3 Schools are responsible,to the government and the public and must deal with thedemands made,

a highly bureaucratic form of organization would make adaptation difficult.

Clark, B.R. "I nterorganizational Patterns in Education." In M.B. Brinkerhoff arid P.R.

Kuntz, eds., Complex Organizations and Their Environments. Dubuque, Iowa:
Wm. C. Brown, 1972, pp^. 356.66. *
CONCEPTS Organizational change. outside change

i SUMMARY Organizations respond to changes in the economic and political situation iii two

general ways within the organization. and in response to outside demands The inside approach in

voives changes suggested by organizational members, all decisions and actions involve only official
members. The outside approach involves changes suggested and implemented by experts who are not
official organizational members, such changes are often adopted on the basis of the expertness and

legitimized role of the outsiders The inside approach is often referred to as the organizational ap
proach, whereas the outside approach is the interorganizational approach because the outsiders in-

volved are often embers of organizations other tha9, the one being changed The two approaches dif
-,"fer ig that the int rorganizational approach ,,,,,,,...,-

1 uses more personal, less forTer$rocedures to deal with problems,

2. stresses teacher-to-teachef contact rather than teacher-to-administrator contact,

3. does not impose strictly defined standards of work,

4. employs more interpersonal, informal procedures to make decisions

An example of the interorganizational approach is the reform of the science curriculum in the
late 1950s by the Physical Science Study Committee (PSSC), a group of highly respected scientists
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Impetus developed from the Sputnik episode, America responded to this Russian accomplishment by
attempting to improve science education. PSSC was, independent and was funded by the National

ceScien Foundation (NSF), an independent federal agency p' mate foundations also provided support
Curriculum materials were marketed through commercial chennels. Thus, PSSC became an important
Mechanism of national influence by doing research and development the textbook industry was not
doing. NSF also initiated and supported a program of summer institutes through colleges, the pro-
gram was very successful because directors of institutes at these colleges were looking for good materi-

als. Local education authorities also participated in the imolementation process. Participation was
voluntary, but the quality of materials, respectability of the scientists, and the "bandwagon effect"
led to immediate widespread adaptation of materials (50% of the nation's high school physics students
were using thkmaterials within six years). In sum, the process was set in motion from the top by an
independent federal agency and was based on expertise, the process was broken down into specific
tasks, the quality of the materials and the expertise of the sponsOrs sold the program more effectively
than did adminjstrative directives to adopt it. The whole process took place completely outside normal
organizational channels, such as the state department of education.

Changing economic, political, and population conditions ill Make this type of response to the
need for change more'common.

is

Cole, S. The UniorIzatIon of Teachers. New York: Praeger, 1969.

CONCEP14S Teacher militancy, teacher unionism
SUMMARY There were four significant factors in the historical development of the United

Federiation of Teachers (19164968).

I. Teachers were intensely dissatisfied with salaries because of inflation and because salaries were
already low in comparison to other Profestions,

2. They were dissatisfied with working conditions, such as over-crowdedtlassroomsf discipline
problems, and textbook shortages. -

3. Thvivil rights movement of the 1960s made civil disobedience more acceptable to teachers.

4, Union leaders were developed,and militancy was increasingly accepted by teachers.

Several other characteristics are associated with participation in teachers' u ions

I, Teachers who are Democrats are more militant because of their prolabor feelings.

2. Teachers who are Jews are more militant because of their prolabor sent' ent and the fact that
Jews are more committed to raising professional standards. This latter characteristic may be true
primarily for the upwardly mobile New York City Jews studied by Cole /

Teachers of lower-class origins are more militant because of mor contact with prolabor people
Th it fathers are often union men.

. Teachers who are males are more militant because they see their peers with the same level of
ucation making more money, whereas females see their peers in lower-Paid jobs or as housewives,

also, men are usually the sole breadwinners and need a good salary whereas female teachers income,

is often ksecohd income. .

5. Younger teachers are more militant because of their greater social liberalism, they have lessjo
lose in terms of seniority, they are more likely to come from middle-class home% and therefore'have
less experience with the work ethic, and older teachers went to college duting a time when the teacher
was defined as a public servant who did not strike. 1

Et:imentary, ,teachers are quite diisatisfied with working conditions, whereas secondary ;aachers
are dissatisfied with the prestige of teaching as ah occupation. The difference may be that secondary
teachers ee primer/Hy males. Males are more likely than females to feel dissatisfied with the prestige

of teachingrhen they compare their Occupation to those of friends with similar levels of education.
Some teachers predisposed toward mihtancy (that is, Democrats, Jews, males, teachers of jower-
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class origin, etc.) do not actually become militant The ext0 to which a teacher's friends in the
school supplirted the New York City strike was a significant factor in detirming whether a teacher
predisposed toward militancy actually became militant. Arrother contextual effect is the proportion
of males on a staff, female teachers are considerably more militantif they are in a school with a high
proportion of men Still another effect is the presence of effective union leadership, this factor was
moss important where strike support was weakest, that is, in elementary schools

Marty teachers experienced cross pressures, that is, they had personal characteristics predisposing
them toward militancy, but taught in schools where most of their friends did not support the New
Yotk City strike They also experienced cross.pressures when friends split between supporting the
strike or pot Teachers often responded with avoidance behavior calling in sick instead of deciding
whether tb Strike or not In fact, the more cross pressures teachers experienced, the more avoidance
behavior was employed Also, the more fear expressed by teachers, the more they engaged in avoid-
ance behavior. But, if support for the strike atnong friends existed, fear was more easily overcome.

ABSTRACTOR'S NOTE The author makes the following significant points. (a) teacher mili-
tancy is not a recent phenomenon, (b) several personal characteristics of teachers are associated with
militancy, and lc) reference groups of ,teacherspeople teachers regard as importantare significant
factors in determining whether teachers predisposed toward militancy actually become militant

Corwin, R.G. "The New Teaching Profession." In K. Ryan, ed., Teacher Education. 74th
Yearbook of the Naiion41 Society for the Study of Education, Part II. Chicago. Uni-
versity of Chicago Press Al 975, pp. 230-64.

CONCEPTS. Teacher militancy /
SUMMARY Teacher militancy can take many forms, including work stoppages, collective bar-

gaining, and political action.
1

Work Stoppages among teachers date back to 1918, but the prevalep, scope, strength, and defi-
anCe of teacher strikes are new. By 1968,c10% of the nation s teaching force was on picket lines.

The National Education Association (NEA) has play n increasingly important role in teacherecNi

militancy. The NEA, representing well overvtialf of the nation two million teachers, was not involved
in a single work stoppage between 1952 and 1963, but participated In one-third of the 1966 work
stoppages, 80% of the striking teachers that year were NEA memberSi The NEA and its affiliates have
initiated 70% of the 720 work stoppages, strikes, and interruptionS of service since 1960. The per-
centage of teachers who believe that it is right for teachers to strike has correspondingly risen sharply
in recent years Whereas only one out of two teachers surveyed by the NEA in 1965 supported the
right to atrike, by 1970 nine out of 10 teacheri4supported some type of group action, and three out of
four believed that at least in some circumstances, teachers should strike. Because of its broad member-.
ship ba9e, the NEA is well equipped to deal with state and net) I levels, where the major issues are
increa6ngly being decided

In the area of collective bargaining, the number of schoo ystems reporting teacher agreements
increased 70% in the period of 1966 68, and there was a dou g of the number of systems that had
experienced negotiations at least once By 1970, more than half the nations's teachers had some form
of written agreement This legislative activity has provided legal support fok militant activity
. Teacher organizations are also turning to political forms of action, over half the NEA's state
affiliates have political action afms. Teachers are increasingly becoming involved in political affairs;

The issues involved in militancy generally revolve around the following (a) salaries, a primary
issue, (b) working conditions, such as reduction of,the school year, duty,-free lunch periods, and extra
compensation for overtime, and (c) policy issues, Such as representation in groups that determine
Curriculum policy and select materials ....

Several explanations of teacher militancy can be offered.

1. Status deprivation of the occupationteaching hasbot keptoace`in terms of status and income
with other occupations. However, there is evidence that the prestige of...16.achp has been increasing.
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2. Social mobilityindividuals who seek to improve their drestige, or new people coming into the

profession, rebel against the limited opportunities for advancement in teaching and become militantly

involved to advance the entire occupation
3. Professionalizationteache'rsa're becoming better educated, increasingly specialized, and more

regWy committed to their careers. Teachers have developed professional conceptions of their roles

that sometimes conflict with aspects of the school bureaucracy.

4. Organizational powercompetition between the American Federattln of Teachers and the NEA,

both of which are becoMing increasingly powerful.

Potential consequences include:

1. Increased organIzed strength of teachers:

2, A shift in power and authority from superintendents, school boards, and principals to teachers

and teacher organizations: 5P

-3. Alterations in administrative authority structures, that is, the development of dual authority
structures comprising teachers and administrators,

4. A reduced capacity for innovation, deciskin making centralized at the state level may result in
difficulties for local schools to depart from standard practices and conditions on which uniform ¢

salaries are based (see lannaccone's paperBibliog. IV), 4
5. Pub lid resistance to the demands of teachers which generally mean higher taxes.

ABSTRACTOR'S NOTE Teacher militancy is a complex phenomenon It invokes subtle usespf
influence and political action as well as the direct applidation of power. And it must be understood
within a larger contexttne increased formal education and Job specialization of teachers and the

grOwing prestige of teachihg as well'as the fact that new types of people are entering the
Militancy is a response to the frustration that members.of an occupation experience when they

see the occupation imppecving, but not in comparison to the gains made by other occupations.
Militancy involves (a) social forces operating within the occupation and the society, lb) organiza-

tional characteristics of schools: and (c),Personal characteristics of teachers The net result is and will

be more authority for teachers'

Gross, N., J. Giaquinta, and M. Bernstein. Implementing Organizational Innovations.
NewVork:. Basic gooks, 1971.

CONCEPTS. Organizational change, organizational innovation
SUMMARY Change that was extensively studied in 6ne elementary school involved transform-

ing the teacher's role from traditional to catalytic, that is, fror i teacher as authoritarian febkurer to

teacher as instructional aide.
Previous literature on change in organizations can be summa ized as follows

1. It focuses on changes that were suggested. but not necessarily implemented,

2. It emphasizes the rather doubtful impact of 9 change agent.

3. , It focuses on innovation among individuals, not on organizational innovation,

4... 'It has many methodological problems

5. It ignores,the perspective of teachers.

. 6. It employs questionable indicators of implementation.

7. It focuses an overcoming initial resistance of organizational members.

Organizational innovation is distinguishable from organizational change. The latter involves
change by members in terms of their role performance in the authority structure whereas innovation

involves behavioral ,changes designed to solve specific problems.,
Several antecedent conditions trust exist for effective implementation of organizational innova-

I
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Lion external pressure, internal tension, a previous atmosphere of change, and an outside expert
with a positive image,

Several attendant conditions are also important clarity 9f the innovation capability of mem-
bers to innovate, necessary materials, compatibility of organizational arrangements with the (noose
tion, and willingness of the staff to innovate Absence of any ope of these attendant cirditions may
explain why an Innovation failed. 0

The main reason for failure of the innovation in the particular elemental y ..,chool under study was
that the administration failed to take account of the difficulties involved and did not provide feedt...
back mechanisms

ABSTRACTOR'S NOTE This case study makes the following sigmfigant points (a) organiza-
tional innovation is not a single event, but the result of a complex set of fbices, (b) the role of the ac !
ministration is crucial, and (c) organization members may have to be resocialized to a new frame of
reference for effective innovation

Herriott, R.E., and B.J. Hodgkins. ''The Environment of American Educational Systems.",
In The Enim'onment of Schooling. Formal Echkation as an Open Social System.
.Englewood Cliffs, N.J. ': Prentice-Hall, 1973, pp. 32-60.

CONCEPTS Education, vs. community, regional, and social class differences, environment and

school-
SUMMARY Contextual differences in education can be examined in terms of regional, com

munity, and neighborhood differences.
Regional Differences. Modernity is defined as the extent to which a society or region "is charac

terized by a general acceptance and use of the most advanced available technological knowledge
American society can be divided into more-modern regions (Northeast, West, and Great Lakes) and
less-modern regions (Plains and Southeast). The more modern regions emphasize the folloWing indi
viduality, progress, social morality (a social ethic oriented toward helping others), and material re-
ward Education in more-modern regions (a) emphasizes skills and orientations necessary to con
tribilfeltrite larger society, (b) is more specialized, (c) emphasizes tangible indicators of prestige, such
as the proportion of students going on to college, (d) emphasizes adaptability to societal demands,
(e) is more independent of the local social context, and (f) has more inputs, primarily expenditures.

Community Differences. Communities can be differentiated primarily in terms of 'rural versus
urban Rural communities (a) have small populations and low Ropula4n densities, (b) are removed
from urban areas, (c) stress agricultural occupations, (d) have a high level of community identif lea
tion and solidarity, (e) are characterized by unitorm ideologies and values, (f) hive low levels of divi-
sion of labor, (g) emphasize personal relationships, and (h) stress the importance of family,

Urban communities have characteristics opposite of rural In terms of education, rural communi
ties, reemphasize community solidarity and continuity, stress community requirements at the ex
Vense of school elficiency and effectiveness, and they are very sensitive to community feedback.-Also,

they are less specialiied, have lower student teacher ratios, and have fewer kindergartens and adult
education programs Further, they have older teachers, who teach several different subject areas or
grades, have fewer teachers with college degrees, have higher levels of retardation and higher dropout
rates, and place less emphasis on uorlege attendance Urban communities emphasize characteristics
opposite of these

Neighborhood Differences. Neighborhoods can be differentiated primarily in terms of social,
class Middle-class persons stress equalitarian parental roles, have more, permissive attitudes toward
children, place high value on social activity, and tend to be associated with modern Protestant or
Catholic churches They emphasize work, achieveAnt, rationakty, and individuality, are optimistic
and positive oi their attitudes toward life, and stress oppdrtunity. Lower-class persons stress opposite
values In terms of education, middle-class persons stress education in preparing students For adult
roles, are better equipped to deal with large-scale organizations like the school (see Sjoberg,'Brimer,
and Farris), stress and attain achievement,'and stress early participation in Social, athlg,tic, and corn
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mu nity organizations to prepare c)-uldren to deal with the school. Also, they stress rationality and indi-
viduality, stress role expectations congruent with school demands, have less retardation and lower
dropout rates, attend schools that are predominantly middle class, and thereby experience a positive
climate for achievement, and have better teachers and principals.

ABSTRACTOR 'S NOTE Because American society and schools are generally modern and mid-
dle-class-oriented, lower class students have great difficulty coping and achieving. We should examine
whether schools must be middle class and if so, how lower social class parents can socialize their chil-
dren with appropriate values

Herriott, R.E., and B.J. Hodgkins. "American Public Education as an Open Socio-cultural
System." In The Environment of Schooling: Formal Education as an Open Social
System. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1973, pp. 67-104.

CONCEPTS Open systems theory
SUMMARY Social reality, and therefore life in organizations, can be analyzed from the perspec-

tive of open systems theory The two fundamental concepts in this approach are system and environ-
ment. System can be defined as "a set of complex relationships evidencing a high degree of stability."
A system is more than the sum of its parts, it is qualitatively different from the individual qualities
bf the parts Environment can be defined as "those objects and patterns of relationships that exist
outside a system but significantly influence it or are influenced by it." The boundaries between a
system and its environment are not always clear and are constantly changing, Energy is "that which
is exchanged between a system and its environment Open systems exchange energy with their en-

, vironMents.
i

Key characteristics of open social systems include

fp Input-the energy received by a system from its environment to help sustain it. Input is primarily
in the form of information, materials, and personnel. Teachers, administrators, curriculum materials,
and community values are input for the school

2 Throughput-the focus of energy by the system. For the school the throughput is students.

3. Output-the energy expended by a system in performing its role. An example for the school is
changes in students (knowledge).

4-

4 Negative entropy refers to the reduction of energy to a point at which no energy exists. Negative
entropy exists when a system continually obtains new energy from the environment, thereby Insuring
a continued existence-Continued funding and a continued source of clientele are examples ofnega-
tive entropy for the school. - . .

. -
5 Feedback -information that a system receives from the environmelit,that helps it perfor its

ptirpuse more effectively ExaMples of feedbaCk for the school are analysis of the academic erform-
iarice of a school's graduates and feedback from influential people in the community

6 Homeostasis-the steady state attained by systems, by co regulating inputs a internal
. system happenings. Homeostasis requires balancing demands from various groups for school change.

7. Structural differentiation-As a result of continually obtaining new energy from the environl
ment, the structure of a system tends to become more complex For exampletas schools serve wider
areas with h a diversity of student needs and characteristics, the structure of a school tends to become
more complex and specialized

Katz, F.G. "The School is a Complex, Social Organization," Harvard Educational Review
34 (1964): 428-55.

t t
-.CONCEPTS Teacher autonomy .

,
( ,

,
.

,SUMMARY Provisions for autonomy exist in most organizations,particularly schools. Tt29re
. .. /.-,

ti - ,
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are twotwo ways of viewing organizations that have implications for autonomy.Jhe most common way
stresses the organization as a collection of individuals in pursuit of central goals, a second stresses
the diversity of individual needs and problems in,an organization. This second approach is more appro
priate for schools because there are many different types of teachers and students, and teachers must
have autonomy to deal with individual differentt.s. Autonomy is defined as behavior not controlled by
someone else, thus, separate subparts in an organization have some autonomy from each other and
from the organization as a whole.

Autonomy of teachers has two basesteacher specialization and the relationships that teachers
develop within and outside the organization. The first basis reflects the autonomy that teachers need
to meet individual student problems with their specialized knowledge. This basis of autonomy often
conflicts with an administrative emphasis on strict control to insure uniform, calculable performance.

The second basis refers to relationships that teachers have with other people and ,groups within
and outside the school. The more relationships the teacher has, the more autonomous the teacher
generally is. Thus, teachers gain autonomy vas- -vas the administration by actively participating in pro-
fessional organizations. Such participation yields security and a source of power independent of the
administration The result is an unofficial license developed within a legitimate mode-of organization.
Autonomy gained in this manner often leads to conflicting loyalties because of responsibilities of in-
volvement with both the administration and external organizations. The teacher can also develop au-
tonomy by displaying strong commitment to the administration.

Characteristics of students also introduce autonomy provisions. The school exists in relation to
family, peer grups, and occupational groups, and must have some autonomy from these agencies
while simultaneously working with them Because the student is a minor, legal provisions exist to
guarantee student autonomy (for example, fhe recent Supreme Court decision asserting rights of sus-
pended students). Students also develop autonomy via subcultures, the goals of which often conflict
with basic school goals.

Kerr, N.D. "The School Board as an Agency of Legitimation." In S.D. Sieber and D.E.
Wilder, eds., The School In Society: Studies in the Sociology of Education. New
York: Free Press, 1973, pp. 380-400.

CONCEPTS: Role of school board
SUMMARY There are three main forces.shaping school board members' attitudes and per-

formance school board politics, socialization and pressures for conformity, and community pres-
sures.

School Board Politics. School board members do not represent visible constituencies that sup-
port their election and monitor their performance. Asa result, there are few issues involved in school
board elections. Thus, new members are allowed freedom to adjust to the expectations of administra-
tors and senior board members. Constituencies do not exist because members are uniformly upper
class and do not represent issues' differentially important to the various social classes. 8imilarty, the
wide variety of parental interest blocks the emergence of clear issues regarding the school program.

New members are unfamiliar with school board activities and the school program. Regarding
board activities, candidates do not reaqe the importance of behind-the-scenes decisions. Regarding
the program, candidates display ignorance of programs already in operation and focus their afteni-
tiOn on such noneducational issues as improving bus transportation and setting up citizen advisory
groups.

Socialization and Pressures for Conformity. New members are carefully oriented to their new
roes. The suarintendent often invites new board members to an orientation in the superintendent's
office before the first meeting. The member is given a great deal of information and told to direct
problems to the superintendent Senior board members make clear their expectations that the new
member will be a learner and not a spokesperson. Condescension, paternalitm, chiding, and humilia-
tion occur often. Each new member is placed on a different committee to insure proper socialization.
The ignorance pf new members is used by older members to minimize their contributions Above all,
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new members are taught that educational matters are the soleprovince of the superintendent and

staff. Thus, most members' time is spend on financial matters and other noneducational issues

Community Pressures. Many of the complex issues faced by the board are incompletely under-

stood by the public. Public concern over such issues as whether one- o two-story school buildings

were better and whether home economics should be taught (even thou the state required it) made

board members increasingly cynical about the value of representing he public Member alienation

from the public often results from the members' greater underst ding of the needs of the system

combined with the community's unwillingness to grant them su ior knowledge. As a result, board

members often conceal their activities from the public and prese,t an appearance of unanimity

-ABSTRACTOR'S NOTE. As a result of these factors school boards serve more to legitimize

policiesof the school system to the community than to repr nt various segments of the community

LozXie, D. The Balance of Control and Auto omy in Elementary Schoat Teaching."

In A. Etzioni, ed., The SemiProfessions a, d Their Organization: Teachers, Nurses,

Social Workers. New York: Free Press, 1 %69, pp. 1-53.

CONCEPTS School organization, teacher a tonomy,teaching profession
SUMMARY. The unique position of the ementary school teacher is related to the relatively

low level of professionalization and the high vel of classroom autonomy Reasons for the low level

of professionalization include.

11. A history of lay control led to little imp rtance attached to teaching, and to teachers defined

more as employees than as professionals W have teachers not struggled to attain more complete

professional standing?

2 There is little concen for clearly tablishing criteria for membership in the profession For

example, are principals to be includ

3..limited prestige a are also functions of historical trends.

4. The feminization of the occupation historically meant low prestige and income because female

teachers typically had a lower level of commitment and females were generally considered second

class in the professions

5. They lack ajavored position in the market. Teachers cannot assert themselves without Serious

economic risl -

6. Teather knowledge and skills are not recognized as vital to individual and social welfare, or as

technical and specialized in nature.

7 States are willing to bypass licensing procedures for teachers, but not for Cloqtors.

8. Selfgovernance among teachers is minimal

9. The period of training to learn technical and, moral practices is minimal compared to doctors,

10. The training offered to teachers is'ill understood and limited in usefulness
, 4

The hig}) level of classroom autonomy is due in large part to certain characteristics that differenti-

ate the school from other organizations

1'. The school is a less welldeveloped organization.
a. Boards of education do not have many significant powers

b. Few offices:with power exist besides that of superintendent.

c Little agreement exists an Which goals are most important and how to measure.them.

d. School systems do not have a detailed outline of policy (this point reinforces Bidvvell's

noticRof structural looseness,

e Schools have certain Characteristics that lessen the range and depth of administrative contra

f. Schools have few avenues for promotion, that9s, few formal ranks exist between teacher and
principal. This feature further reduces control over teachers because they cannotbe rewarded

with a promotion.

I
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g. Allqcation decisions over budget, personne,l, and students occur, infrequently as compared to
other cirganiiations, which make suchdecisions frequently to adapt to chang4needs

2".'4t is more difficult to epar.ate teacherVlasks than, for example, the tasks involved in the

, production of an automobile, whiCh also lakes control more difficult i k -** I'

1. 3. Little agreefient exists tin the best ways of teaching, thus, superiors cannot use specialized '

knowledge to control teachers, but must rely 9n their position of aiithoriti. . . ,
.

4 -
. 4. Because there is little, greement sin teachiog technique, schools areless'rule oriented than other

. .
olgenizations..., .* : . .... . ' . , ,,

.

Because the school has a week control structure, the board is net able to control closely what

go,es.,cin in the classroom. and, as A rey.ilt, teachers have a RIO level of cl6sroom autonomy The

board lack of control over the classroom also means that boards haiteless c9ntrol over demands by

. eXternal agents such ,,,Is pressure groups, and they are less able to, resist" the nationalizing trends in

."' American educazion (mentioned by Wayland)
.i3r.

The reward structure ef.the school organization also has implications forilassroorn autonomy`,

0 Rewards are phmarily intrinsic, that is, related to personat'satisfactions deriyedfrom in-class teaching,

' rathertthan extrinsic (monetary). Because all teachers receitte the same monetary rewardslor a giVen

level of experience and training, teachers who work more diligently do not necessarily receiye greater
monetary rewards. Thus, teachers etr.ve to maximize'their intrinsic, classroom-generated rewards and,

- become more student oriehtel, leSs adminrsiration.drtertted. As a result, teachers become indifferent
to the impact of organizational affairs on tfleirrilationships with the administration and colleagues,

. provided that their classroom autonom is net vialtted; Teachers do resist manipulation of extrinsic,
. < k

'monetary rewards that wo (d reduce this classroom autonomy (Ibr example, mefit pay and dif-

f erentiated qaffing.r. 'Po%
e.

.
.' 4

ABSTRACTOR'S NOTE-. Autonomy is a relative term, absolute autonomy would At be desire -'
ble. Autonomy is not synonymous with...power, ttie.ability vitimpOse one's will on another, which

, teachers- do not possess: Autonomy, is. not kynonymous with ,autherity, legitimized power, which
'teachers also lack Autonomy and control are independent dimensions, not opposite ends of one'

,,,,i, cohtineium. , . .
'* . , - . ,. ;

. wi \ . , ....
eerrpw, C. "Vhy Bureaucracy?" I h Complex OrganizatioRs: A Critical Ess &'. GlerMew;.

01:4 Stott goresinan, 1972, pp. 1.60.
. . f ..

w. .
1 4

.
.

CONCEPTS Bureaucracy'complex organizatiOn ' ,
0. ,* i

SUMMARY. Basically an organization. (a) should be conctutteit au ? continual basiS; 0;4 hese

hierarchy of Offices, eau- office under control of a high4;one, (e)*cdnIains people doing spetifie

. , Jobs for which they are trained, I'd) should 'Clearly define each pdrsofil role, responsibilities, and
power, and (e) should have written rules to govern performance,of duties.

' Concerning rewards mdividuals should (a) 'receive fixed salaries, graded by rank, (b) hot, own the,

means of ,",production.(c) separate their private affairs She proPerty from that of the organizations
'Id) occolinf for thei.use of prganizatiopal property, and (e) make thtir office/position their primary

oCcupation. , 4 Z

. I
.

The individuals themselves (a) Serve voluntarily and are appointed, tb),their serviceconstitutes a
career.'wip promotions accordrhg to seniority or achievement, (c) the'i.owe allegiance tqthe position
that surname, occupies, not to the individual filling

,
that position, (d) they are sublett to guthorityw

only with respect to their officiarobligations,4aud (e) they have t?le right to appeal deciSions and to

state their grievances. , , .
.--- .

"br`riplete laureaueracy, is never realized beca use , -,--__

, t. .

...1,11,1m;lanted extraorganizationalinfluenCes on thg behavior of members cannOlbe eliminated,.. , ... .,
2 . An organization cannot adequately aciagitiO.demands for <apirIchange,,IF''

% 3. People are only average to iKteilig'ence, eta. ," ' . . ;
.

,, Common criticisms it bureaucrpcy,are it is inflexible, inefficient, and it itIllesthe spontaneity,
4 R
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freedom, and self realization -of employees On the other hands "bureaucracy is a form of organization
superior to all, other (forms-of organization) we -khow or can hope to afford in the near and middle
figure." &tramples of bereticial features of bureaucratie charactensfici are'

= - -4
I Greater effectiveness results f rom using universalistic procedures. *here everyone gets the same

treatment, instead of particularistiC' procedures where friends and relatives get special treatrhent.

2., Tenure rewards People forgoing- through a long period of formal training

3. Separating organizational and private affairs results in less appropriation of organizational
property for pr,ivate'use, anckbigtier overall effectiveness

4, Rules are needed when completfity increases so that aniorgahliat ion can operate effectively.
Rules stem from p`ast adjustments and helpstabilize the present and figure Mules arf often made the
scapegoats for underlying.problems, such as the premises on which an organization operates. '"

5. A hierarchy 'assists in reducing confusion because people know whom tt, consult about a problem.
It also results in.proper transmission of kn'owlecjlge and contnands,

The problem does not lie in 'any'S'Ingle component of bureaucracy It ligsjn who contrbls the ern'----
mense power that a bureaucracy generates and for what purposes or goals this power is applied.

ABSTRACTOR'SNOTE Pgrrovv's chapter is a lucid analysis of the basic. characteristics of bur -
eaucratic organizations 'Perrovv stresses the positive aspects of bureaucracies He suggests,that rather
than examining-the organizational characteristics, we look at both who Lontrali organizations and'
wriat goals-are followed, to get at the source or many problems ascribed:to the bureaucracy

ur

.

Sjoberg, G., R. Brymer, and B. Farris. "Bureaucracy and the Lower Class,"Socio/ogy and
Social Research 50 (1966): 325-37.

ik

CONCEPTS BureaUcracy,Thwer clasp
SUMMARY. Two main characteristics of the relationship between. bureaucracies and lower class

clients serge to reinfoke the culture of poverty First, service organizatiorjs generally cannot and do
not meet the needs of lower-cras,5 clients. Second, lower class clients are inadequately, prepared to cope
with servie organizations .

. . ,

Features of servjce organrzat ions that preclude efficient and effective service for rower -class di-,
'ents are: .

.

1 Staffing arrangements result in reduced quality of service (for thxampile, the high proportion of,4.
fjrstyear teachers/. ' ..

.

2., Personnel prefer working yeah clients who make it easier to achieve measurable goals, that is,
middle-class clients ,. , '

. .

3 Clients are rrjoreof ten blameckfor popr service thal3-.the organization is For example, 10 tests4
which stress middle-classialues, are used to characterize lower class students as less intelligent, the
Students are held responsible rather then the organization.

4 The emphasis given to rules and standards often re4ults in inadequate attention to the multiple
and varied needs of lower-class clients. -41

'5 Staff members are inadequately socialized into the vvqrld Ver., of lower-class clients

= 6 Emphasis on stability and Control-often stifles ghey-ances of lower-class crieflis

Lower-class clients have difficulty coping with service organizations because

1 They lack knowledge about the'rufes of the game, that is, how to manipulate bureaucracies to
their'edyontage , ._ -

4.

i 2 Their coniacts with the orgartizatton are confined to the lower echelons, staff members at this
level are the most constrained by rules and standards, - .-

,s

3 -They areless able to deal with people on an impersonal basis.
. ,.

ABSTRACTOR,19 NeTE__ -Compare thii article to ,Beckei's 1952 article, vyhich.also illustrates -

how serviceorganizationSWork against lower-class clients ,
.. -)., ... . ' ,
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Smith, L.M., and P.M. Keith. Anatomy of Educational Innovation. An,.Organizational
Analysis ot an Elementary School. New York: Wiley, 197E

CONCBPTS Change approachesycinnovation
SUMMARY The developers of a new school emphasizing individualized instruction,tried to

meet three developmental challenges in setting up the school They tried to select a social base, that
is, they examined the community environment to discover its resources and power structure. They
tried to develop a homogeneous staff ;la selective recruiting and sharing of experiences They tried tot.

formalize procedures, that is, routine supervision and reliance on rules.
. A number of problems developed

f . .
1 The conservative community exerted pressure that resulted in administrative change in the central,

office, which in turn resulted in the toss of
,
an ihnovative principal.

2 The carefully outlined program led to a covering u-p of internal problems, such asstaffConflict.
3 Establishing the innovative schodl led to a great demand on resources (time, energy, personnel,

and materiels), which also led to staff conflict
4 The school was new and had tp desielop a tradition and an 4)propriate set of norms to help guide

behavior .c

,5 SelectiOn of inexperienced teachers resulted in a limited pool-1)f teaching skills, inability to handle
children, and unimaginative teaching.

. t

6, The fact, rlat teachers had to develop al curriculum materials led to time problems for the staff.
7 Because the school was new, many emergent problems had to be dealt with. Meeting these prob-

lemS often resulted in having to deal with still' more problems that were not anticipated in tb\eeting
tile first set of prilplems.

,,,
8 The so called advantages of the physical plant yve-e not always realized, or exampl moveable

partitions weren't very moveable, the openness of he building led to privac problems f r the staff.

9 Coordination proi)lenls developed, particularly within and among the teams of teachers

10 Teachers forking in specialized areas heightened the coordination problems. is

31 The plan tbr an "upside-down authority structure," that is, making siudeltsVie ultimate_
lputhority, cliclit't vvpfk out t,

i
i2 The developers tried to'Change too many things in too short a time period. ,

One major result was massive uncertainty Teachers were not sure what roles to fill or how to
fill them, they were unsure`of the auth-ority structure, and they wy unsure of how to deal with staff
conflict and how to cope when'things did not go as planned

.

Two general ways to change an organization are the revolutionary approach, which stresses
i changing many different parts of the organization as rapidly as possible and is characterized by high

risk and potentially great rewards. and- the gra'dualist approach, which stresses the changing of only
a few segments of the organization at a time These two approaches can be compared

Revolutionary

1 large scale change

2 emphasis on total policy

3 changes limited to a specified time peri6d

4

-
,

focus on one main avenue for change

5, no allowance for acetlerated.change

6 little provision for "lock ing,m" change

7 . little cushioning provisions for special
problems.

Gradualist .

change brgke9 tip into small steps

emphasis on development of Subunits
t

changes allqwed to gtretch beyonda,
specified time period it;

4 allowance br Multiple paths to change

5 allowanCe for accelerated,change

6. `,,,maximal provwion for "locking in" changeS`,

many cushioning provisions for special
problems.. if

t,

4
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The problem with the revolutionary approach is that, because an org4nization has many iriterre
lated parts, the revolutionary approach, with ,t's emphasis on rapid large-scale change, produces several
undesirable and unanticipated results and requires large amounts of resources It also results in the

e problem of uncertainty mentioned abtive The gradYalist approach solves many of these roblems
'

Wayland, S. "Structural Features of Arneritan Education-as Bas1 vation."
In M. Miles, ed., Innovations in Education. New York-. Teachers College Press, 1964,
pp. 587.613.

CONCEPTS Innovation. nationalization,
SUMMARY There is evidence of a national system of educathon in America which has implica

bons for innovation The evidence !Las follows

.1. National recruitment of teachers, that is, teachers trained in one state can often teach rn others.

2. The successful movement of students from school to school,

3. The national market for instructional materials, '

. 4. The national eSamination system, such as the National Merit Scholarship Program.

Additionally, them are certain structures supporting a national system (anch7ary actures). na-

tional organizations for teachers and administrators, the lack of a direct, formal relation ip between

teacher training institutions and sch,odls, and accreditation associations
This national'system retards educational innovation by imposing standards that local education

authorities do not wishto violate It also reduces attention to the needs'of the local school system
When l'nnovationt are proposed, too much attention is focused on the,atiributes of therinnovation end
to, litVe on, the structures of educational systems and individual schools More attentiOn should be
'giver(to the role sf the ancillary structures doted stiove and their impact on innovation.

ABSTRACTOR'S NOTE, In spite of tIlf popular notion of local, lay control, the author illus-
trates that there is a national system of education and that this system' works against educational
truidvation,Cohtrast this prece,witf) the Clark article which illustrates how innovation occu in spite

of this national system

,

and M.W. Kirst. "The Local Conversion Process. Boards ansl Subsystems:"
,. In The Political Web of American Schools. Boston., Little, Brown,'197/, pp, 78-95.

io
CONCEPTS Power of school board and superintendent, role of community, school board, and

t
superintendent w

, .
SUMMARY Both school boards and school professionals, superintendents, have influence on

local educationll policy. School board members generally are business people or professionals, male,
wealthy, about 45-55 years;old, Republican, and.long term community residents About half theinem
bers serve for self-oriented reasons. ied half have 'community oriented" motives Conflict-between
board and community often results.because board, members, being of high socioeconomic status, are
more liberal in terms of expenditures and academic policies than the lower'status community atlarge
School board members generally do not} play a decisiverole irt educational decision making because

.

1, They hold demanding job,s, which limit the amount of time they can spend on school matters

2: They do not use perfdrmance criteria and oblectiMe data to evaluate their superintendents,and

-schools. ,

-3, They do not run on a specific platform and thus do not have a acific mandate'frdm thepom

munity to act in a patticular way
)--

,r6r

At preSent, boards serve primarily to mediate arriong various sources of,pressure ankf leave im.
sortant policy issues to the professional staff, "and even in mediating.they may dolittTe,': As a result,
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1,

they legitimate ptoPosals of the professiorlal staff, making urily marginal changes, rather than repre-
senting citizens In fact b9ards often spew) 80 percent of their time on manlgerial details and fail
to deal,,with policy issues

The spotirintendent has a cbrideiabie amount of poXer bec'ause she job includes~ control of the
agenda for, board meetinAcietermination of school system organ,ization, definition of alternatives for
the board, research production, specs IC policy recommendations, hiring2assig,nment, prom'otion,and

,dttermination of 'tenure, and Control of a specialized staff The lob is a full time one which requires at?,
sPecialigt in the field

...Perhaps most of the superintendent's power deveLpps from control of information. Hciwever,
serving at the pleasure of the buIrd, a superintendent can be replaced if, conflicti develop or ifa new
board is elected
VS/W41isturitvally, the community nas not displayed much interest in the management of the schools

Research indicate% that citizens know very little about the substance of education or major policy is-
, , sues Most pften, the public is concerned only/with minor details or emotional issues, such as dress

codes, discipline, and 'sex education Thus, the school bdard will spend much of its time on such is-
sues Srmilafay, Comrnunityleaders express little interest in basic educational issues

Cammurity control arid decentralization reprpsent more recent community efforts to reduce
bour1 and suuernitenderit powers and increase the community's power COmmunity control would
create severallucal edUcation--agencies out of one central system and thereby result in several new

,$ community based school boards of local mei/Vera Decentralization would occur within the existing
administration and upcfi r the single, central school board In effect, field administrators would gain ,
power from central administotons Both community control and decentr'alization involve several value
conflicts, particularly between democratic control and profesgenal autonomy Also, community '

, involvement would, presumably make participation in the, schuuls more meaningful and personal; rt

would increase the control that community members over their lives" T.herg4ssome dispute
over whether community inyolytament would increase or deisease seg'regation 'In- addition, problems
vist in the definition of dist net boundaries and personnel selection procedures

Q.

4
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Appendix B

SuggesIecl Film Li§t ,

Dat;id and Lisa
Caine Wain/
A Thousand Clowns
Casablanca
Kes
Twelve Angry Men
Stalag 17
Adam's Rib.
Guilty by ,Reason of Race
Blackboard Jungle
The Pawnbroker
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
How the West Was Won, Lost, and Why Man Creates
High School -

Children Withotit
'One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
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